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deliverance

we watch anticipating
either with fear and trembling
or understanding and reverence
As the deliverers
wrackedcracked with rhythmic spasms
travel through the valley of death
carried on by the power of their love
for the new life that can be freed
only with this travail

and whether aided
by amnihook or roman spear
the rush of blood and water
from the wound thus formed
seems a necessary part
of deliverance

alonzo hjonesbjonesH jones

amnihookarnnihook a crochet hook device used to rupture the membranes of a woman in labor



mormonscormons on the warfrontWarfront
the protestant mormonscormons and

catholic mormonscormons of northern ireland

claudia W harris

although being mormon sets members apart from their neigh-
bors nearly anywhere in the world in northern ireland that separa-
tion frequently creates unique problems for members of the embattled
ward and branches without exception mormonism is scorned by
all religious groups there the church is characterized as an oddity
as a non christian cult as a polygamist group still sending young
men out seeking brides for utah haremshares lanian paisley hates mormonscormons
more than he hates catholics if that is possible missionaries have
repeatedly told me that whenever they encounter paisleysPaisleys free
presbyteriansPresbyterians they quickly excuse themselves because they are well
acquainted with the invective which will soon follow but knocking
on any door in northern ireland could bring a decidedly unwelcome
surprise and to open that door to a stranger could be just as fearful
many communities in northern ireland are no go areas for the mis
sionariessionaries just as they are for the security forces

irish mormonscormons suffer from the same problems their non mor
mon neighbors must endure poverty inadequate housing twenty-
five percent unemployment and continual emigration of their
youngest and brightest but nothing else has as much impact as the
conflict in fact social problems in the north have worsened during
the last twenty years as a direct result ofthe ongoing conflict certainly
the civil rights movement of the late 1960s brought fairer elections
better employment practices and improved educational opportu-
nities but repressive police tactics against an initially nonviolent
movement marginalized a large segment of society paramilitariesParamilitaries
ive talked to were literally beaten into the belief that nonviolence
doesnt work and now northern ireland has the highest percentage
ofprisoners in western europe bombings ofbusinesses and factories

claudiawclaudiaeClaudi aW harris is an assistant professor ofenglish at brighamatl3righam young university A aversionversion
of this paper was presented at the canadian mormon studies association meeting june 1990
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and kidnappingskidnappings of CEOs have decreased foreign investment and
destroyedjobsdestroyed jobs thus impairing further an already depressed economy
despite the many difficulties however the church is growing much
more rapidly in the north than it is in the predominantly catholic
south where religion and patriotism being catholic and being
irish are intertwined where leaving the catholic church is almost
synonymous with defecting

but it is not only in southern ireland where church members
are strangely at odds with their culture the church develops in its
adherents attitudes about patriotism law and order and individual
rights that cause northern members to stand out dangerously on the
warfrontwarfront since a high percentage of northern irish monmormonscormonsnons are
members of the various security forces they and their families are
therefore prime paramilitary targets many mormon names appear
on the various death lists many mormonscormons are unable to reveal their
addresses in ward and branch lists and must be home taught at the
church many mormonscormons must move house frequently and some-
times only the very closest family members will know the new
address I1 have made it apractice not to record the address of anyone
who could be a likely target I1 also do not publish the name of any
irish person who is not already a public figure

during each of my four extended research trips spanning the
seven years since the fall of 1983198311 have stayed with members of the
church north and south many enterprising mormonscormons participate
in the healthy bed and breakfast industry in ireland my practice of
staying with mormonscormonsMormons which incidentally was suggested to me by
a nonmember atlanta friend has not only lent depth to my research
but has also given me ready access to individuals who have proven
invaluable to my study of the interrelationship of theater to politics
in northern ireland members of the church have frequently
provided me a useful but unexpected entre into the many political
arenas on the island

in northern ireland where the divisions among the often
warringwaning groups are particularly pronounced the mormon church is
a bright spot and one of the few institutions demonstrating any
success in bridging the cultural divide even though a politically
united ireland might prove impossible the church united ireland
ecclesiastically in the spring of 1983 by creating only one mission
on the island that move brought members from the north and the
south together in regional and area meetings which helped to
decrease stereotyping and to increase understanding still very few
friendships have developed between members of the north and
south cultural differences continue to outweigh the similarities
that church membership fosters
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but alliances are more confusing outside the church even a
clear definition of the northern irish problem itself is elusive over
the years I1 have become quite suspicious of simple solutions such
as brits out catholics claim that the frequently shouted expletive
is merely a call to the british armyanny to leave the island but pro-
testantste interpret the statement as a demand that they leave as well
that they leave a country where they and their families have lived
for generations

what to call the place is also an issue northern ireland is not
recognized officially as apolitical entity by the majority on the island
in fact the six counties that make up the north are included under
the southern constitution although changing that aspect of the
constitution is now hotly debated in the south knowing what to call
the participants is even more difficult whether protestant or
catholic unionist or nationalist loyalist or republican or even
british or irish any of these efforts to categorize also polarizes
the population in the north does not fall into these neat categories
the usual practice of identifying two distinct warring populations
only describes the extremes and alienates the majority many
northern residents now reject all labels as being inappropriate
descriptions but still they frequently use catholic or protestant as
I1 do to indicate background or culture or ethnicity rather than religion
sometimes I1 wonder how I1 ever chose to study a place I1 cannot appro-
priatelypriately designate which has a problem I1 cannot clearly identify and
which has participants I1 cannot adequately name

in the north mormonscormons are primarily converted protestants
while in the south mormonscormons are virtually all converted catholics
on my first trip to ireland I1 was frequently surprised to learnleam that
members I1 knew well who were living very near one another on
opposite sides of the border had never met I1 am no longer surprised
by the divisions and my well meaning attempts to bring my northern
and southern mormonftiendsmormon friends together have proven fruitless so far
mormon unity is far from perfect despite the obvious love and
caring within the irish church there are protestant mormonscormons and
catholic mormonscormonsMormons irish members can readily recite the cultural
roots of everyone in their congregation

in addition political divisions sometimes divide the church
just as they divide the country the derrydeny branch met frequently in
a hotel on the protestant waterside because of the repeated vandal-
ism the building on the catholic bogside suffered bombs have
been placed under cars in the parking lot not randomly but to target
present or former members of the security forces who are also
members of the church derry which is mostly catholic is on the
western border of northern ireland catholics have now taken over
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thewalled city orbogside andprotestants have congregatedprimarily
across the river on the waterside for a time the derrydeny branch met
alternately on each side of the river foyle when the meeting was
in the church building on the bogsideBog side many protestant mormonscormons
didnt feel safe in attending and when the meeting was in the hotel
on the waterside the catholic mormonscormons feared for their lives and
a thriving congregation of two hundred dwindled to twenty

one saturday morning during the 1981 hunger strike period
the derrydeny branch president went to the chapel to prepare for the next
days meetings his wife went with him to practice the organ to
their horrorhonor they found feces spread on the walls benches and
carpets reminiscent of the dirty protest then taking place in the
prison during the dirty protest the protesting H block prisoners
emphasized their political status by refusing to wear clothing other
than their own and wrapping themselves in blankets instead of
dressing in the prison jumpsuitjumpsuit in the ensuing battle of wills with
the warders other privileges were eliminated even the chance to
slop out the cells so the prisoners spread feces on the walls of
their cells the individuals who broke into the derrydenydent church
building were evidently imitating the prison protest on sunday
the next day derrydeny branch members met in the building which they
had cleaned late into the night somehow word of the desecration
had spread and members they hadnt seen for years came to help
scrub the walls pews and carpet but that renewed spirit in the
branch didnt survive after several more although less spectacular
break ins the branch boarded up the building and met continually
on the waterside

the debate about what to do with the building became heated
plans were made to sell it to a catholic congregation but at the final
meeting the new protestant mormon branch president decided to
call off the sale he told me he felt inspired that the branch should
stay on the catholic bogsideBog side he believed new members would
come from the catholic part of the community members who
refused to continue to attend church in the building were allowed
to transfer to other branches the branch president went to an
excommunicated mormon who had ties to the IRA he asked him to
find out what the IRA wanted the mormonscormons to do sell the building
or stay and repair it the man reported back that the IRA had no
problem with the mormonscormonsMormons saying instead that it was the catholic
hierarchy the IRA had difficulty with the branch president then
asked for IRA help to eliminate the vandalism since that time the
mischief has stopped and the renovated derrydeny building is one of the
nicest in ireland but unfortunately the congregation hasnt grown
appreciably and remains at approximately thirty active members
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and yet members sacrifice to send their children to BYU and
rejoice if opportunities develop which allow the young people to
settle in america thus adding to the sad emigration statistics

politics encroaches on church affiliation in belfast as well as
in derrydeny these two cities are the main population centers of the
north derrydeny with 90000 residents is now 72 percent catholic an
increase of 8 percent during the past ten years belfast with 330000
residents is now only 62 percent protestant a decrease of 4 percent
over ten years both cities were protestant strongholdsstrongholds during the
centuries of struggle for territory in fact the overall protestant
population in the north has decreased 1.51515 percent where the
catholic population has increased 9 percent during the last ten
years A catholic majority is a clear possibility early next century
since 40 percent of the total population of northern ireland is now
catholic so where derrydeny on the far western border has become
predominantly catholic belfast on the far eastern border remains
predominantly protestant although the percentage has decreased

working in the security forces as prison warders policemen
and part time british soldiers causes special difficulties for church
members A catholic mormon on the police force was warned by
a former catholic schoolmate that he was on an IRA deathlistdeathlist
catholic judges and catholic police officers and catholic british

soldiers are particularly targeted by the IRA they are viewed as
traitors who are participating in the british occupation of northern
ireland this member and his pregnant wife sold their new home
and moved to an outlying neighborhood the wife quit her nursing
job at the main belfast hospital to further limit knowledge of their
whereabouts he continues on the force however and promotions
have made him an even likelier target

why this man and others continue to risk their lives can be
answered in several ways jobs especially such high paying jobs
such as those in the security forces are scarce in northern ireland
also mormonism promotes support for government and law and
order mormonism is in opposition to anarchy in fact a basic tenet
of mormonism is a belief in order in all things but the answer
could be less obvious and more allusive than this A basic paradigm
for the irish as well as for mormonscormons is sacrifice victor turner in
from ritual to theatre says paradigms of this type cultural root
paradigms so to speak reach down to irreducible life stances of
individuals passing beneath conscious prehension to a fiduciary
hold on what they sense to be axiomatic values matters literally of
life and death 51 in my study of ireland I1 demonstrated martyrwishmartyrwish
to be a cultural root paradigm there cloaked in allusiveness charged
with emotion martyrdom passes beneath irish consciousness to
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that cultural value of a type ofdeath which gives meaning to life to
risk their lives in what they believe to be the service of others would
seem to be a natural role for these irish mormonscormons in the security forces

but mormonscormons find themselves in paradoxical positions to
love others and not to judge are values constantly confronted by the
conflict an especially difficult time was the hunger strike period
here were young men using christ as their model and yet many
mormonscormons believed the hunger strike to be a perversion of martyr-
dom these dying hunger strikers had been convicted ofkilling their
friends neighbors and workerscoworkersco to treat the starving men or the
other protesting prisoners as martyrs instead of criminals would
have been impossible for an irish protestant mormon for an irish
catholic mormon however the issue is less clearcutclear cut I1 listened
many times as friends tried to reconcile their sympathy for the
hunger strikers with their belief in law and order and their abhor-
rence of violence

mormonscormons are involved in varying degrees on all sides of the
conflict and frequently their behavior does not harmonize well with
their mormon beliefs for instance a belfast mormon prison warder
was on a ward temple trip to london during the time of a spectacular
prison breakout in september 1983 when thirty seven men escaped
from the H blocks soon after his return from london the man told
me in a matter of fact tone that if hed been at the prison instead of
the temple he would surely have been involved in the beatings the
eighteen recaptured prisoners received he said the prisoners ex-
pected the treatment and even asked for it in fact they liked being
beaten because it reinforced their view of themselves as persecuted
he claimed to be merely fulfilling his prescribed role in the symbiotic
relationship between the prisoners and the warders resistance fol-
lowed by punishment he asserted was simply the natural rela-
tionshiptionship between the guarded and the guards he was elders quorum
president at the time

the beatings are well documented but prisoners would dis-
pute the claim that they ask to be beaten on 16 may 1990 the court
awarded joseph simpson 75000500 in damages from the british
government northern ireland office simpson is a thirty eight
year old H block prisoner from andersonstownAndersonstown in catholic west
belfast he claimed that prison officers had assaulted him when he
was recaptured after the 1983 prison escape his suit is one of many
cases documenting abusive treatment stories of brutality are fre-
quently recited for me by prisoners families and recently released
prisoners from both sides of the cultural divide one young mans
monotone recitation of sleep deprivation and systematic beatings
was especially poignant because it was completely devoid of any
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emotion his mother explained that even then six months after his
release his sleep was still disturbed and he apparently had suffered
permanent hearing impairment

when I1 asked the mormon prison warder if he did not at least
respect the dedication of the hunger strikers the singleness of
purpose that had led them to die for a cause he scoffed at the idea
and told me that they hadnt really fasted but had sneaked food
despite the deaths ofoftenten hunger strikers he clung to his belief that
they had eaten and not truly fasted discounting the sacrificial
imagery became more important than reality now that the man is
older and has been a bishop he has softened somewhat he insists
that he no longer participates in the beatings

life in the H blocks has calmed considerably since the turbulent
protest period of the late 70s and early 80s prisoners are quietly
permitted the concessions that were the basis for the hunger strikes
and the present relationship between the warders and the prisoners
is usually one of wary caution warders tell me that the job is now
easy but dull and since the prisoners are more content and coop-
erativeerative few beatings occur

one stake conference in 1983 the large house where I1 was
staying was full of members who lived some distance from belfast
my generous hosts had invited them to stay over after the saturday
night conference meetings to save them the long trip home that night
and the return to belfast the next morning on sunday morning they
treated me as a curiosity everyone wanted to meet the american
here they all were ready for church and yet talking about the con-
flict and how to solve it but their solution was killing people the
discussion was a strange experience because I1 had met many of the
people they thought should be done away with but knowing and
even liking the individuals these mormonscormons thought should be
eliminated gave me an advantage I1 could sit there and listen to these
active mormonscormons talk about the benefits of dictatorships of impris-
onment without trial and of shooting on suspicion alone and not
judge I1 could appreciate the frustration of living in such lawless
surroundings and yet the killing is abhorrent to me whoever does
it security force or paramilitary the end can never fully justify
the means

A mormon who had been an officer in the B specials a now
disbanded notoriously brutal branch of the british army berated
me for an hour one afternoon he was angry about irish american
support for the IRA and wanted me to tell america to stop paying
for guns and bombs he pointed out that only northern ireland had
allowed american bases during world war 11II in contrast the
south had maintained a shaky neutrality which hid much covert
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support for the germans he told me that he had instructed the
young men in his special unit not to attack the common catholic but
to go for the leaders not to shoot just anyone but to kill john hume
again I1 had to remind myself that I1 was talking to a mormon who
supposedly shared my values

such discussions are the exception however for the most
part irish mormonscormons are noted for their warmth and goodness but
the irish often cynically dismiss this celebrated warmth as only
overcompensation as a surface effort to counteract all the bad press
or as a calculated effort to deceive however I1 do not find the irish
insincere I1 experience the mormonscormonsMormons at least as quite genuine and
I1 have never participated in friendlier congregations but then the
irish do not generally see it as paradoxical that warmth can coexist
with violence in fact my bringing up the issue that first trip in 1983
was greeted with laughter especially from those who knew I1 was
from atlanta how could I1 talk about murder and mayhem when
I1 tried to explain that what went on in atlanta was either crimes for
gain or crimes of passion our situation was deplored but thats
awful people dying for no purpose

my own views are constantly bombarded in ireland with varying
but compelling perspectives I1 never feel physically threatened there
although my beliefs and emotions suffer an onslaught overall the
experience has been positive the irish resilience when faced with
frequent and severe difficulty has taught me how to better deal with
my own challenges on each trip to ireland I1 develop a renewed
appreciation for the value of life

if objective truth were what I1 sought in ireland I1 would have
been misled and frustrated the incidents ive mentioned are stories
my irish friends have told me over the years these are also the
stories they tell themselves about themselves although customar-
ily told with a rectitude and assurance that is uniquely irish the
stories generally conflict with each other and meander in the telling
and embellish the events despite the variations most narrators
insist vigorously that they have the facts that their particular approach
is the definitive truth luckily I1 wanted to hear the commentary to
know how the irish see themselves to listen to the irish presentation
of self experiencing the differing views has usually been enjoyable
and has always been instructive even though I1 might be aware of
certain biases

in A colder eye hugh kenner discusses the illusiveness of
the irish factfact2facto and compares ireland to homeric greece could
it possibly occur to anyone to reject a narrative because it was
inaccurate for what could accuracy mean not only is what theyd
need to match the tale against no longer there the tale itself once
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told is no longer there either and as recent a past as yesterday
afternoon is no more than what the speaker of the moment says it
was and only so long as hes talking three different talkers three
different evanescingevanes cing yesterdays each one paced by a different
sequencing of spoken flowers 3 kenner captures the embroidered
irish speech with his phrase spokenflowersspoken plowersflowers

but then accuracy in any setting is an illusion in loves ex-
ecutioner psychiatrist irvin D yalom explodes the prevailing view
that a life can somehow be reconstructed through long ago events
which a person might choose to reveal instead yalom demon-
strates experimentally the impossibility of recapturing and record-
ing the definitive history of even a single therapy hour he asks
can therapists or historians or biographers reconstruct a life with

any degree of accuracy if the reality of even a single hour cannot be
captured while longing for an umpire or a sharp imaged snapshot
of reality he exclaims how disquieting to realize that reality is
illusion at best a democratization of perception based on partici-
pant consensus 4 margaret atwood in the handmaidsHandmaids tale deals
eloquently with the same issue its impossible to say a thing
exactly the way it was because what you say can never be exact you
always have to leave something out there are too many parts sides
crosscurrentscrosscurrents nuances too many gestures which could mean this
or that too many shapes which can never be fully described too
many flavors in the air or on the tongue half colors too many 5

truth is cumulative however once all the stories are told and
heard a truer understanding of the culture is possible since meta
commentary has developed metacommentaryMetacommentary is the term clifford
geertz uses for the story a group tells itself about itself its pre-
sentationsentation of self 61 or in yalomsealoms words metacommentarycommentarymeta is a
democratization of perception based on participant consensus 7

but what is missing in ireland is consensus the narratives of
catholic and protestant often dismiss important aspects of the other
groups presentation of self of course the story or metacommen
tary will never really be completed each era has the responsibility
of retelling its own story and as an audience for these narratives
I1 play a small role in the irish process ofmetacommentarymetacommentary because
I1 am from outside I1 can talk to all of the various groups and they
in turn can communicate with each other through me since they
would not generally be able to approach each other directly I1
become a useful conduit for ideas and questions back and forth and
when I1 share the various stories with an individual or a group I1 can
open a window onto the viewpoints of the opposing groups just
listening to the competing catholic and protestant narratives has
helped me understand what at first seemed inexplicable this essay
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then is yet another version of the irish presentation of self yet
another version of the metacommentarycommentarymeta but from my own par
ticipant observer viewpoint because it brings together many of the
competing stories this discussion can dispute erroneous ideas and
can add to the cumulative truth I1 have learned for example that
what I1 might see as paradoxical in irish culture the irish often see
as a thoroughly reasonable approach and mormonism adds a rich
gloss to the irish experience the aspiration to be as one in the gospel
is continually frustrated by age old animosities what is irish and
what is mormon or what is not irish and what is not mormon is
confusing so even though converted irish mormonscormons develop a new
presentation of self old attitudes frequently surface when the
conflict exposes cultural root paradigms then the irish metacom
mentary takes precedence over the newer mormon metacommentarycommentarymeta

the story of a southern irish church member who lives in
dublin demonstrates the struggle to develop a new unified irish
mormon metacommentarycommentarymeta when we talked in 1989198911 had already
known her for six years and had observed her increasing involve-
ment in the church against what seemed to me to be great odds she
lives on a public housing estate some distance from the chapel
so just getting to meetings regularly is a triumph since she has
many children but no car her husband is a nonmember as is her
extended family by 1989 she was teaching the gospel doctrine
class in a humble but powerful manner she talked glowingly ofher
experiences at the london temple where had she gone recently for
her endowment

the incident that triggered our conversation was a letter she
had received from my dublin landlady who was then working in
bagshotBagshot england which is near a large british army base the
letter took over a month to arrive and had been opened and one page
was missing my landlady had innocently asked this woman a
neighbor to get her house ready for my arrival coming from
bagshot to a woman whose family is sympathetic to the IRA the
letter apparently aroused suspicion hence the censoring and delay
until after I1 had already arrived one sunday when I1 gave her a ride
home from church we sat in my car in front of her house and she
told me in her soft voice how hard it had been for her to leamlearn to love
everyone even the british like all politically involved irish
mormonscormonsMormons she struggled against the feeling that she was deserting
her country and her family by joining the church although she has
ceased any active role in the conflict she understands and even
applauds her familysfamilys continued involvement and would naturally
protect them ifnecessary she is well aware of the ambiguity inherent
in her situation
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when she was first being taught by the missionaries she
passed through central dublin on her way to a church meeting and
one of her friends gave her a silencer to pass on to another friend
she had thought nothing of taking that silencer out of her bag in
church when she was rummaging for a pencil she said the mis-
sionariessionaries had nearly fallen off the bench when they saw it even now
when a member of the IRA is killed she becomes quite angry how
could they but she is also saddened now when a british soldier
is shot oh the poor love she recognizes that the gospel has
changed her outlook on the conflict however she also recognizes
that her politics often sets her apart from other branch members who
are somewhat suspicious of her motives and her companions my
landlady confirmed this perception they are neighbors and good
friends and yet my landlady will not talk about the conflict with her
worrying lest she become involved unintentionally with each new
bombing my landlady is ashamed she is irish and apologizes to
anyone she knows who is british the differing reactions of these
two women demonstrates the range in catholic mormon response
to the conflict protestant mormon reactions are also diverse which
shows the impossibility of clearly delineating the cultures

but my own response has not been easy to resolve either in
1983 when I1 visited the derry branch the very first sunday I1 was
in the north I1 was confronted by my own lack of understanding
the adult sunday school class had five members that october
morning apparently only five had dared to come to church we
huddled together in the unheated hotel in one of the semicircular
booths in the restaurant the subject of the lesson was section 134
of the doctrine and covenants the often quoted declaration of the
mormon attitude toward government which oliver cowdery pre-
pared in the prophets absence for inclusion in the first edition of the
doctrine and covenants cowdery was attempting to counteract the
characterization ofmormonsmonnonsmormans as lawless the teacher in derry asked
me to do most of the reading because the class enjoyed my accent
As I1 read aloud those words which I1 had heard so many times before
they suddenly took on a reality that made it almost impossible for
me to continue my usual calm unflappable demeanor dissolved
my eyes filled with tears and I1 had trouble breathing in every way
northern ireland is the antithesis of the ideal government outlined
in section 134 even the most basic expectations of society are
missing in northern ireland government for all the people courts
which are fair police you can trust lawfulness as a principal value
I1 became aware that morning during the class discussion one reason
why the missionaries are successful in the north the people there
yearn for the perfect organization prescribed by the church
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the warm loving nature and the spirituality of the irish latter
day saints not only sets them apart from the larger irish population
but also gives them a unique position among other mormonscormonsMormons the
mormon church in ireland has a distinctive charismatic flavor
which permeates the membership one elderly recent convert
believes that the holy ghost has unlocked his creativity since
joining the church he is now able to write poetry and plays thereby
fulfilling his lifetime dream at last in ireland members seek for
blessings they revere their leaders there is a trust and simplicity
and willingness todoto do what is asked that is missing in many mormon
congregations I1 once noted to a branch president there that unlike
american congregations the irish sing all the verses of the hymns
even if the meeting is running long he looked at me with wonder
and said the prophet told us to

the majority of irish members fully dedicate themselves
making great sacrifices of time and money to the church when they
were still on the old schedule of two separate meetings on sunday
one of my northern irish woman friends would walk twenty miles
back and forth each sunday pushing a baby in a pram and her
nonmember husband would walk with her pushing a second pram
she has missed meetings only one sunday in her twenty five years
as a member the sunday her father died during breakfast at her
house and her level of dedication could be echoed in thousands of
different stories of other irish saints some of the best examples of
sacrifice as a cultural root paradigm are the lives of irish mormonscormonsMormons
many aspects of Monnonmormonismism fit easily within the overall irish
metacommentarymetacommentary

many irish members view mormonism as the only beacon of
hope as the only way to bring to an end the six hundred year
undeclared war in ireland truly the church often seems to be the
only organization there which is successfully bridging the cultural
divide and the struggle to develop a new all encompassing meta
commentary to create a unique mormon irish presentation of self
which could include all groups on the island in fellowship that
struggle is for the most part the primary concern of the church
members in ireland there may be protestant mormonscormons and catho-
lic mormonscormons in northern ireland but they meet peacefully in the
numerous congregations and work together for common goals
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the world of men

he was just a little boy
and his right eye was crossed
so he squinted it and looked
at the world through the other one
his hair was like dandelion seed
and his fathers friends would tease
where did you get that white hair

and he would reply with intended precision
for even then he was passionate about truth

but in a voice that squeaked
my hair is dark white

his fathers friends always knew what to do
when a horse needed shoeing or a car broke
there was wiry willard mclaws who could
put a strap around a refrigerator
and carry it up a flight of stairs
and ed gillespie who at rodeos
could pluck a bronc rider from the
back of a bucking horse when the whistle blew
and shag tate that his father taught him
to say was the ugliest man in town
and minky whod been all american
halfback and called the boy sour puss

he followed his father into their world
watched their arm wrestling
and listened to their talk
about quarterbacks and deer hunts
and cutting horses and chevroletsChevrolets
and the eternal argument over whether
shag tate was really uglier than rufus bevan

the boy walked a little spraddle legged
like his father though he was
knock kneed rather than bowlegged
and he tried to wave at people on the street
using two fingers the way his father did
and at night in his prayers
he said god bless minky
and ed gillespie and willard mclaws

john sterling harris



when our enemies are also saints
response to claudia W harriss

mormonscormonsMormons on the Warwarfrontwarfront95front

james B alienallenailen

I1 find claudia harriss essay both deeply disturbing and
strangely comforting for me it only strengthens the conviction that
war is hell civil war is a worse hell and an undeclared civil war is
the most frustrating of all political hells the paper is disturbing
because it highlights the terrible cost of this kind of conflict and the
frustration of finding church members on both sides but it is
comforting that church members are able somehow to let the gospel
transcend political differences and create what she calls a new all
encompassing metacommentarycommentarymeta

this paper has importance far beyond what it tells us about the
church in the emerald isle for it focuses on a certain dreadful
reality that has confronted latter day saints at various times
throughout their history even though it has been noticed only in
passing by historians that reality threatens however to become a
major concern as the church expands in countries torn by civil
strife what is happening in ireland may well be only a mild sample
of what church members might experience in many countries
during the next few decades

harriss paper also causes me to reminisce about my own visit
to northern ireland just three years ago I1 am descended from a
protestant irishman who was converted to mormonism and whose
first wife from whom I1 am not descended was a converted catholic
irish girl so I1 have a bit of the catholic protestant tendency in my
own family in belfast our first night we found lodging at the home
of a wonderful family named corrigan who not only treated us
courteously and warmly but also helped direct us to the mormon
church the next morning before going to church we drove to the
center of town which was practically deserted because it was sunday
we stopped at the stately old city hall where we took some pictures

james B alienallenailen is a professor of history at brigham young university
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from the time we crossed the border into northern ireland we
had been apprehensive of any political activity but up to this point
we had seen no evidence at all of any such thing however just as
we left the city hall we suddenly saw a few men drive up rapidly
jump out of their jeep like vehicle plaster a sign on a nearby
building then drive away in a hurry we wondered if they were IRA
partisans but we did not go over to read the sign because we noticed
military personnel carriers coming down the street if the first men
we saw were part of the IRA they were wise to get out of there in
a hurry and we too thought it wise to be on our way without taking
time to read the sign how sad I1 wrote in my journal to see such
things in what is such a peaceful looking setting and among such
friendly gracious people

at 10 AM we were at the LDS chapel where we attended
sacrament meeting with eighty or ninety belfast saints we enjoyed
their meeting we did not ask about politics we simply felt it would
be inappropriate for strangers to bring up anything that could
cause tension

after church we continued our tour of northern ireland and
spent the night near coleraine in a delightful old farm house
operated as a bed and breakfast by its owner a mrs king we
gained a perspective of time when we were told that the house had
been built 302 years earlier long before the united states was
even thought of mrs king was the most gracious hostess we met
on our entire trip and for breakfast the next morning she served
plenty ofjuice toast old fashioned irish porridge and cold cereal
if we wanted it but who would in a place like this she also

served eggs sausage and kipperedkippererkippered herring who could ask for
more I1 mention all this not to make you hungry but to emphasize
how peaceful and at home we were beginning to feel in what we
expected might be a tense and threatening environment most of the
people we met that week seemed almost apolitical that is they
were willing to talk about the tensions but seemed anxious just to
have them over with

the next day we were in londonderry when I1 suddenly
gained a deeper awareness of the tension there I1 called it
londonderry and in belfast which is mostly protestant that is the
right word As we got closer however and finally into the city I1
realized we had better start calling it derrydeny for to the catholics
and especially the IRA the prefix london is anathema the city
itself with its ancient wall showed all the signs of its long history
as well as the signs ofmodemmodern civil conflict we stood on a hill inside
the walled part of the city and had two young men show us where
catholic bogside and protestant waterside are located we saw
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evidence of the vandalism harris mentions we saw slogans and
other graffiti on the walls and on the streets barbed wire in strategic
places and heavily armed policemen and irish soldiers with dogs
patrolling the streets hardly five minutes went by without our
seeing a well armed patrol

we spent a couple ofhours walking around denyderry and the two
young men who attached themselves to us because they were
anxious to get acquainted with some americans told us how
dangerous it was for them to go into the catholic part of town
especially alone and at night in all our brief time in derrydeny was
fascinating but emotionally the most difficult of all the time I1 spent
in great britain

but enough of reminiscing let us move on to other things
harriss paper made me think about

the church is not the only one whose people frequently have
been caught on opposite political sides such a split happens all the
time and will no doubt continue to happen until the millennium
arrives the mormon experience however is of special moment to
most of us here for we have learned that the gospel of christ is the
only remedy for civil conflict and that by teaching the gospel to the
world we are providing the formula for world peace thus people
like me get a horrible feeling when we have seen situations where
latter day saints would be shooting at latter day saints As an
eighteen year old navy recruit at the end of world war 11II 1I
reconciled myself to the possibility that someday I1 might have to
pull the trigger ofa gun aimed at someone something I1 am no longer
sure I1 could do I1 was never sure however that I1 could shoot if I1
knew the other guy was a mormon thats how strongly I1 felt about
brotherhood in the gospel I1 also remember hearing the first
presidency of the church justify the involvement of latter day
saints on both sides of the war by assuring us that in the end none
of us would be held responsible for the killings the leaders of the
aggressor nations would be held responsible and punished for wars
that statement helped of course but deep down I1 also remembered
the story of the ammonites in the book of mormon and still had
pangs of conscience

my brooding has gone on ever since and the more I1 study the
history of any war or see latter day saints involved on both sides
of civil strife the more I1 am convinced that much of what 1I was
taught as a youth may have been too simplistic during the
american civil war for example many mormonscormons leaned heavily
toward the southern cause and brigham young himself in effect
declared a pox on both sides in this case no utah mormonscormons enlisted
on either side but suppose some of the southern saints returned to
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the south to fight for the southern cause of states rights and self
determination and new england saints returned to fight for the
preservation of the union I1 can see how righteous latter day
saints filled with the spirit of the gospel could take either side I1

would be hard pressed to make a moral judgementjudgement on who was
11right and who was wrong with respect to the political differ-
ences that began the shooting

modemmodern wars however have made the moral problem even
more complex I1 suspect that most of us are familiar with the
dilemma of the german saints during world war 11II on the one
hand they had been taught by church leaders to honor obey and
sustain the law and to support their lawful governments it was this
emphasis in fact that preserved the church during the hitler
regime as church members made clear their support for their
government and salt lake city supported them in it on the other
hand they read in the book of mormon about the need to resist
oppression saw examples of righteous rebels joining together to
overthrow unrighteous regimes and after america became in-
volved they read leaflets dropped from american airplanes per-
haps piloted by mormon pilots the pamphlets encouraged them to
join in underground efforts to overthrow the nazi government
helmut huebener became active in the underground and was
eventually both excommunicated by the church and executed by
the nazis who can judge him as morally wrong for acting accord-
ing to conscience but who on the other hand can judge his fellow
saints as morally wrong for following the dictates of the articles
of faith

the question came even closer to my heart a few years ago
when I1 talked with a student at BYU who was from nicaragua he
was planning to go back he told me and he had no doubt that he
would be involved in the civil war there sadly I1 cant even
remember which side he was on the thing that overwhelmed me
was his telling me of latter day saints he knew who were on either
side of the conflict and his belief that he would no doubt end up
fighting perhaps even killing some of them

but what should the church do not just with respect to
making utterances on wars or civil conflict but in supporting any
political regime we all remember how wonderful it was when our
leaders promised the communist regime of eastern germany that
our people would be loyal citizens and we were then able to send
missionariesmissionaries in and out of the country and to build a temple there
my good friend doug tobler has since reminded me however that
with the recent overthrow of communism the very thing that helped
us then has hurt us to some degree since for anyone who seemed
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friendly to the former communist regime has come under some
suspicion from those who always opposed it such ironies will
probably never cease neither however will the criticism of the
church cease for whatever stand it seems to take as crises arise
for it is easy to find right on any side and more often neither side is
wholly right nor wholly wrong whether in europe latin america
ireland or elsewhere we can hope that church leaders will take
positions that enhance the spread of the gospel but we must
recognize that in many ways their hands are tied the church today
still has such an american image that no matter how we try to avoid
it many people around the world will link the church with whatever
they think of america in general

these issues also remind me of the two most frustrating
sacrament meetings I1 ever attended on one occasion our well
meaning bishop invited an extremely right wing political activist to
speak my politics have generally leaned toward the conservative
side but I1 have always tried to avoid using the church for political
purposes in this case I1 was appalled as the speaker equated the
gospel with almost every extremist conservative cause of the day
I1 disagreed with almost everything he said not just becausehebecause he was
relating the gospel to politics but also because his politics made
little sense to me the speech was a marvelous lesson however in
how difficult it is for people to separate the two especially as 1I
looked around and saw the bishop and other people smiling and
nodding their approval I1 sat there brooding trying to figure out a
way to leave the choir seats after the meeting without approaching
the bishop or the speaker so I1 could avoid commenting on what was
said suddenly I1 heard myself being called upon to give the closing
prayer I1 gave the shortest prayer I1 think I1 have ever given I1 thanked
the lord for the gospel and asked that he bless us with the spirit of
discernment so we could learnleam to separate truth from error A good
friend a democrat knew what I1 meant and thanked me for the
prayer but the bishop also thanked me for it in words that
indicated he saw something different in it than I1 intended

at the other meeting which came during the vietnam war
the speaker an air force pilot recently returned from vietnam spent
all his time justifying the war among his justifications tragically
was his report of a conversation with a certain general authority
who he said helped him resolve his initial hesitation about going
over there by telling him that the lord was in charge and that this
was the way vietnam would be opened for missionary work im
not sure that he was quoting the church leader correctly but if
anything helped make me antiwar this meeting did for I1 just do not
believe the lord works that way who really knows what the lord
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is doing in any particular case or if he is active at all in causing or
ending wars the use and abuse of free agency seems to be a more
active force in creating our civil conflicts and I1 think it tragic always
to impute to god our own political biases I1 like on the other hand
what abraham lincoln supposedly said when he was asked if he
was not happy that the lord was on his side in the civil war lincoln
replied that he did not really know where the lord stood but he only
prayed that he was on the lords side

how then should the church respond to political conflict as it
breaks out around the world should it tell its members to support
their governments no matter what the nature of the regime should
it openly encourage human and civil rights and therefore seem to be
on the side of the dissidents in many parts of the world should it
simply make no statement at all the answers to such questions are
indeed complex but the end of harriss thought provoking paper
raises at least some hope that in the midst of civil strife latter day
saints can find comfort in the gospel even meet peacefully in their
politically divided congregations and as she said work together
for common goals those common goals may not be political but
they can be the goals of the gospel and without sounding too
simplistic perhaps we can say that simply converting the world to
the church will never bring total peace so long as free agency and
differing political views continue to exist even if the leaders
themselves are well intentioned their differing views could lead to
civil conflict

but the gospel as taught by the church but distinguished from
the church as an institution I1 firmly believe brings peace of mind
and personal happiness even in the midst of turmoil hope for a
better future both in this life and the next and a startling new
meaning to the words of the savior love your enemies bless them
that curse you do good to them that hate you and pray for them
which despitefully use you and persecute you matt 544 per-
haps the unity of church membership can help political enemies in
war torntom nations realize that they are still brothers and sisters that
they really want to bless each other and that their prayers for each
other can go beyond politics that is the hope harris raises



A great little saint
A brief look at the life
of henry william bigler

M guy bishop

by great little persons I1 mean individuals whose lives
or actions have had important consequences

jerome G manis 198919891

early on the morning of 24 november 1900 an elderly man
died in st george utah he had never held high ecclesiastical
office within the latter day saint church of which he had been a
member for over sixty years he had never been elected to any
office nor did he achieve anything but passing regional or national
fame yet two days after his demise a leading salt lake city
newspaper the deseret evening news printed a large photograph
of henry william bigler and the accompanying obituary lauded
the old pioneer as one of the notable characters in the history of
western america 122

what fame bigler did achieve arrived late in life while a
younger man he was a rather invisible part of several events a part
that later earned him a place in western and mormon history As a
member of the mormon battalion during the mexican american
war 184618461747 he marched across much of what later became the
southwestern united states he was present at suttersSutterslers mill in
california during january 1848 when james marshall made his
nation changing discovery of gold in the following years henry
biglerbiglerplayedplayed leading roles in activities which were more significant
to his mormon culture he was among the first representatives of the
church to preach in the hawaiian islands and he faithfully served
as an ordinance worker at the st george temple from 1877 1900

of importance to historians henry bigler was a dedicated
diarist during the time he served with the mormon battalion and he
continued his diary entries for most of the rest of his life 3 during the

M guy bishop is head of research services of the seaver center for western history research at the
natural history museum of los angeles county
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last quarter of the nineteenth century when the existence of his
diaries became known within the professional historical commu-
nity bigler gained a measure of national recognition the most
famous american historian of the age hubert howe bancroft
corresponded with henry bigler on a number of occasions and
seemingly put great stock in his record according to bancroft
bigler was a cool clearheadedclear headed methodical man who made keen
observations and diligently chronicled many important happenings
in the american westsbests history 4

recently jerome G manis published an essay in biography
suggesting that the contributions of great little persons are often
ignored by biographers 5 in biglersbillersBiglers case H H bancroft clearly
recognized biglersbillersBiglers accomplishments particularly within the
scope of california history and while devotees of western and
mormon history can quickly recall henry bigler and the 1848 gold
discovery few would recognize how the life history of a peripheral
figure like bigler can enhance the story of nineteenth century
mormonism and of the american west

by highlighting three periods of biglersbillersBiglers life which he de-
tailed but which are generally lost in historical obscurity his early
church experiences two missions to hawaii and twenty three
years as an ordinance worker at the st george temple this article
seeks to elucidate the historical contribution of henry bigler and
serve as a reminder that the biographies ofother lesser knownskeowns wait
to be written

like many of the unsung heroes of the early mormon pageant
henry biglersbillersBiglers most outstanding characteristic was his commit-
ment to the latter day saint cause time and again he answered the
call to serve his church often at great personal loss modem social
science explains biglersbillersBiglers actions by positing that the day to day
behavior of most people is dictated by attitudes or beliefs the
stronger the intention or belief the greater and more unshakable the
commitment eric hoffer names those with biglersbillersBig lers characteristics
a true believer a dedicated self sacrificing individual two
recent observers of commitment have aptly labeled an individual
like hofferscoffersHoffers true believer a partisan 3161163566 whether best designated a
true believer or a partisan henry bigler and others of similar

mettle were vital to the churchechurchs beginnings
the logical place to begin is with biglersbillersBig lers early church

experiences As was the case for many other early mormonscormonsMormons his
was an experience marked by obstacles which he had to overcome
before he could accept the gospel in the fall of 1834 mormon
missionaries first came to harrison county western virginia
where the family of jacob bigler henrys father lived in the small
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community of shinnstonShinnston jacobs spouse sarah cunningham
bigler was converted to the new religion at that time however
her stepson henry could not believe joseph smith jr to be a man
of god 1I disliked the name of their prophet bigler recalled
because there was a man living in our neighborhood whose given

name was jo who was forever picking quarrels and wanting to
fight somebody 7

while biglersbillersBiglers reason for immediately discounting mormon-
ism was a bit unique an instant prejudice against the religion was
not unusual leonard E harrington a new yorker who encoun
teredcered mormonismMonnonism some five years after bigler observed that it was
the doctrine which initially tempered his interest 1I was prejudiced
against it harrington wrote and it was sometime before I1 could
sufficiently dispossess my mind of preconceived opinions to give
the subject a fair investigation 8 henry bigler would take three
years before he could accept the fact that someone named jo
could be a prophet of god

since his wife had embraced the latter day saint gospel
jacob bigler soon became interested enough to send to church
headquarters at kirtland ohio for a copy of the book of mormon
after reading some of it he declared to his children that no man of
himself ever made the book following her father polly bigler
read the book of mormonmonnon and also became convinced of its
truthfulness she urged her brother henry to study the book soon
he also believed it and obeyed the gospel seeking baptism at the
hand of elder jesse turpin in july 1837 before the end of the
summer the entire jacob bigler family had accepted the message of
the book of mormon 9

having joined an evangelic denomination twenty two year
old henry bigler made his first attempt at spreading the gospel
soon after I1 joined the church he wrote 1I went to see my

grandfather harvey to have a talk and try to have him to go and hear
the elders preach but basil harvey who was himself an itinerant
preacher wanted nothing to do with the religion perhaps hoping to
deflect the embarrassment of having had several of his grandchil-
dren cast their religious hopes with the supposedly heretical mor
mons harvey told young bigler that none of this would have
happened if his daughter and henrys mother elizabeth harvey
was still alive a clear indication that he held sarah bigler respon-
sible for the familysfamilys conversion to mormonism 10

in 1838 henry bigler and other members ofhis family heeded
joseph smiths call to gather to the latter day saint communities
in western missouri at far west he was ordained to the office of
an elder the biglersbillers arrived in missouri just in time to be driven out
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along with their fellow believers by spring 1839 following their
forced relocation to western illinois henry bigler was set apart as
a seventy by apostles brigham young and heber C kimball and
was sent forth to preach he and several others went to proselyte in
the ohio western virginia area

his experiences shed light on early mormon missionary
activities and perhaps more importantly upon the development of
a young mormon from an inexperienced novice preacher into a
skilled orator and defender of the faith As elder bigler journeyed
eastward with his companion an equally green young man named
amos lyon the two had their first opportunity to preach since
neither had ever spoken in public before the mormonscormons made a poor
showing in henry biglersbillersBiglers words at the close of the meeting we
were advised by those who heard them to leave off preaching and
go home for we were more fit to drive oxen their preaching ability
must have improved for bigler proudly noted the baptism of a man
and his wife later that fall 12

early in 1840 henry bigler lost his missionary companion to
marriage but he continued with his missionary work alone he
baptized a few and in a demonstration of his increasing self

confidence even got into a debate with a baptist clergyman using
a local colloquialism bigler observed that it seemed as if his rival
came out of the little end of the horn in other words bigler felt

that he had come off the better man in the contest 13

bigler served another mission in 184318431444 the primary pur-
pose of this call was to rebut john C bennetts lies bennett once
a close confidante of joseph smith had fallen from grace due to his
philandering and had subsequently published a virulent attack on
the mormon prophet for this mission henry bigler was once again
sent to the area where he had spent his youth western virginia if
biglersbillersBiglers experiences were common early mormon missionaries
often labored in familiar areas As he traveled eastward across
indiana henry bigler was joined by elder alpheus harmon the
two men continued on into ohio without finding any success in their
preaching winter was upon them now and the cold and discourwiscour
aged elder harmon announced that he had decided to return to
nauvoo henry bigler determined to continue alone to virginia in
this instance biglersbillersBiglers firmness in staying with his assignment may
have saved his life alpheus harmon froze to death while crossing
the bleak prairie on his return trip to illinois 14

later in the northwestern ohio community of lima an
exhausted henry bigler called at a respectable looking house
seeking lodging for the night the inhabitant reluctantly consented
to let the mormonmonnon preacher stay he invited bigler to talk religion
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but it soon became clear that his host only hoped to use up mormon-
ism in less than no time much to the hosts surprise however he
found that elder bigler could not be swayed in his beliefs 15

in july 1844 at ripley the seat of jackson county virginia
bigler learned of the martyrdom ofjoseph and hyrum smith 1I was
in virginia he recalled and here it was that I1 heard of the death
of the prophet and patriarch his immediate response was anger
1I felt mad and could have fought like a tiger he wrote then after
calming down bigler felt like weeping and was overcome by a
feeling of loneliness the missionaries were soon advised to stop
preaching unless invited to do so and return home 16

in late 1845 the nauvoo temple neared completion and soon
the latter day saints began to participate in the sacred endowment
ceremony an ordinance which joseph smith taught was crucial to
their quest for postmortal glory henry bigler received his endow
ment on 31 december 1845 17 not many weeks later mob pressure
forced the saints to abandon nauvoo

henry biglersbillersBiglers activities of the next two years 1846 48
eventually brought recognition following the saints exodus from
nauvoo he joined with some five hundred other latter day saint
men to form the mormon battalion marching from fort leaven-
worth kansas to the pacific shores I118I1 this trek and the succeeding
months when bigler worked in northern california for johann
augustus suttersutler earned him a place in recorded history of the several
laborers employed at johann suttersSutterslers sawmill at the moment james
W marshall found gold only henry bigler made a contemporary
written record of the find this day some kind of mettle was found
in thetailracethe tailracetailtalitaii race thatlooksthat looks like goald sic he wrote years later biglersbillersBig lers
diary entry would be used to accurately date the gold discovery 19

in the decade following his mormon battalion and gold
discovery experiences bigler was twice drawn a great distance
from his utah home in missionary service for his church while
laboring in northern california as a gold seeking missionary during
the summer of 1850 henry bigler along with nine of his associ-
ates was called by apostle charles C rich to serve a mission in
the sandwich islands 20

bigler was initially assigned to preach on the island ofofmauiofmanimauimaul
with george Q cannon and james keeler during the months spent
with these brethren bigler developed a lasting relationship with
cannon even after george cannon became a general authority of
the church he and henry bigler apparently maintained a rather
close friendship until biglersbillersBig lers death at lahaina maui bigler
cannon and keeler immediately sought an opportunity to share the
gospel after securing permission from the protestant rev
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townshend elijah taylor to use his pulpit at the seamans chapel
the missionaries prepared to deliver their message since thirty
five year old henry bigler was the oldest of the three and probably
had the most missionary experience he was chosen to speak either
out of humility forgetfulness or insecurity bigler never recorded
the subject of this sermon a rare oversight for such a conscientious
diarist but james keeler wrote in his diary that br B got up and
told them that he would read a chapter in the acts of the apostles
and then spoke on the first principals off sic the gospel off christ 21

bigler experienced the strong opposition that the mormonscormons
faced from the more established protestant and catholic clerics in
march 1851 he wrote of a confrontation with the reverend daniel
toll conde at wailukuWailuku maui in a sunday sermon which the latter
day saint elders attended conde vigorously denounced the mor
mons according to george cannon he accused joseph smith of
being a notoriously bad character who pretended to see angels
lived with many wives and was a very wicked man 112222

over a year later on the island of oahubahu henry bigler had a
similar encounter with the foes of mormonism at the village of
waialua on the northwest side of the island he and elder william
farrerfairerfalter faced the combined efforts of a protestant missionary and a
catholic priest the protestant rev john S emerson accused
bigler of teaching a distorted doctrine of the bible and being from
the devil later emerson attacked henry bigler and his religion on
the plural marriage issue writing in his report for 1853 the
protestant clergyman noted confrontations with two mormon
priests over this issue

I1 enquired in respect to their doctrines whether they believed in
polygamy &cac & whether their prophet brigham younghadnotmoreyoung had notmore
than one wife they denied that polygamy was an article of their
creed & also any knowledge of brigham youngs having more than
one wife one month later one of the same men bigler called on
me with a new comer to the latter I1 again put the question if
they did not believe in polygamy & practice it to which he said yes
with greatgreatearnestnessgreateamestnessearnestness sic 2313

now feeling that he had the upper hand rev emerson turned on
henry bigler reminding him that bigler had only recently denied
mormon polygamy retaining his composure bigler replied 0
this is a new revelation I1 did not know it before 24

while never a practitioner of plural marriage henry bigler
was a staunch defender of the principle not one to mention his
intimate life even to the privacy of his diary biglersbillersBig lers reluctance to
take additional wives remains a mystery yet his commitment to his
religion would seem to have made him a prime candidate perhaps
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his advanced age forty years old at the time of his first marriage
was the reason he did not take additional wives or perhaps eco-
nomic factors or more likely a personal hesitation to pursue
additional wives kept him from practicing polygamy at one point
he even refused to have deceased women sealed to him vicariously
bigler preferred to let relatives like his sister emmeline hess
cousin bathsheba bigler smith or father in law moses simpson
emett engage in the principle of plurality perhaps he found solace
in brigham youngs 1871 proclamation stating a man may em-
brace plural marriage in his heart & not take the second wife &
be justified before the lord 25 whatever the case henry bigler
lived and died a monogamist

in july 1854 bigler and those that had come to hawaii with
him four years earlier were released from their missions and sent
home during their tenure in the sandwich islands almost three
thousand hawaiiansHawaii ans had accepted their message As henry bigler
watched honolulu disappear beyond the horizon he may have
recalled an observation made in his diary a few months earlier
when we landed here in 1850 we were ignorant of the language

and among strangers but now we are surrounded by thousands
who seem to love us and are saints 26

back in utah by 1855 henry bigler finally married and began
life as a family man and farmerfanner henry and cynthia jane whipple
bigler took up residence in farmington utah where he share
cropped some land owned by alienallenailen burk on 4 october 1856 their
first child was bom a daughter named elizabeth jane 2717

but just as henry bigler began to enjoy the roles of husband
and father his church called once again on 28 february 1857 as he
traveled from farmington toward salt lake city bigler chanced
upon brigham young along the road the church president halted
his carriage next to bigler and told him to prepare for another
mission to the sandwich islands young also requested that bigler
stop by his office in salt lake city and leave the names of all others
whom bigler knew spoke hawaiian this informal call not only
demonstrated president youngs confidence in henry bigler but
also may offer a view of how casually at least some mission calls
were issued in the mid nineteenth century 2821

the sorrow henry bigler felt as he left his wife and young
family to once again preach the gospel was great acknowledging
to the privacy ofhis diary that this would be a hard trial he was still
willing to do anything the lord required however great the
cross mite sic be the ocean voyage to honolulu was anything
but pleasant for henry bigler the missionaries traveled at the
steerage fare which required them to sleep in the ships hold and
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spend their days on deck the elements reaped havoc with biglersbillersBiglers
physical condition causing him to suffer horrendously of his
situation bigler wrote it is cold and disagreeable on deck and even
in bed all night my legs are cold not having anything to cover
myselfwith except my coat asaAs aconsequence ofan infectionbrought
on by such exposure he was left permanently deaf in one ear 29

when the new elders arrived in september 1857 the current
mission president silas smith decided to return home with several
other missionaries whether the incoming missionaries had carried
directions from brigham young to that effect or not remains
unclear but at a conference of the sandwich islands elders heldjustheldheid just
before the departure of smith and the others bigler was nominated
and sustained as the protemproternpropern mission president 3010 why this ap-
pointment was handled as a temporary one is also unknown
perhaps silas smith assumed he was released without specific
instructions to that end from church authorities

although not a reflection upon biglersbillersBiglers efforts biglersbillersBiglers
presidency must stand as a period of disappointment in the history
of the church in hawaii by july 1855 less than one year after his
first mission to the islands had ended the ranks of the church had
swelled to 4650 but during the next year the churchschurche population
began to shrink noticeably A similar decline was also apparent
among the protestant congregations and seems to indicate a general
rejection of anglo christian values by the hawaiiansHawaii ans 31

in order to counter this trend among the native saints bigler
sought to institute a reformation similar to the one occurring almost
simultaneously in utah church members were encouraged to
reaffirm their commitment confess their sins be rebaptized and
strive to live more fully gods laws 32 the need of such a revital-
ization was pointed out in henry biglersbillersBiglers diary he sadly noted a
sunday meeting he conducted on oahubahu which was attended by
fifteen or sixteen people in 1854 he had preached to the same
congregation it had had over sixty members in good standing but
now all had dwindled away and withered up the enthusiasm for
the church was at such a low ebb that on one occasion elder bigler
felt as if he were preaching to the walls 33

As the utah war created fear and the tension in the capital of
mormonism the latter day saint efforts in hawaii ceased tempo-
rarily in november 1857 a letter arrived from brigham young
directing all of the elders with one or two exceptions to return to
utah ironically as the elders were about to abandon the sandwich
islands the reformation which henry had labored so hard to
promote began to bear fruit on 7 january 1858 he attended a
meeting in which many of the members were melted down like
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children as they felt the weight of their sins twenty two of the
native saints were rebaptized that day 3431

henry biglersbillersBiglers experiences from his two hawaiian missions
provide a great deal of insight into the mid nineteenth century
church in the sandwich islands the difficulty of opening a foreign
mission learning the language and establishing a church are well
demonstrated during his first hawaiian labors the ordeal of trying
to sustain the saints nascent faith marked his second mission

on 5 november 1874 personal tragedy invaded henry
biglersbillersBiglers quiet peaceful life in farmington utah when his wife of
nineteen years died cynthia jane bigler was only thirty nine years
old at her death bigler now faced a crisis like none he had known
before he became a single parent who was rather unprepared to
deal with the grief of his children let alone his own sadness his
confused nine year old son jacob would follow him in and out
of the house wherever he went finally bigler had to send three of
his boys aged nine twelve and fifteen years to stay temporarily
with friends and relatives 3515

biglersbillersBig lers diary entries during this phase of his life poignantly
reveal a very sad lonely man wrestling with lifes challenges two
days after cynthia janes death he wrote this has been to me a
lonely day I1 shall not attempt to describe my feelings on the day
of her burial he lamented the sorrow of his son charles writing
my poor boy how my heart ached for him while alone churning

butter a few days later henry bigler felt that my wife was not dead
but was in the other room and would soon be in to look after the
churning and take out the butter 36 his is a story not only of the
american west and the nineteenth century church but also of
family life on the american frontier

on a sunday evening in november 1875 just five days short
of the anniversary of his wifescifes death a messenger arrived at the
bigler home in farmington with a letter from brigham young
henry bigler had been called to salt lake city to work in the
endowment house 3717 he was a sixty year old widower with three
dependent sons still at home yet by the end of the year he had
commenced to labor in the holy ordinances of the endowment

his work at the endowment house continued until 30 october
1876 at which time brigham young stopped the ordinance work
there saying if the people wish to receive their endowments and
sealingsdealingssealings they must go to saint george and receive them in a
temple 38 consequently henry bigler moved south

at st george bigler served as an ordinance worker in the
endowment ceremony took a second wife eleanor parthenia
emett and reared another family 3931 his years at the st george
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temple offer a perspective from the eyes of a lay member involved
with this most sacred of latter day saint activities the pride that
he and his workerscoworkersco took in their callings is very clear 40 most of
these temple workers were in their later years and all had proven
themselves as valiant supporters of the kingdom of god during
earlier stages of their lives interestingly several of the male temple
workers such as bigler and john S woodbury had served as
missionaries to hawaii by the late 1870s george Q cannon
another onetimeone time hawaiian missionary was in the churchschurche first
presidency and he may have had some influence on these older
brethren receiving the opportunity to spend their declining years in
the warmth of southern utah while still laboring for zions cause

henry bigler maintained correspondence with cannon
throughout these years 41 and there is no reason to assume that others
of his former mission colleagues did not do the same since being
a temple worker provided a small monthly stipend assignment to
st george may well have been a latter day saint version ofold age
compensation for those who had given up much in the service of the
church when they were younger at least such a hypothesis could
clearly be applied to henry bigler 42

if as jerome G manis has suggested the life histories of the
less eminent can be successfully employed to provide more
comprehensive truths and richer understanding of history than can
be garnered solely from the lives of the powerful rich or famous 43

then henry william bigler stands as a verification of such a thesis 44
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and god said let there be lights
in the firmament of the heavenheaven9595

R grant athay

OUR MAJESTIC SUN

it is new years morning the sun has not yet risen at our
winter home in the sonoran desert of arizona the air is clear and
cold and I1 eagerly await the warmth of the morning sun As I1 wait
I1 resolve to share my knowledge of the sun that marvelous source
of light and energy introduced by the simple words and god said
let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven to divide the day
from the night and let them be for signs and for seasons and for
days and years and let them be for lights in the firmament of the
heaven to give light upon the earth and it was so while conveying
the message that god is the creator of heaven and earth this brief
poetic account makes no attempt to emphasize the enormity and
grandeur of that creation

the suns enormity and grandeur are of great interest to me
solar research has been the central focus of my career as an
astrophysicist beginning some forty years ago at an observatory
located in the high mountains of colorado where I1 daily focused a
carefully designed and precisely crafted telescope on the rising sun
my pursuit of the sun has taken many turns it has taken me to other
mountain observatories in new mexico arizona california ha-
waii the high pyreneesPyrenees and the swiss german and japanese alps
at other extremes it has taken me to the deserts of africa and to
remote islands in the atlantic and pacific oceans recently these
observation sites have been supplemented by powerful extraterresextraterres
trial observatories placed in orbit by rockets or carried aboard the
space shuttle in using the unique data collected from these remote
observatories I1 have worked with the worlds most powerful
computers as well as the most recent scientific theories hundreds
of colleagues in the US and in foreign lands have shared and aided
in these efforts some of my colleagues have flown as astronauts

R grant athay is an astrophysicist at the national center for atmospheric research in boulder colorado
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and others have endured the intense cold on the high plains of
antarctica in order to carry out delicate observations of the sun
without interruption night and day for several days still others have
built large facilities in deep mine caverns for detecting neutrinos
the most elusive of all solar radiations emitted from the very core
of the sun and able to travel almost unimpeded through both the sun
and the earth

hardly a day has gone by during these past forty years that I1
have not puzzled over the unsolved mysteries of the sun while
waiting for the sunrise and reflecting over the past years I1 am still
filled with awe by the beauty and majesty of this heavenly object
I1 am awed that this star of dwarfish proportions compared to other
stars so effectively delivers light and heat to a small planet ninety
three million miles away I1 am awed by the complexities associated
with that delivery the energy in the suns rays that I1 will soon enjoy
started its journey several million years ago from the extremely hot
dense core of the sun at that time the energy was mainly in the form
of x rays gradually diffusing toward the suns surface in their
outward diffusion the x rays gradually softened and by the time
they reached the surface they had been converted into the warm
gentle rays of light and heat so familiar to us by current estimates
this slow tortuous journey from the center of the sun took about
fifteen million years yet scarcely more than eight minutes is
required for the journey from the suns surface to the earth

we have learned a great deal about the sun and we continue
to learn at an accelerated pace several volumes are required to
document and explain this knowledge yet much of what we
observe about the sun still defies comprehension and gives rise to
some sense of defeat many of the mysteries have only grown
deeper and more baffling as we have learned more about them in
most respects the sun remains our teacher and we are subdued by
the knowledge that none of us fully comprehends the suns com-
plexityplexity nevertheless in trying to understand the sun we have
learned much about the universe in which we live

the sun is one of our most valuable laboratories for studying
the basic physical processes of the universe as well as those of our
own world the sun displays a panorama ofphenomena that cannot
be duplicated on earth on special days it is violently active and on
other days relatively calm even at its calmest moments however
it is restless and seething by unraveling its mysteries we enhance
our knowledge of our environment

it is a tribute to modem man that we have learned so much
about the universe most of what we now know has been learned in
the technological boom of the last few decades centuries of earlier
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work was limited by a lack of knowledge of atomic and nuclear
physics and of the basic laws of thermodynamics on the planet
earth we live in a protected subdued environment in interpreting
the universe around us we have been forced to open our minds to
circumstances far beyond anything we have experienced in addi-
tiontion we have had to use every tool of modem science and technoltechnow

ogyagy and to invent new tools when the need arose thus when we
consider the achievement and potential of modem astronomy we
have much to be proud of pride for these achievements turns to
humility however when we realize what prophets of old learned
without the benefits of modemmodern science and technology through
faith in god and a desire to understand his creations they advanced
their knowledge of the universe far beyond the secular knowledge
of their day

consider the following verses from the vision of moses and
worlds without number have I1 created for behold there are many
worlds thathave passed away and there are many that now stand
and innumerable are they unto man the heavens they are many
and they cannot be numbered unto man and as one earth shall
pass away and the heavens thereof even so shall another come and
there is no end to my works moses 133 35 37 38 to interpret
the meaning in these phrases we must first define earths worlds
and heavens A common definition of worlds refers to human ac-
tivitiestivities together with their environment similarly in the book of
moses the term earths appears to refer to planets occupied by
humans this usage is consistent with the primary theme of the
book of moses which is mans relationship to god for behold
this is my work and my glory to bring to pass the immortality and
eternal life of man moses 139 thus we shall define worlds and
earths as being synonymous the term heavens clearly refers to the
stars star systems and other objects in those portions of the
universe in proximity to an earth or world for those of us on earth
heavens refers mainly to our own galaxy and more specifically to
the stars and planets in our own neighborhood of the galaxy lastly
we shall interpret passing away as a form of death or at least
changes of such proportions that a previous state ceases to exist

with these definitions the phrases quoted from moses state
several important facts planets and stars have finite lifetimes they
arebornarnebornare bormbornbomm and they die many have already died and new ones have
replaced them creation therefore is an ongoing process our earth
and sun were not the first planet and star they had ancestors and
when they die they will have offspring in the scenario revealed to
moses humankindshumankinds temporary occupancy of earth represents but
a single family living in one generation of a family tree consisting
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of innumerable other civilizations on other earths which have their
own stars and heavens earlier generations have passed away and
new ones have yet to emerge

moses portrayal of a living evolving universe in which all
things have rhythmic life cycles is in perfect harmony with modem
astronomy and astrophysics what moses learned through revela-
tion we have had to leamlearn through observations and the gradual
discovery of the physical laws that describe the behavior of matter
in the universe an effort that has involved thousands of scientists
and engineers

OASES IN THE UNIVERSE

during the early nineteenth century the scientific world be-
lieved that the sun the moon and all the planets of the solar system
were inhabited little was known about the nature of stars or the
possibility of other planetary systems resembling our own al-
though the universe was looked upon as friendly and nourishing to
life we have since learned that life as we experience it could
survive without external support in relatively few places in the
universe other planets in the solar system either lack air and water
or they have noxious atmospheres and impossibly severe climates
the sun is gaseous throughout with no solid surfaces and is far too
hot for earth life to exist thus in this solar system the planet earth
is unique as an abode for man

when we look among other stars for possible earths we find
that most are unsuitable for another earth we would need a single
star to provide heat and light as well as a constant gravitational field
in which to orbit most stars occur in clusters ranging from pairs
to swarms numbering tens of thousands none of these is a good
candidate in the complex and constantly varying gravitational envi-
ronment of star clusters there are no stable orbits where planets can
survive for long periods of time by orbiting a single star neverthe-
less among the twenty billion stars of our galaxy we still expect to
find millions of possibilities for earthlikeearth like planets sprinkled
throughout the galaxy and separated from each other by an average
distance of several tens of light years

even when we find isolated stars with steady gravitational
fields conditions are notnecessarily suitedforlifesuited for lifeilfe we are accustomed
to thinking ofour suns steadiness and dependability and its beneficial
supply ofheat and light however the sun is also unsteady undependdependun
able and hostile to life in fact we survive in the solar system only
because earth acts as an oasis which protects us from the lethal
radiation that appears to be a natural property of most stars
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for reasons not fully understood the sun reaches a minimum
temperature just outside its visual surface from that minimum of
about 4500 degrees centigrade the temperature of the gas around
the sun climbs rapidly to a million plus degrees centigrade this hot
gas surrounds the sun in a tenuous corona which influences the
entire solar system the corona emits x rays faintly at times and
brilliantly at others it also emits energetic particles that like sub-
atomic bullets spray the earth and other planets like the x rays
these particles are sometimes weak and sometimes intense but are
always deadly to life

most of these particles are stopped in the earths upper atmo-
sphere very few reach the surface and fewer hit a human being
however each particle that enters our bodies may kill cells in our
tissues and organs and convert some to cancerous cells our bodies
can tolerate some particle bombardment but they cannot tolerate
large uncontrolled doses As the radiation dosage increases the
rate at which cells die or become cancerous increases leading if
safe limits are exceeded to radiation sickness and death

solar particle radiation is highly sporadic and at times exceeds
safe limits to anyone exposed to its full intensity it is a concern for
astronauts and for aircraft crews flying high altitude polar routes
where exposure to solar particle radiation is much enhanced

since our first penetration of space in the 1950s by rockets
salvaged from world war 11II we have flown xrayx ray cameras and
particle detectors beyond the earths protective shield we now
have firsthand knowledge of these lethal solar radiations and their
variations the x rays and particles from the sun rise and fall in
intensity with the sunspot cycle which lasts roughly eleven years
superimposed on this cyclic variation are short lived flares of more
intense radiation occurring most frequently near the peak of the
sunspot cycle from earth we see the effects of the x rays and
particles as unusual displays of the northern lights storms in the
earths magnetic field and disruptions to shortwaveshortwave radio commu-
nications all these phenomena originate high above us in the
earths outer atmosphere

exactly why the sun has an active hot corona and how it
accelerates energetic particles remains a mystery however the sun
is not unique in this respect xrayX ray cameras in space reveal that most
stars have a hot corona surrounding them earth based observato-
ries detect cycles of activity on even very distant stars these stellar
activity cycles are similar in character to those of the sun even to
the occurrence of starspotsstarspots and short lived flares of more intense
radiation therefore these stars probably produce energetic par-
ticles in addition to the x rays that we observe indeed these stars
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may produce many of the mysterious cosmic rays that continuously
bombard the earthjustearth just as energetic particles from our sun stream out
beyond the solar system to bombard other stars and their planets

although we do not understand the specifics of the processes
by which stars produce hot coronas and accelerate energetic par-
ticles we have identified the essential ingredients of these pro-
cesses those ingredients are ions rotation and internal motion all
stars possess the first two and most possess the third all stars are
hot enough to free electrons from the more easily ionized elements
such as iron and other metals some rotate slowly others rapidly
but all rotate A majority as is the sun are stirred by restless convec-
tion in combination these three ingredients act as a giant dynamo
that generates magnetic fields these magnetic fields in turn are
pushed and carried about by the restless ionized gases of the star
this buffeting of the magnetic fields provides the means for heating
stellar coronas and accelerating electrically charged particles to high
energies the high temperature of the sun ionizes solar elements and
supplies abundant free electrons and positive ions thus stellar
activity cycles with their x rays and energetic particles are a natural
consequence of the most basic properties of stars the cycles of
activity consist ofdynamo cycles in which magnetic fields are gene-
rated and decay the magnetic fields are a form of energy and some
of this energy reappears as the energy of the corona both on the sun
and on other stars starspotsstarspots are at the loci of unusually strong
magnetic field concentrations and it is over these starspotsstarspots that the
coronas shine brightest and are the most active

in our universe stars provide the energy essential to life but at
the same time produce harsh radiation that destroys life our sun is

no exception just as a desert oasis provides water along with foliage
which protects one from the heat of the midday sun the earth
provides necessary nutrients along with a protective atmosphere
and magnetic field without which none of us could survive again
we recognize that just as the ingredients of life are natural to the sun
and earth the harmful radiations are equally natural life in the
universe is precarious and for life to exist elsewhere would require
planetary oases similar to earth orbiting isolated stars of modest or
weak coronal activity

along with the discovery that our sun has an unfriendly side
caused by its corona we are learning much about the suns interior

BENEATH THE SUNS SURFACE

compared to the earth the sun is a giant its diameter of 870000
miles is over 100 times that ofearth and its mass exceeds the earths
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by 330000 times however our sun belongs to a populous class of
somewhat dwarfish stars some supergiant stars are a hundred times
more massive some nearly a thousand times larger in diameter and
some a hundred thousand times more luminous at another ex-
treme there are stars much smaller in diameter than the earth but
more massive than the sun

stars produce prodigious amounts of energy energy flows
through the solar surface at the approximate rate of 8000 horse
power per square foot even as far away as the earth the energy in
sunlight is over 1.51515 horsepower per square yard in more graphic
tentermsns the sunlight falling on a full size horse standing in a sunny
field at midday carries more power than two horses working at a
normal rate

attempts to explain such vast amounts of energy ended in
frustration until the first half of this century when albert einstein
discovered a formal equivalence between energy and mass others
probed the nuclei of atoms and experimented with nuclear reactions
until it became clear that nuclear energy provided a promising
explanation for the suns power other possibilities had been
considered earlier including energetic chemical reactions such as
explosives and the power of the suns gravitational energy these
more conventional sources can produce sufficient energy for short
periods of time but they have limited reserves the shrinking size
of a star under the force of gravity does provide the main source of
energy during the fonformativenative youthful stages of stars but cannot
supply enough energy for stars the age of the sun nuclear energy
on the other hand is enormously more efficient and easily provides
sufficient fuel to power the sun for several billion years further
more the hot dense interior of the sun provides just the proper
environment to stimulate and nourish thenuclearthe nuclear reactions

the chemical makeup of the sun and stars is determined by
a spectral analysis of the light those stars emit each atom and
molecule regardless of whether it is in the laboratory or in a distant
star leaves its own unmistakable fingerprint in the light spectrum
throughout the universe stars are composed mainly of hydrogen
with only traces of heavier elements the next most abundant ele-
ment is helium followed by oxygen nitrogen and carbon metal
atoms are less abundant still in the sun 90 percent of the suns
atoms are hydrogen about 10 percent are helium and all others
combined make up less than 00.10101oi 1 percent the most common nuclear
reaction in the sun is the fusion of hydrogen to create helium the
same process used in hydrogen bombs in this process about 0.70707

percent of the mass in the hydrogen nuclei is converted into energy
in accordance with einsteinsernsteinsEinsteins famous equation the remaining 99.3993
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percent forms the mass of helium nuclei even though only a small
fraction of the hydrogen mass is converted to energy this reaction
alone can sustain the sun for a billion years at its present level of
power by fusing only about one percent of the available hydrogen
into helium in reality even less consumption of hydrogen is
required because ofother nuclear reactions that occur along with the
hydrogen helium reaction we expect the sun to use up much more
than one percent of its available fuel during its lifespanlife span thus the
sun should continue in its present state for several billion years

once we know the source of the suns energy and its mass
radius luminosity and chemical composition we can determine its
internal structure for the sun to remain in equilibrium the energy
produced by its internal nuclear reactions must equal the observed
luminosity and must be carried to the surface at exactly the same rate
that it is generated also the pressure inside the sun must be high
enough to support the weight of the overlying material these
factors the rate ofenergy production the rate of energy flow to the
surface and the pressure are regulated by the temperature and
density inside the sun therefore the equilibrium requirements on
the pressure and energy generation together with the observed size
chemical composition mass and luminosity enable us to determine
the internal temperatures and densities

at the center of our sun the temperature rises to 20 million
degrees centigrade 45 million degrees fahrenheit and the pres-
sure rises to three billion tons per square inch the enormous
pressure compresses matter to a density about ten times that of solid
lead even though it is made up mostly of hydrogen the lightest of
all elements because of the high temperature however even this
very dense material is still a gas each atom is free to race about at
high speed among its very crowded neighbors As a whole the solar
gas in the deep interior is still and moves only with the solar rotation

higher temperatures and densities accelerate nuclear reac-
tions As a result most of the energy that escapes the solar surface
is generated near the very center of the sun during most of its
journey to the surface the energy diffuses slowly outwards in the
form of radiation but the hot solar gases are extremely opaque
allowing photons of radiation to travel only short distances before
being absorbed and then reemitted the reemission occurs in
random directions causing the photons to travel backwards nearly
as often as forwards thus progress to the surface proceeds slowly

for about the last quarter of the distance from the suns center
to the surface the gas becomes restless A broad zone of convection
sets in with hot ascending columns separated by cool descending
plumes this convection gives rise to a net upward flow of heat that
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is much more efficient than the slow diffusion of radiation thereby
decreasing the time required for the energy to reach the surface
nonetheless the journey from the suns center to the surface requires
approximately 15 million years

even though we can model the interior structure of the sun to
successfully produce its observed bulk properties we continue to
seek new means for testing the model two very different tests are
currently in use one involves elusive particles known as neutrinos
that occur as productsbyproductsby of the nuclear reactions A second involves
sound waves generated by the turbulent action of the convection zone

As their name implies neutrinos are electrically neutral they
have little or no mass at most a tiny fraction of the electron mass
they interact only slightly with the more common forms of matter
and almost all of them escape the sun without difficulty for the
same reason however they are very difficult to detect and not a
great deal is known about their properties but we do know the rate
at which nuclear reactions are occurring in our solar model and as
a result we can predict the rate of neutrino production by measur-
ing the neutrino flux we have a direct test of the interior model

the task of measuring solar neutrinos has been undertaken by
physicists working thousands of feet underground in deep mines
by placing the neutrino detector in underground mines they hope
to shield the detector from other forms and sources of radiation that
could influence neutrino detection their equipment includes large
tanks containing thousands of tons of fluid in which a few neutrinos
are detected each year the neutrinos themselves are not detected
directly but in passing through the detector they produce intricate
but detectable changes in the fluid the rate at which these changes
occur provides a measure of the neutrino flux

different nuclear reactions produce different species of neu-
trinos but there is evidence that neutrinos can evolve into a different
species in less time than it takes them to travel from sun to earth
neutrino detectors generally detect only one type of neutrino so
observations need to be made with several different detectors
although only one species of solar neutrino has been studied thus
far the results have created much excitement the observed neu-
trino flux is less than half the amount predicted either the solar
model is not quite correct or most of the neutrinos of the type
detected have evolved into a different species and in so doing have
escaped detection we will not know the answer until we have a set
ofobservations which includes the other species ofneutrinos when
the answer does come we will learn more about the solar interior or
more about the fundamental nature of neutrinos themselves
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whichever way the answer to the neutrino riddle turns out we
probably will not need to radically revise the interior model of the
sun the types ofnuclear reactions that occur in the sun are extremely
sensitive to temperature so relatively small changes in temperature
can substantially alter the flux of particular species of neutrinos
also other factors not accounted for in the models can alter the
rates of particular reactions and their associated rates of neutrino
production As we fine tune the model to agree with the measured
neutrino fluxes we may need to account for some of these second-
ary influences until we finally solve the neutrino problem how-
ever we will continue to be uneasy about just what goes on inside
the sun

the second means of studying the solar interior involves
techniques similar to those used in terrestrial seismology the con-
vection of the gases and the intense flow of radiation in the sun
produce a variety of wave modes including sound and gravity waves
gravity waves propagate mainly horizontally but sound waves
travel in all directions those that go upward are reflected back by
the hot solar atmosphere As the reflected waves travel downward
the increasing density and temperature in the interior of the sun
cause the waves to follow a curved paththatpath that eventually leads them
back to the surface where they are again reflected by the hot atmo-
sphere above thus the sound waves are trapped within the outer
mantle of the sun the higher frequency waves are trapped in the
layers nearest the surface while the lower ones penetrate deep into
the interior As in an organ pipe the trapped waves resonate at
certain well defined frequencies determined by the size of the
enclosure and the speed of sound the sun resonates especially to
waves with periods about five minutes long hundreds of such
resonances occur with measurable amplitudes that reveal the peri-
odic fluctuations of the solar surface in both brightness and velocity

precise measurements of the frequencies at which the sun
resonates provide information about how both the speed of sound
and the rate ofrotation vary with depth temperature determines the
speed of sound so measuring sound provides a measure of the
interior temperature temperature measurements in turn serve as
a check on the solar model studies of internal rotation are important
for understanding such phenomena as the sunsuns9 s dynamo action and
the rate at which one layer mixes with another rotation studies are
based on the fact that the rotation of the sun splits each resonance
frequency into two closely spaced components whose separation is
proportional to the speed of the rotating gas

precise measurement of the suns resonance frequencies re-
quires observations over long periods of time with as little interrupinterrupt
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tion as possible the days of midnight sun in summertime at the
earthsearth s poles have been used with moderate successsucces s but improvements
are needed solar physicists are currently building a network of six
observing stations located at strategic longitudes around the globe
and at sites noted for their sparse cloudiness identical instruments
placed at each site will provide observations interrupted only by
occasional periods of simultaneous cloudy weather at consecutive
sites also a joint US and european satellite currently in an
advanced planning stage will carry an instrument for measuring
solar oscillation frequencies the orbit will be such that the satellite
will experience the long periods of uninterrupted sunlight ideal for
the accurate measurement of frequencies

by such techniques and perhaps others yet to be discovered
we will gradually come to understand the primary structure and
phenomena of even the deepest layers of the sun whatever happens
in the interior of the sun will influence the surface layers in an
observable way therefore interpreting surface phenomena cor-
rectly discloses events in the interior

THE generations OF THE STARS

the first step for understanding the universe is a reliable mea-
surementsu of distances the standard unit of distance in astronomy is
the light year the distance light travels in one year through space
one light year is approximately 6 trillion miles or 63000 times the
distance from sun to earth

the distances to stars inin our immediate neighborhood are
measured by triangulation the method used by surveyors to mea-
sure distances beyond the reach oftheir tapes As a baseline for these
measurements we astronomers use the diameter of the earths orbit
which is 16.6166 light minutes by such measurements we discover
that the star nearest the sun is more than 4 light years away and that
some 100 stars inhabit space within 22 light years from earth the
mean distance between these 100 stars is 7.67676 light years

triangulation gives reliable distances for tens of thousands of
stars which is a large enough sample to establish some of the basic
properties of stars and determine how these properties are interreinterra
lated added evidence comes from studying compact clusters of
stars which reside at such great distances from earth that all the stars
in the cluster are effectively at the same distance cluster studies
added to those of the nearby stars show that there are close relation-
ships between a stars spectrum of colors and the stars absolute
brightness absolute brightness depends on the stars total rate of
energy radiation and this remains the same regardless of the stars
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distance from earth the apparent brightness of a star depends on its
absolute brightness and its distance from us As the distance
increases the apparent brightness decreases in a known way
doubling the distance decreases the apparent brightness to a quarter
of its former value thus by carefully measuring astars spectrum we
can determine its absolute brightness and if we then measure its

apparent brightness we can determine its distance similarly the
brightness of some stars pulsates with periods ranging from frac-
tions of days to weeks such stars exhibit a close relationship
between the period ofpulsation and absolute brightness by measur-
ing the period of pulsation and apparent brightness we again have
a reliable measure of a stars distance

these techniques plus others work equally well on stars in
distant galaxies by using a combination of techniques we have
learned that our milky way galaxy is in the form of a giant disk
measuring some 150000 light years in width and 50000 light
years in thickness our solar system is located approximately
27000 light years from the galactic center roughly 140000 light
years from us are two other galaxies named the magellanic clouds
which are visible to the naked eye from the southern hemisphere
another dozen galaxies are within 1.616lgig million light years of earth
and complete a local cluster of galaxies beyond these are other
clusters many measuring in excess of 10 million light years in
width and containing hundreds of galaxies on a still grander scale
we see in all directions galaxies and groups of galaxies arranged in
patterns extending as far as our best telescopes can see which is
several billion light years

since distance can be expressed as light years distance is

equivalent to time A star located 50000 light years from us is seen
today as it was 50000 years ago and a distant galaxy a billion light
years away is seen as it was a billion years ago we therefore
cannot escape the conclusion that the age of our universe extends
billions of years back in time

modem science was not the first to posit such an ancient
beginning for the universe the universes age was apparently
known to the prophet abraham A quotation taken from the times
and seasons states

eternity agreeably to the records found in the catacombscatacombs ofegypt has
been going on in this system not this world almost two thousandfivethousandfive
hundred andfiftyfiveandany fifty five millions ofyearsofyears and to know at the same time
that deistsfeists geologists and others are trying to prove that matter must
have existed hundreds of thousands of years it almost tempts the
flesh to fly to god and see and know as we are seen and known
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this quotation appeared in the same time period as joseph smiths
translation of the book of abraham which accounts for the refer-
ence to records found in the catacombscatacombs of egypt in 1844
astronomers werejustwerwere justejust beginning to realize the vastness ofour milky
way galaxy and what it implied in terms of ages they knew little
about the universe beyond our galaxy similarly geologists were
becoming aware that the earth also had a much longer history than
they had previously supposed not until this century however did
scientists begin to think in terms of billions of years

what about our own star the sun how old is it how much
longer will it last the answers to these questions come from
diverse directions geologists set the age of the earth at approxi-
mately 4.54545 billion years moon rocks gathered by astronauts and
robotic lunar landings show the effects of exposure to solar particle
radiation as it has accumulated over time the total amount of
dosage found in the moon rocks requires an exposure time of about
4.54545 billion years at the current rate of solar particle radiation we
know that young stars are more active than old stars and we infer
that the sun radiated particles at a greater rate in its youth stellar
youth is measured in millions of years rather than in billions how-
ever and even allowing for the increased activity of the youthful
sun the moon rocks still require a sun of the same age as the earth

we also learn about stellar ages from their evolutionary patterns
through spectral classification we categorize young stars middle
aged stars old stars and the remains of dead stars the sun is clearly
in the middle aged group it is a normal star albeit relatively in-
active and somewhat dwarfish in size in the life ofa star middle age
begins after the formative phase of gravitational contraction has
subsided and the nuclear fire has been ignited in the stars core and
middle age lasts an exceedingly long time there is little if any
reason for pronounced change as long as the nuclear fuel remains
plentiful As we noted in the preceding section the sun has suffi-
cient fuel to bum steadily for several billion years

stellar death rates provide a measure of the average lifespanlife span
of stars we can determine death rates because some classes of stars
brighten spectacularly in their death throes and are readily identified
even in distant galaxies in a galaxy of 20 billion stars we expect to
see only a few stars die each year if the average star lives a few
billion years on the other hand if the average life span were much
shorter many more stars would die each year by observing stellar
death rates we infer that stars of the same mass and absolute
brightness as the sun have a lifespanlife span of several billion years thus
available evidence points to an expected lifespanlife span for our sun of
several billion years
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exactly where the sun is in its life cycle is not so readily deter-
mined its level of activity suggests that the sun has been middle aged
for some time stellar aging is accompanied by a decreasing rate of
rotation or spindownspindown the sun is a slow rotator again suggesting a
respectable age

what about our suns ancestry how many generations pre-
ceded it not too surprisingly our galaxy is much older than the sun
and approaches the age of the universe itself among star clusters
within the galaxy we find both young and old the oldest group
have ages of about 20 billion years star clusters in nearby galaxies
indicate ages similar to those in the milky way galaxy aside from
determining the ages of star clusters the primary means ofmeasur-
ing the age of the universe is through its expansion rate galaxies
beyond ours are moving away from us the more distant galaxies
are receding at a higher velocity than those that are nearer the
expansion velocities are so regular and so universal that they suggest
a common beginning to the expansion itself the beginning of the
expansion is ascertained by projecting the observed law of expan-
sion backward in time until the universe becomes compact this is
the so called hubble time currently evaluated at 17 billion years
which is compatible with the estimated ages of the older star clusters
in our galaxy and in other nearby galaxies

both our galaxy and the universe are much older than the sun
thus the sun was created in an already existing galaxy of stars it is
of a relatively recent generation but not the most recent there is
other evidence that our galaxy is a birthing center for stars within
the galaxy there is much tenuous matter distributed between the
stars additionally in regions of unusually dense interstellar clouds
we observe many very young stars most are in their youthful stages
of high activity and rapid rotation some appear to be just emerging
into an identity as a star numerous such birthing centers for stars
are already known and with the new infrared technology of recent
years more are being discovered

each new generation of stars forms from the ashes of earlier
generations each generation consumes a little more of the plentiful
supply of hydrogen in the universe and in so doing creates more
carbon oxygen silicon calcium iron and all the elements with
which we are familiar thus a stars chemistry reveals its history
and its ancestry early generation stars have only traces of heavy
elements recent generations are much richer in the heavy elements
fused by earlier generations that have lived and died since the birth
of the galaxy the suns chemical makeup suggests that it is of the
fifth or sixth generation
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conclusion
once again an early morning hour finds me waiting for the

rising suns energy energy that has been traveling overovertheovertoethe previous
millions of years I1 wonder about earlier generations of stars whose
demise created the elements of the earth as well as those of the sun
the ashes of those same stars also supply the elements of which our
bodies and all living things on earth are made I1 am conscious that
the warm gentle rays of the sun are vital to life while the deadly x
rays and atomic bullets emanating from the suns fiery corona
would destroy life if we werent protected on our earthly oasis I1

marvel at all we have learned concerning the sun and the rest of the
universe all referred to in genesis by the brief phrase and god
said let there be lights in the firmament of the heaven but I1 yearn
to know more much more

NOTE

times and seasons 5 1 january 1844 758



welcome stranger

whether you come from little rock or pittsburgh
nashville or menomoniemenomoneeMenomonie the dogs of our town
greet you just the same the widow opens her window
calls them off and they resume their idleness
again they know we all came strangers to this land
we call the island for lack of a better name
that cottonwoodscottonwoods drift seed on rich and poor alike
and in the fall spiders balloon strands of silk
across the lawn it takes a slanted sun to see

it takes a slanted sun to see our furrows
straight as our minds the plow polished like a mirror
when we get through we came by this land hard
it was dog eat dog get rid of the dog eaters
before they get to you we snaked sage a long time
to get the taproots out before we could afford
to shut a door or window so if the rivers high
enough to irrigate but not too high to fish
we dont have time to cotton to the likes of you

we keep our guard up we dont have time
it was dog eat dog when someone like you left
our town published our sins didnt the world
have troubles of its own when he came back
a stranger we turned our backs told him
to move on he moved on all right ran off
with that wild girl who brushed her hair with sage
but you wont find anyone who reads his novels
here we put our trash in dumpstersdumpsters white or black

white or black we choose our friends our enemies
will find us out no matter what we do
we open our doors to let the cat out put screens
on windows against flies lock them tight unless
of course the rivers low the fishing poor and then

first place chair of the 1991 brigham young university eisteddfod poetry competition



we might consider its okay to talk to you
but dont expect no scandal we put our best foot
in our mouth keep silent about the worst
it was some other woman that happened to

some other woman wild with sagebrush in her hair
what happened here was justice a stranger hanged
for stealing stock for calling us bad names
he deserved it coming here high saddled just like that
who burnt the schoolhouse down you ask
I1 think it burnt itself spontaneous all that trash
about which tree we came from the counter evolution
smoldering in his desk any fool could see
the smoke pour out the window from a mile away

smoke poured out the window every time he taught
that stuff he learned back east we could name dozen
other towns just like us who did the samemuddyask tnemanemem
their dogs bark too and if the rivers too muddy
to fish they might take time to talk to you
you want law and order thats the price
what happened here was justice get the dog eaters
hoist your ladder to the window of the girl
you love and let her father shoot the dog

for running off let her father shoot his mouth off
to the neighbors they know his own lifes not that good
he had it coming theyll sympathize with you
unless of course you take up writing or the girl
puts sagebrush in her hair then you best keep running
we spent too long snaking scruffy sage to get this
good land clear well throw our white trash
and our black in dumpstersdumpsters tell the widow lock
her windows sic the dogs on you

like I1 said it was dog eat dog let her father
shoot his mouth off he had it coming smoke poured
out the window it takes a slanted sun to see
how we snaked scruffy sage how black or white
we choose our friends but if you stay here
long enough and let your children marry right
well drop our guard forget you came a stranger
the river will clear up the irrigating will be done
and well take time to fish with you

donnell hunter



couplets for an only son

late at night if im awake too long
I1 steal inside his darkened room alone
moved by a startling power deep pulling need
to see at growth asleep my growing seed

I1 place his casual arm beneath the sheet
and feel the busy marrow where my fingers meet
where science says the platelets are produced
the throbbing corpusclescorpus cles stamped and then set loose

I1 kneel not for assurance against death
but to feel the dampened molecules of his breath
the life I1 witnessed blown into his lung
As it slips past his lips and sweetened tongue

and feeling the blood within my own breast
I1 reach down my hand and cover his chest
I1 feel the vulnerable insistent beat
the heart the blood full formed complete

through my fingers the message is quite plain
I1 know that abraham was certainly insane

brad L roghaar
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rattler

I1 saw him there beside the road
coiled as if waiting to strike but still
and with head unaccountably low
As I1 approached
I1 heard no buzz of rattles
and saw the blood that smeared
that diamond tapestry of gray and brown
on a body thick as my arm
tom where the wheel had passed
there were thirteen rattles and a button

surrounding in the dust
the marks hed made
ridges of loops and whorls
A massive thumbprint
A graceful calligraphy
of accidental beauty
written in thwarted escape
or reptile agony

with fading strength
hed pulled himself
into the formal coil
to await the final enemy

john sterling harris



the age of wonders

in those days there were marvels and I1 saw them
the lombardy poplars along the street
that were even spaced and all the same size
the hollyhocks that made into ladies in petal gowns
the six sided tiles in the barbershop floor
that lay in straight rows in every direction
the horse drawn wagons of gravel that dumped
by turning the floor boards on edge
so the gravel sifted through
sam lee the blacksmith who could shape
red iron on an anvil with a hammer
the seeds in apricot pits that tasted like almonds
and baby rabbits were bom without hair

A horse could scratch his back by rolling over
and show he was old enough to ride
pine boards had a grain and could be split
along their length but not across
A dogs nose was cold a cows nose wet
and a horses nose was velvet
wood shavings curled as they came from the plane
A bicycle rim without its spokes lost all its strength
frost patterns on windows grew like fern leaves
and I1 could bend a bar of plumbers lead
with my bare hands
the striders that skated on the water
sank when I1 added soap
bert weight could scribe a line
across a piece of glass
then break it absolutely straight
and old erb matson could whistle two notes at once

and thus I1 learned how the world was made
in forms and laws results and beauty
from what the wonders were

john sterling harris
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BRUCE C HAFEN the broken heart applying the atonement to

lifes experiences salt lake city deseretdeseretbookcobook co 1989 x 212
ppap index 10.951095

reviewed by robert L millet dean of religious education at brigham young
university

I1 was reared in a latter day saint home in louisiana where
most of my boyhood friends were protestant just before leaving on
my mission I1 asked my father a lifelong southerner and member
of the church a few doctrinal questions one question was dad
what does it mean to be saved by grace he answered quickly
we dontbelievedont believe in that we dont I1 said why not without

any hesitation he replied Bbecauseecausebecause the Bbaptists do Ssomeome months
ago a colleague of mine spoke to a relief society gathering on the
topic of salvation by grace and the necessity of trusting more in the
lord and less in ourselves he later commented to me that one sister
remarked tearfully after the meeting this is too good to be true
both of these experiences show that latter day saints are some-
times not comfortable with the idea ofbeing saved by grace on one
hand the notion strikes too close to a belief of some in salvation by
grace alone on the other hand many of us well conditioned by
american society are committed to the proposition that we can
literally do anything we set our minds to

however the scriptures especially the book of mormon
abound in the language and logic of grace until recently though
latter day saints have made few serious efforts to discuss this
timely yet weighty issue in the broken heart applying the atone-
ment to lifes experiences bruce C hafen directs our attention to
those works and labors that christ alone can perform those aspects
of the saviors redeeming power that reach beyond deliverance
from death or even forgiveness of sin and those divine gifts and
graces that enable us to engage with trust and optimism the disparity
in our lives between the ideal and real the book seems to build upon
an address delivered to church educational system personnel in
august 1988 and later published in the april 1990 ensign the title
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of the book is an effort to tie mans offering with the lords the
broken heart hafen writes has a double meaning first the
breaking of christs heart at the moment of his death on the cross
second the broken heart and contrite spirit the savior asks each of
us to place before him on the altar of sacrifice through the breaking
of his heart and ours in these two interactive senses the full bless-
ings of the atonement are realized in our individual lives 27

some latter day saints are prone to doctrinal confusion about
grace we may be saved by grace they concede but we are exalted
by our works bruce hafen addresses such fuzzy thinking by
suggesting that the grace of christ is manifest in every aspect of the
atonement in deliverance from physical death and deliverance
from fallen mortality that is the savior delivers us from both the
grave and ourselves from carnality as well as from our careless-
ness and inadequacies in short the atonement is not just for
sinners the atonement not only pays for our sins it heals our
wounds the self inflicted ones and those inflicted from sources
beyond our control the atonement alsocompletesalsoaiso completes the process of
our learningleaming by perfecting our nature and making us whole in this
way christs atonement makes us as he is 29

hafen acknowledges early in the book that there is some risk
associated with teaching that jesus offers to compensate for our
limitations if we rely wholly upon him namely that many of us
might choose to do less than all we can do 2 ne 2523 on the
other hand he adds 1I sense that an increasing number of deeply
committed church members are weighed down beyond the break
ing point with discouragement about their personal lives when we
habitually understate the meaning of the atonement we take more
serious risks than simply leaving one another without comforting
reassurances for some may simply drop out of the race worn out
and beaten down with the harsh and untrue belief that they are just
not celestial material 5 6 this book has been written to offer
hope I1 find that it effectively accomplishes that objective

in what I1 believe to be the most important contribution of this
work the author stresses that the atonement is not merely re-
tributivetribu tive it is not simply an offended gods means for righting
wrongs an effort by deity to regulate and restrict and regiment the
wayward rather the atonement is rehabilitative it is a gracious act
on the part of an omnilovingomniloving being an offering made eagerly which
seeks to aid us in our inadequacies to make and remake us into what
we could never be without divine assistance early in the book
hafen comments

I1 once wondered if those who refuse to repent butwho then satisfy the
law of justice by paying for their own sins are then worthy to enter
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the celestial kingdom the answer is no the entrance requirements
for celestial life are simply higher than merely satisfying the law of
justice for that reason paying for our sins will not bearthebearthabear the same fruit
as repenting of our sins justice is a law of balance and order and it
mustbemastbemust be satisfied eitherthrougheither through ourpaymentpaymentoutpaymentour orhisochisor his but ifwe decline
the saviors invitation to let him carry our sins and then satisfy
justice by ourselves we will not yet have experienced the complete
rehabilitation that can occur through a combination of divine assis-
tance and genuine repentance working together those forces have
the power permanently to change our hearts and our lives preparing
us for celestial life 7 8

hafen restates and expands on the issue later in chapter 8
justice mercy and rehabilitation there he reformulates the ques-

tion suppose some of us do not repent and as a result personally
satisfy the law ofjustice by suffering in payment of our own trans-
gressionsgressions would that place us in the same position with respect to
our salvation and exaltation as those whose payment is made by
christ through operation of the law of mercy if it would why not
lead a sinful life accept the punishment for it and still achieve
salvation by our own responsibility 148 no hafen contends
such is not possible for we would still then be unable to live the
laws of the celestial kingdom our basic nature would still be
whatever it was when we transgressed the law and we became to
that extent an enemy to god and again the doctrines of grace
and repentance are rehabilitative in nature the great mediator asks
for our repentance not because we mustrepayhimmust repay him in exchange for
his paying our debt to justice but because repentance initiates a
developmental process that with the saviors help leads us along
the path to a saintly character 149

hafen organizes the book around two scriptural types the tree
of knowledge and the tree of life beyond the trees theological
importance they also link our personal experience with the ex-
perienceperience of adam and eve in ways that illuminate the connections
between the atonement and our own journey through mortality
28 more specifically the tree ofknowledge represents the lessons

of mortality the bittersweet experiences through which we are
required to pass as a vital dimension of the plan of salvation the
tree of life represents the restoration from sin and the renovation of
human character all of which comes through the mercy and grace
of the almighty hafen writes neither tree neither force is
sufficient unless completed by the other 30 the tree of knowl-
edge is associated with all we can do in mortality to regain the
eternal presence while the tree of life points toward those labors of
the lord which are beyond mortal capacity and power but are abso-
lutely essential for our deliverance and ultimate celestialization
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inasmuch as our trek through life is as tied to the two trees in
the garden ofeden as was that ofour first parents we must enter the
life cycle of adam and eve the author suggests three ways we

enter this cycle sin errors in judgment and adversity the first
refers to a deliberate choice to violate the laws of god the second
to mortal frailties or limitations and the consequent pain associated
with them and the third to those trials and vicissitudes of life that
are no respecter of persons hafen suggests that the atonement of
jesus christ enables us to meet and deal with each of these not just
with sin the good shepherd thereby seeks to restore all ofhis lost
sheep all of us who suffer under the burdens of disobedience
foolishness or mortal circumstances or tragedies over which we
have little or no control the atonement is not just for sinners

the lost sheep are not just the people who dont come to church
the lost sheep is a mother who goes down into the valley of the dark
shadows to bring forth children the lost sheep is a young person far
away from home and faced with loneliness and temptation the lost
sheep is a person who has just lost a critically needed job a business
person in financial distress a new missionary in a foreign culture a
man just called to be bishop a married couple who are misunder-
standing each other a grandmother whose children are forgetting
her I1 am the lost sheep you are the lost sheep 60

those of us in the US have developed a preoccupation with
excellence during the last two centuries books and tapes and
seminars abound counsel advice directions charts schemes and
planners fill the earth organization and effectiveness are fine but
too much goal setting inordinate structure and planning can cause
us to focus on ourselves unduly on our views our desires our
abilities and our strengths such things can if unchecked militate
against a trust in god in chapter 5 two cheers for excellence
hafen expresses a similar concern 1I cannot help wondering he
writes what we are doing to each other in the church these days
as we subtly but continually reinforce in one another the assumption
that tangible and visible rewards and success are promised those
who do what is right or even those who work their hardest where
does that assumption come from it certainly is not taught by the
gospel 94 in addition it is natural to assume that when we dont
appear to be doing excellently the perfection process is not
working but the exact opposite may be true our moments of
greatest stress and difficulty are often the times when the refiners
fire is doing its most purifying work 97 rather than issuing a
blanket condemnation of excellence programs hafen stresses the
need for perspective for identifying and complying with the lords
plan for us with at least as much zeal as we would pursue a personal
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program of improvement and for seeking the approbation of god
rather than man 98 99 about the approbation of man he warns

however not only is popular opinion too fickle and fleeting to serve
as a reliable guide for our self worth but others cannot possibly
know enough about our hearts and the innermost elements of our
lives to judge us fairly also mens standards of judgment are not
sound because they lack the perspective of eternity thus our
dependence upon outward signs of success and our vulnerability to
adverse judgments by others can divert us from establishing a
relationship with the only one whose judgment ultimately matters
very much 102 3

in chapter 9 hafen discusses the higher blessings of the
atonement and emphasizes that the saviors gift of grace to us is
not necessarily limited in time to after all we can do we may
receive his grace before during and after the time when we expend
our own efforts 155 56 he distinguishes between a preparatory
stage of gospel growth where our sins are forgiven and we are
pronounced clean and an advanced stage wherein those higher
blessings of spiritual development the means whereby we are in
time transformed into the image of christ begin to have place in
our lives he writes that such doctrines as the law of moses and the
gospel of jesus christ the doctrine of spiritual rebirth and the
concept ofentering the rest of the lord point well beyond cleansing
the vessel they in fact point toward filling it with divine power
further he stresses that too often we stop short of the perception and
the privileges that might otherwise be ours thus without some
breakthrough in attitude that lifts us to the plane of the higher law
we may think of living the gospel as little more than a superficial
adherence to external commandments at that limited level we may
not even recognize the savior when he comes into our lives hoping
to lead us beyond the schoolmaster that brought us to him 161

after writing of the atonement and its possible effects on our
spiritual maturity and outlook hafen turns to a consideration of
charity and the tree of life chapter 11 another section I1 feel

justifies reading this book his treatment of the principle and
doctrine of charity is superb he repeatedly distinguishes between
what the world denominatesnominatesrenominatesde as noble and selfless actions and what
the scriptures identify as the highest and greatest gift of the spirit
charity the pure love of christ is a gift of the spirit we do not
develop charity on our own any more than we become proficient
prophesiersprophesiers by practice or marvelous healers through seeking out
and administering to all the sick charity is a gift a grace to be
sure our own inteinternallymallymaily generated compassion for the needs of
others is a crucial indication of our desire to be followers of the
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savior clearly part of all we can do for that reason we must be
reaching out to others even as we reach out to god rather than
waiting to respond to others needs until our charitable instincts are
quickened by the spirit but even then charity in its full blown
sense is bestowed upon christs righteous followers 195 96

charity is not bestowed however simply to motivate us to
serve others noble as such a cause is rather hafen reminds us it
is given to help us become like christ see moro 748

the ultimate purpose of the gospel of jesus christ is to cause the sons
and daughters ofgod to become as christ is those who see religious
purpose only in terms of ethical service in the relationship between
man and fellowmen may miss that divinely ordained possibility it is
quite possible to render charitable even christian service
without developing deeply ingrained and permanent christlike
character paul understood this when he warned against giving all
ones goods to feed the poor without true charity see 1 cor 133
president J reuben clarkdarkmark understood it when he warned in the
charted course of the church in education in 1938 against equating
man made systems of ethics with the gospel of christ we can give
without loving but we cannot love without giving if our vertical
relationship with god is complete then by the fruit of that rela-
tionshiptionship the horizontal relationship with our fellow beings will also
be complete we then act charitably toward others not merely because
we think we should but because that is the way we are 196 97

in short social gospel programs though ostensibly beneficial are
in the end woefully deficient

religious or ethical systems whose highest good is social justice do
not necessarily provide the members of a society with the opportu-
nity for personal individualized development of true religious
character indeed such systems may impede the development of
individual character by assuming that mans nature is fixed either
good or bad and that institutional religion as a change agent should
devote its attention to healing broad scale social ills rather than to
personal development the restored gospel has a loftier and longer
range purpose than this which is empowered by forces that can
change and develop the individual to the point of also solving social
problems in permanent ways through the aggregation of personal
solutions 197

As with any work of this sort there are always matters which
could be discussed further issues and questions over which the
reader would enjoy a personal audience with the writer I1 found
certain aspects of the organization unusual and at times difficult to
follow for example it is uncommon to have a twenty three page
introduction followed by a brief nine page prologue in addition
though the concept of two trees the tree ofknowledge and the tree
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of life weaves its way through most of the book and serves as a
type of organizing principle occasionally I1 felt the connections to
be strained along those same lines the purpose of the epilogue the
last three pages which basically restates in nonscriptural language
the place of both trees in the plan of salvation may be seen by some
as irrelevant to the book the epilogue seems anticlimactic perhaps
because I1 felt the chapter on charity had placed a touching capstone
on all that had been said

in the prologue the author states that this book applies the
doctrines of the atonement to some common elements of human
experience thus it is more a practical book than a doctrinal one
25 further 1I make no claim to having fully researched and

developed the theological issues this framework raises I1 am ac-
quaintedquainted enough with scholarly methods to have some idea about
the scope and the rigor required to complete such a project and I1
believe it is a project worth doing but I1 have not done it here that
is a book for someone else on another day 26 1I personally found
the book to be a sound and stimulating doctrinal encounter there
are a few items however where some readers might desire further
clarification hafen does not seem prone to draw sharp theological
distinctions where others might for example in some places the
author uses the words sanctification andperfection synonymously
we know very little about thisprocessthis process ofsanctificationofsanctification he has just

quoted moroni 1032 33 but it is clear that we do not achieve
perfection solely through our own efforts 17 18 italics added
later in the book he explains that when we become just or are
justified the demands ofjustice are then satisfied this may be the
I1justification through the grace of our lord and savior jesus christ
which is just and true dacd&c 2030.2030 then as a second stage we
may be made perfect or sanctified in addition to receiving for-
givenessgiveness of our sins as a further manifestation of the saviors
mercy 166 italics added some latter day saints might be more
inclined to see justification as acquittal and exoneration from sin
sanctification as the means by which we are made pure and holy
free from the effects of sin and perfection as the process by which
we ultimately become whole and entire prepared finally to be with
and like god all through the infinite grace and goodness of god I1
find myself however less inclined to complicate matters by
forming clear and fixed and systematic theological delineations
especially when it is not always evident what the lord intended in
particular scriptural passages

in chapter 7 human nature and learning by experience
the author provides excellent insight into the rather sticky problem
of the nature of man he clearly restates the uniquely latter day
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saint position that adams was a fortunate fall that the act in eden
was not sin but was as much a part of a foreordainedforeordained plan as was the
atonement of christ human agency allows men and women to
chart their course and determine their fate we are not only gods in
embryo but also perdition in embryo depending upon our choices
to follow either the lord or lucifer thus whether mans nature is
good or evil depends ultimately on the man or the woman and on
the divine or satanic influences to which they submit 134 the
difficulty here has to do with the effects of the fall upon humankind
As latter day saints we do not believe in human depravity in an
original sin which entails upon the posterity of adam and eve as

a result of the fall in the language of the book of mormon people
are lost because of the transgression of their parents until they put
off the natural man and put on the atonement of christ mosiah 319
2 ne 221 further because of the fall their natures have
become evil continually ether 32 in short I1 have some question
as to whether men and women are really neutral by nature

questions that may arise when sincere latter day saints read
this book include when have I1 done all I1 can do how do I1 know
when I1 have done all I1 can do can I1 ever do all I1 can do these are
appropriate queries answers to which are implied in the broken
heart but which I1 wish had been stated more directly in addition
a misunderstanding may arise in the minds of many latter day
saints regarding nephis words after all we can do some may
conclude erroneously that the lords grace can be extended to us
only after meaning following or subsequent to my doing all I1
can do this notion is incorrect the fact is as bruce hafen seeks
to show again and again the lords enabling power comes to us all
along the way I1 feel that after all we can do means instead above
and beyond all we can do it is by the grace of god that we are saved

nevertheless the broken heart is an important contribution
to our literature and one of the most penetrating books I1 have studied
in some time it deals with a subject that needs to be grasped by more
latter day saints an understanding of grace is needed not only as
we interact with members of other faiths who hold their own beliefs
regarding grace but particularly as we seek to come unto christ
through a deeper understanding and application of his atonement
this is a book about hope a book that extends hope sometimes we
say the author writes that no other success can compensate for
our failures in the home and while it is true that no other success
odoursof ours can fully compensate there is a success that compensates for
all our failures after all we can do in good faith that success is the
atonement of jesus christ by its power we may arise from the
ashes of life filled with incomprehensible beauty and joy 22
certainly no message could be more vital more central than that
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TRUMAN MADSEN joseph smith the prophet salt lake city
bookcraft 1989 202 ppap 10.951095

reviewed by glen M leonard an editor historian and museum administrator
living in farmington utah

books about joseph smith abound some attempt a full scale
life many select an aspect of the prophets spiritual career his
teachings writings revelations or prophecies or significant
events such as the 1820 vision or the 1844 martyrdom A few focus
on his ancestry his family or reminiscences of his associates the
prophet appears in many other books and articles not directly about
him but about latter day saints individually and collectively thus
when another volume about joseph smith appears we need to ask
where the volume fits on the shelfof studies of the prophet and then
what it contributes to an understanding of the young man whose
brief earthly career now impacts the lives of more than seven
million people

truman madsensmaddensMadsens book is not biography though it touches
upon aspects of joseph smiths character and personality nor is it
primarily a collection of the prophets ideas despite numerous
quotations from his discourses and writings it is not history
although cast into a loosely chronological set of thematic chapters
simply put this latest look at joseph smith the prophet is a
compendium of faith promoting reminiscences combined with
snippetssnippetysnippets of josephs own words all laced into an informed and
informal commentary reflecting the insights of one who admires
joseph smiths humanity and affirms his prophetic calling the
book is a tribute as well as an attempt to profile the personality of
joseph smith as a religious leader

the bookbooks s content is the product ofextensive searching in the
sources for the hundreds of anecdotes and little known details that
form the bulk of the eight chapters madsen uses quotations from
joseph smiths writings and sermons to illuminate the prophets
religious experiences his everyday interactions and his approach
to doctrine madsen also draws extensively from published and
unpublished diaries recollections reminiscences and tributes
from these sources come the tantalizing tidbits that are the
volumes principal contribution

joseph smith the prophet originated as a series of eight hour
long lectures delivered during education week at brigham young
university these discourses attracted such interest that tape re-
cordingscordings of the lectures were marketed beginning in 1978 from
that wider listening audience came repeated encouragements to
publish the lectures and provide information on the sources
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it is not surprising that those listening to the tapes would seek
documentation for the hundreds of tidbits shared in the loosely
organized presentation madsen kept the attention of his listeners
as he will with readers by sharing one after another anecdotes of

the miraculous curious and humorous in josephs interactions
with others this amazing collection of gee whiz data holds the
readers attention and too often tests even the well informed
students credulity

readers will find themselves turning to the endnotes after
each story to discover where this or that tantalizing tidbit had been
tucked away they will discover that many choice stories are
original firsthandfirst hand reports from journals or an occasional letter
written soon after the incident occurred most date from the nauvoo
period other sources contributing extensively to madsensmaddensMadsens com-
pilationpilation are the published accolades and reminiscences from the
young womanscomans journal the juvenile instructor the contributor
and autobiographies of the prophets contemporaries the maga
zine articles mostly written as faith promoting literature for
youth and the life stories share a common time and frame of
reference created between about 1880 and 1930 they were testi-
monials of a dying generation of witnesses these latter day
pioneers were preserving for their sons and daughters selected
experiences of the founding generation of the church they rememkemem
beredbared discrete personal interactions with a martyredmartyred prophet and
wished their children to learn to know him vicariously for many
items only one source records the experience or impression the
information is individual and personal these single source reports
are historically unverifiable yet in a spiritually motivating sense
they offer incontestable witness

madsen molds these memories into themes that flow in broad
patterns overovertimetime the book begins with an examination of the first
vision and josephs personality issues centered in the new york
years next come insights into the revelations and persecutions of
ohio and missouri finally the book focuses on the themes of
joseph as temple builder teacher and martyr in nauvoo

the published chapters are faithful to the spoken word of the
lectures which are only lightly edited to eliminate distracting
references the text thus retains the informality of a live presenta
tion in addition though filled with information the book will
reward many readers best through a right brain reading they will
find that the information is better felt than understood better heard
with the inner ear of inspiration the anecdotes and tidbits are
building blocks to feelings about joseph smith in his concluding
testimony madsen reaffirms this intention when he reminds his
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audience that the person theyve been getting to know through his
lectures is best understood as a religious figure a prophet of christ

in keeping with this framework index entries about the
prophet are grouped under four headings beliefs and opinions
personal characteristics personal history and experience and
prophetic and other spiritual attributes from these convenient
summaries of the books thesis we are reminded that in personal
characteristics joseph smith was athletic charitable cheerful
courageous discerning handsome hospitable humble imagina-
tive intelligent kind to children loving neat obedient open
minded solicitous for his family and so on he was also a leader
a good listener and a student of the scriptures his prophetic
attributes included possession of every scripturally identified spiri-
tual gift healing dreams faith tongues prophecy visions etc
and he was a deliverer of prophecy a revelator and a man who was
divinely taught

madsen uses as his biographical models the joseph smiths
recreated by lucy mack smith george Q cannon and john henry
evans his bibliography credits as well the tributes by hyrum L
andrus and helen mae andrus they knew the prophet ivan J
barrett joseph smith the extraordinary william E berrett
joseph smith symbol of greatness truman G madsen joseph
smith among the prophets edwin F parry stories about joseph
smith the prophet and john A widtsoe joseph smith seeker
after truth prophet ofgodof god it is this genre of writing about joseph
smith that best explains Madmadsensenss joseph smith the prophet the
purpose of madsensmaddensMadsens campus lectures was to motivate his audience
to understand appreciate and know the man joseph and through
him the man jesus

As inspirational literature the success of that effort must be
judged by the responses of individual readers for many madsensmaddensMadsens
impressionistic generalizations and attention getting anecdotes
will contribute less to an understanding of joseph smith than the
imperfect offerings of existing histories and biographies while the
amazing revelations of the little known may captivate they will not
lead to a meaningful acquaintance with the prophet who chal-
lenged us all in his last months to discover him and his incredibly
complex personal history
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RODGER 1I ANDERSON joseph smiths new york reputation
reexamined salt lake city signature books 1990 178 ppap
appendixes index 9959.95995

reviewed by marvin S hill professor of history at brigham young university

there are those who are champions for what is called tradi-
tional mormon history who contend that such history should
always be faith promoting that historians should be selective in
what topics they treat and what evidence they will accept the
assumption here is that we cannot finally know the past and that all
historical interpretations are entirely subjective since one interpre-
tation is as good as another church members should be careful to
write the kind of history that will bolster faith and help the mis-
sionary effort abroad rodger 1I anderson has written a book which
thus characterizes some of the work of two of BYUs most honored
historians hugh nibley and richard L anderson he concludes
that such work has little value for those who seek historical truth

rodger anderson has criticized nibleysbleysNi myth makers and
richard L andersons article joseph smiths new york reputa-
tion reappraised 1 for being too selective in their use of evidence
rodger anderson maintains that the testimonials collected against
joseph smith and the smith family by philastusphilistusPhilastus hurlbut and arthur
B deming in the nineteenth century are in fact largely immune to
the attacks launched against them by nibley anderson and oth-
ers 7 and that the hurlbut and very late deming reports provide
an accurate representation of the general opinion of his smiths
neighbors in their true essential form 7 he adds that he will let
others decide whether the conclusions of these neighbors of the
smiths are justified

rodger anderson allocates a chapter of his study to an
evaluation of the argument of hugh nibley in his myth makers that
the testimonials against joseph smith and the smith family col-
lected by hurlbut in palmyra are so contradictory as to cancel each
other out anderson quotes nibley the whole structure of the
anti mormon scholarship rests on trumped up evidence 11

nibley held that stories of money digging were so widespread in
new york that they provided a source for josephs enemies who
applied them to the prophet rodger anderson argues that the
standardization of money digging stories only proves that joseph
smith followed approved methods of treasure hunting nibley said
that there were so many witnesses brought forward by hurlbut that
they could hardly all have known the prophet well rodger ander-
son replies that an individual did not need to know joseph well to
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have heard him expound money digging lore nibley contended that
if joseph smith were a disreputable character those who claimed to
know him must have been soasso as well anderson responds that one
did not have to participate but only observe anderson holds that
nibley foregoes scholarly standards of evaluating sources to jux-
tapose contradictory statements some of nibleysNibleys quotations are
far too late to be considered eye witnesses and are in fact non
witnesses since some are historians not observers nibley he
argues cared more for refutation than for truth and thus failed to
consider mormon sources which lend support to much of what the
hurlbut witnesses said

but rodger anderson reserves most of his criticism for richard
anderson and his piece on joseph smiths reputation in new york
while rodger anderson concedes that richard andersons work is
14superior to nibleysbleysNi in method and scholarly apparatus
27 he contends that this work misrepresents the contents of

hurlbutshurlbuttHurlbuts affidavits oversimplifies the possible interpretations of
the evidence and draws invalid conclusions based on faulty
premises 28

to richard andersons insistence that similar phrasing
throughout the testimonies indicates hurlbutshurlbuttHurlbuts wording rather than
that of the witnesses rodger replies that similarities of phrasing
may only mean that the witnesses were asked similar questions so
that their answers were automatic rodger affirms that the affidavits
accurately represented the views of these witnesses since they
frequently swore to their accuracy before judges or justices of the
peace jesse townsend who was one ofmany palmyransPalmyrans to provide
a general statement against joseph smith expressed similar views
to phineas stiles in december 1833 so there is no question as to his
negative perception of joseph smith 3311

richard anderson rejected conversations attributed to joseph
smith by the hurlbut witnesses because they may have been
garbled rodger anderson responds that it is equally likely that they
were recalled accurately rodger anderson finds support for
willard chases recollection that being without financial means
joseph had gone to samuel lawrence one of his money digging
companions saying that he knew of a silver mine in pennsylvania
on the bank of the susquehanna river and that lawrence might
share in the profits if he would accompany him since joseph had
no money lawrence paid josephs way but the two found no silver
mine when they arrived josephs expenses were paid and he
gained an introduction to emma hale rodger anderson quotes
lorenzolorenzosaunders1884saunders 1884 in confirmation samsamlawrencelawrence took
smith over into pennsylvania and introduced him to emma
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hale joe told sam lawrence that there was a silver mine over
in pennsylvania told him he might share in it with him but behold
he wanted an introduction to emma hale is the way it turned out
sam lawrence told me so 47 rodger anderson criticizes richard
anderson for rejecting the accuracy of hurlbutshurlbuttHurlbuts testimonies re-
calling events nearly ten years before while richard himself
accepts wallace miners recollections of events two generations
earlier 50 rodger anderson admits that hurlbut was biased but
doubts that another investigator would have produced testimonies
any different 57

rodger dislikes richard andersons arguments based on the
interviews of william H kelley an RLDS member who collected
testimonies from palmyransPalmy rans in the 1860s richard anderson found
much in these testimonies that was more favorable to the smiths
than hurlbutshurlbuttHurlbuts rather than seeing a shiftless smith family who
were devious and dishonest kelleyskellemsKelleys interviewers recalled a poor
but hard working family who were also good neighbors although
father smith was described as a drinker it was acknowledged that
every body drank them times 92

rodger anderson shows that kelley distorted some of the
interviews since several witnesses subsequently corrected his version
of their testimony in other publications rodger anderson also
contends that kelley performed his own editorial revisions since
his cryptic notes at the time differ from his published account

thus rodger anderson raises some serious questions regard-
ing hugh nibleysNibleys and richard andersons total rejection of the
hurlbut testimonies yet he may be too harsh in his assessment of
their work I1 would agree with rodger anderson that neither nibley
nor richard anderson gave sufficient attention to witnesses such as
lucy mack smith joseph knight and others who confirm joseph
smiths involvement in money digging now most historians
mormon or not who work with the sources accept as fact joseph
smiths career as village magician too many of his closest friends
and family admitted as much and some ofjosephs own revelations
support the contention rodger anderson is likely to be right that
hurlbut represented the general views of the people he interviewed
correctly although I1 would question whether we can be certain that
he was always careful in recounting details

the real issue for mormon scholars is how reliable hurlbutshurlbuttHurlbuts
demings or kelleyskellemsKelleys witnesses are there is the problem of lapsed
time which everyone has acknowledged just how chase or
saunders etc can recall detailed conversations with people eight
to fifty five years afterward is a weighty question that cannot be
brushed aside no matter how many of these late testimonies seem to
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corroborate each other that lorenzo saunders confirms chase
on the samuel lawrence story may be of no value most likely
saunders reread chase in E D howes book to get the details
correct at a sunstone symposium some years ago mark hofmann
spoke to me briefly regarding my support for the authenticity ofone
of his manuscripts several months later attorney robert stott
wanted me to repeat what hofmann had said on that occasion I1 was
only able to reply in a general way as to the substance of the
conversation I1 could remember none of the details after a lapse of
only months richard anderson rightly questions the dependability
of belated testimonies gathered by joseph smiths enemy several
years after the events had transpired however rodger anderson
correctly notes that richard also made use of belated testimonies
when they favored his point of view

but there is another problem with these witnesses that rodger
anderson tends to slight rodger is well aware that hurlbut was sent
to new york by anti mormonscormons in kirtland to get something on
joseph smith yet he argues that hurlbut faithfully carried out this
assignment and came up with reliable evidence to some extent this
may be so for even richard bushman makes rather extensive use
of some of this testimony nonetheless I1 would want supporting
evidence from those closer to joseph smith in time and relationship
before employing much of it for the most part I1 have minimized its
use in my work because of the enormous difficulties involved I1 am
not certain that hurlbutshurlbuttHurlbuts witnesses were always in a position to
know take for example the fifty people who make a general state
ment as to the doubtful reputation of the smiths did they know the
family well and were they inclined to provide a fair appraisal if the
smiths were so reprehensible why did the presbyterian church to
which many of these witnesses belonged admit lucy and her children
to membership in 1824 there was nothing negative said about
their character when they chose to leave the church in 1828 william
smith was probably right when he said that his family did not learn
that they were bad folks until after the book of mormon appeared

at least eleven of the fifty palmyra witnesses roswell
nicholes george beckwith george williams peletiahpeletichPeletiah west
robert nichols nathaniel beckwith giles ely durfee chase and
the reverend jesse townsend were members of the presbyterian
church in palmyra they would be unlikely to speak kindly about
the smiths after they left the presbyterian church one must recall
rumors that sometimes circulate in utah regarding those who
appear out of favor with the LDS church

it should be noted too that hurlbut collected testimonies from
many of the town fathers far above the smiths in social rank and
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community status george beckwith was a wealthy merchant
thomas rogers abanker john hurlbut one of the first settlers joel
and levi thayer merchants who did a thriving business george
williams and giles ely storekeepers henry jessup a shoemaker
thomas baldwin C E thayer thomas rogers and william
parke village officials I1 would not interview these people if I1
wanted to leamlearn firsthand about joseph smith STsr and his family
some might have encountered lucy and some of her children in
church but not the two josephs both of whom disapproved of the
presbyteriansPresbyte rians nonetheless these palmyransPalmyrans afaffirmedfinned that the fa-
ther and son were considered entirely destitute of moral character
and addicted to vicious habits 148 they may have been consid
ered immoral for not coming to church and addicted to vicious
habits for their drinking to which mormon sources attest the
word ofwisdom had not yet been received and most people drank
yet these palmyransPalmyrans indicated that they could speak only of what
the smiths were considered to be they probably did not know
them well

thus rodger anderson demonstrates that hurlbut did not
trump up all his evidence and that he accurately represented the

views ofa selected group in Pahpalmyranyra yet kelleyskellemsKelleys counterinterviewscounterinterviews
may also represent the more tolerant opinions ofsome even though
kelley did distort their comments at times in his published version
this slant only establishes his strong pro mormon bias which is not
surprising if we had the benefit of hurlbutshurlbuttHurlbuts original notes we
might find that he too allowed his bias to influence what he
remembered lacking shorthand both men very likely fleshed out
their brief notes with what they could or would recall

NOTE

richard lloyd anderson joseph smiths new york reputation reappraised BYU studies 10

spring 1970 283 314
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DOUGLAS F TOBLER and NELSON B WADSWORTH the
history of the mormonscormons in photographs and text 1830 to the
present new york st martins press 1989 294 ppap 399539.953995

reviewed by richard neitzel holzapfel the director of the institute of religion
university of california irvine and T jeffery cottle an attorney in provo utah

tobler and wadsworthsWadsworths the history odtheoftheof the mormonscormons in photo-
graphs and texts 1830 to the present is certainly the most impor-
tant collection of historic mormon photographs available to date
although published in 1989 the sesquicentennial of the invention
of photography the book is essentially a translation of their 1987
volume der weg zummm licht we were pleased to see an english
version of this book

the book borrows heavily from an earlier work by wads-
worth through camera eyes 1975 the first major attempt to
publish the photographic history of the church and in many ways
superior to the tobler wadsworth effort though the latter offers
many more photographs the similarities are especially notable in
the chapter freezing moments of time however the two works
do contain inconsistencies for example in through camera eyes
the photograph of george edward anderson 9911 is reversed from
its appearance in the history of the mormonscormons 38

wadsworth provided the majority of the photographs for
history of the mormonscormons from his twenty years of research histo-
rians have only recently come to share wadsworthsWadsworths vision that
photographs are historical documents that help illuminate the
past my philosophy wadsworth writes has been to get them
preserved and protected before someone decides to throw them
away 8 his preservation of these treasures has been invaluable

the current book is potentially a promised valley for the
historian but it does not achieve that potential attempting to absorb
the books wealth of material is reminiscent of the experience of
the pioneers who entered the salt lake valley after the initial trail
blazers beautiful vistas are in sight with little more than a hastily
cleared trail leading to them the pioneers wanted to savor their
travel into the valley but the burdensome trail prevented them from
doing so in this book the images of the saints are powerful the
daguerreotype of pioneer children 16 and the photograph of four
generations of the F D richards family 230 are compelling visual
reminders of the real people of flesh and bone who are sometimes
lost in the black ink ofhistorical writing but the flawed structure of
the book for example inconsistencies between text and cap-
tions and the failure to complete the adaptation from a germangennan to
an american audience presents serious impediments to enjoyment
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minor revisions were made to the 1987 german version but
it is evident that minimal effort was given to prepare it for an
american audience often more knowledgeable about mormonism
and certainly less concerned about german mormon history and its
famous german mormonscormons or german scholars at first we were

delighted that a history of the mormonscormons had broadened beyond the
generally parochial view of the church but we soon discovered that
this book which includes the basic mormon story never gets out of
the black forest as it moves beyond the anglo american story line
it ignores africa asia the pacific islands and south and central
america its eurocentricEurocentric attitude is pervasive as shown by the
phrasing of its discussion of polygamy though rarely preached
and never practiced in europe 99 the narrow german context is
also seen in the comparison of joseph smith and the german
refreformeroriner martin luther in a guileless attempt like luther joseph
smith ventured to answer troubling personal questions 51 though
helpful to a german audience the germanic perspective may puzzle
american readers who cannot be expected to know german history
very well or to translate for themselves german quotations such as
those from busch and from meyer found in footnote 17 292

inherent in any photographic history is the struggle to com-
bine text and photographs in a way that will not lose the reader who
must move between the photographs and the written word leading
the reader from one page of text to another when several pages of
photographs divide them is difficult help is sometimes provided in
this book for example the reader is informed that a quote from
brigham young that begins on page 99 is continued on page 105
in other places though the difficulty of following textual material
among the photographs is considerable for example the text on
page 105 continues on page 112 without any indication of such a
long textual gap

the history presented in the text includes several oversimpli-
ficationsfications and errors of fact or source checking an example of such
inaccuracy is the authors explanation that john D lee a leading
mormonmonnon in the area was hanged for his part in the mountain
meadows affair147affair 147 they cite arlingtonarrington and bittonsbittensBittons the
mormon experience as their source but lee is not mentioned on the
pages specified in the footnote and instead of describing lee as
hanged arringtonarlington and bitton write that he was executed by a

firing squad at the site of the massacre oddly tobler and
wadsworth relate the story correctly in a photograph caption on
page 145

while these problems may seem small larger problems face
the historian interested in using the book for research the bibliog
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raphy and note sections are incomplete and contain inaccuracies
and there is no index the bibliography has surprising weaknesses
for example wadsworthsWadsworths early work is not cited christian
andersons private journal which is quoted only once 292 is
cited as a source but george edward andersons journal is not cited
in the bibliography there seems to be no rhyme or reason for
deciding which materials were included in the bibliography while
we realize more attention is given to reference sections in books
intended for scholarly dialogue than those for a general audience
editorial consistency is helpful to any reader the bibliographic
footnote and index sections in wadsworthsWadsworths 1975 book are gener-
ally more complete and helpful

the most fundamental problem with the history of the mor
mons in photographs and text is that it is not a reliable source for
the reader for example on pages 24 25 there are three photo-
graphs the first photograph of mormon apostle erastus snow is
identified as being located in the LDS church historical depart-
ment daguerreotype collection for the other two photographs
there is no source information provided when the authors do
include the source for the photographs they are sometimes mislead-
ing Is there a real difference between the mormon church
historical department 65 and the LDS church historical de-
partmentpartment 24 are the utah historical society john F bennett
collection 206 and the bennett collection utah historical
society 97 the same collection those not already familiar with
various collections will find these inconsistencies confusing

the authors do not always identify the locations of photo-
graphs a particularly regrettable omission in the case of george
edward anderson whose photographs are located in several insti-
tutions and in various private collections the captions could
include both the name of the photographer and the current location
of the photograph for example the caption george beard BYU
photo archives 185 contains the information necessary for a
reader to locate the photograph thus every photograph should have
been referenced at least with the location of the photograph

photographs of sites are sometimes misidentified for ex-
ample in the nauvoo photographs 91 94 95 113 the home
labeled as john taylorstaylors 9911 is actually sylvester stoddardsstuddardsStoddards home
recently reconstructed in nauvoo the homes identified as orson
pratts and william laws 112 13 are the homes of aaron
johnson and jonathan wright 2 tobler and wadsworth have simply
relied on the faith promoting rumors of previous publications to
identify these photographs more problematic are captions that
contain historical errors for example a tombstone 69 identified
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as that of don carlos smith aged 14 months died june 151518291829
is actually that of alvin smith who died in 1828 don carlos died
in 1841 3 in addition the dating of some of the photographs is
questionable such as the lucian foster photograph of brigham
young taken in nauvoo in 1843112 contemporary docu-
ments such as joseph smiths diary indicate that foster arrived in
nauvoo on 27 april 1844 fosters first business advertisement
appeared in the nauvoo neighbor on 14 august 1844 and other
contemporary witnesses verify that fosters photographic work in
nauvoo did not begin before april 1844 4 the quality of the pho-
tographicto material demands better verification

photographic histories bear the burden of any type of history
authors must use reliable sources and cross check them while
tobler and wadsworth have provided some significant historic
photographs they sometimes leave a difficult trail for others who
want to locate these valuable materials their work could have
benefited from the careful attention to detail exemplified by martin
W sandlerssandiers american image photographing one hundred fifty
years in the life of a nation also published in 1989 dedicated to
exploring american history through photographysphotographys unique me-
dium sandlersSandlersandiers s book provides an excellent model for photographic
histories especially useful is sandlerssandiers photograph sources
section which lists all sources in a consistent format

because the tobler and wadsworth book lacks this thorough-
ness its value to the historian who is interested in using these
documents is decreased As a popular history of the saints the
history of the mormonscormons in photographs and text suffers from
overgeneralizationsgeneralizationsover and mistakes about the past despite flaws both
major and minor this volume remains the single most important
collection of mormon photographs which makes it all the more
regrettable that more care was not given to the critical details
necessary to make a text accessible and reliable

NOTES

leonard arrington and davis bitton the mormon experience A history of the larterlatter day
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RICHARD T HUGHES and C LEONARD ALLEN illusions of
innocence protestant primitivism in america 1630 1875 chi-
cago university of chicago press 1988 xviii 296 ppap 299529.952995

reviewed by milton V backman jr director ofchurch history religious studies
center brigham young university

the restoration perspective has been employed in american
life both as an ideal to be followed and as a guide for judgment
illusions of innocence is an excellent study of the restoration per-
spectivespec tive in that it not only considers the restoration movement
among puritans baptists mormonscormonsMormons and christians referring
primarily to movements led by alexander campbell barton stone
and benjamin M palmer but also attempts to help us better
understand the relationships between these traditions and the
american experience

richard T hughes and C leonard alienallenailen challenge the
popular thesis that restoration evangelists and many others were
responding to a mounting sense of social disorder although
hughes and alienallenailen do not reject the view that social disintegration
can intensify a belief in the need to restore an ancient order they
challenge those who focus their interpretations on a chaos or social
disintegration theory hughes and alienallenailen argue that if major resto-
ration movements resulted almost exclusively from such disorders
their restoration pulse would subside when order was restored the
nineteenth century movements explored in this work do not follow
such a pattern

A major theme of this book is that the quest to recover pure
beginnings has been a major preoccupation in americana the
authors see this impulse as a legacy of the protestant reformation
and view americans as associating democracy and free enterprise
with the creators intentions in the beginning two terms are used
interchangeable by these authors to describe this impulse of re-
covery primitivism and restoration hughes and alienallenailen observe that
alexander campbell barton stone and many other early ameri-
can religious reformers were searching for principles and practices
described in the new testament that other protestants had failed to
recover although involved in a quest of emulation they disagreed
on whether this recovery was a process or an achievable reality
some taught that the restoration was a continual process but faltered
as they attempted to define essentials others eventually taught that
they had recovered the essentials of the new testament church

throughout this work there are references to mormonism
one chapter soaring with the gods early mormonscormons and the
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eclipse of religious pluralism concentrates on the rise of this
movement the authors aptly identify significant parallels and
radical differences between mormonism and other restoration
movements hughes and alienallenailen reason that joseph smiths quest for
truth was more in harmony in some respects with the views of
roger williams than with those of alexander campbell both
joseph smith and roger williams believed in the disruption and
vanishing of the true apostolic church and in a recovery which
required divine intervention the authors might have noted that
roger williams dated this disruption as occurring in the fourth
century while followers of joseph smith held that the apostasy
occurred earlier both also sought a restoration of authority by
heavenly messengers

similarities between joseph smith roger williams and
many other restorationists become less significant however as
differences are considered while williams died a seeker hughes
and alienallenailen correctly recognize that joseph smith taught the reality
of a restoration they also recognize that joseph smith unlike most
reformers of his age emphasized that the restoration in which he
was involved was more than a recovery of beliefs and sacraments
described in the new testament it was a restitution of all things of
all essentials doctrine ordinances and authority spoken by the
mouth of all of gods prophets since the world began

partly because practices described in the book of mormon
were generally identified strictly with a post messianic church
alexander campbell condemned mormonism for what he regarded
as an amalgamation of beliefs and sacred rites from different ages
prior to the birth of the savior book of mormon people believed in
christ organized churches of christ ordained by the laying on of
hands and baptized with authority campbell viewed this combi-
nation as sheer confusion latter day saints however insisted that
this blending was another evidence of the reality of the restoration
of all things As explained by hughes and alienallenailen

to early mormonscormons nothing could be more consistent than to
practice christian baptism in a baptismal font resting on twelve oxen
symbolizing the twelve tribes of israel likewise mormonscormons saw no
inconsistency whatever in restonrestoringng at one and the same time the
ancient christian rite of baptism for the remission of sins and the
patriarchal practice of polygamy nor did they see inconsistency in
their intention to worship in a restored jewish temple built on the
site of the garden of eden 146

the authors draw extensively on the writings ofparley P pratt
to describe early mormon beliefs and compare them to those of the
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campbellitesCampbellites both pratt and sidney rigdon were associated with
the campbellite restoration for some time but there is an abundance
of information from the pen of pratt and little from rigdon the
authors therefore compare pratts views rather than rigdonsRigdons
with campbells they do however note one major difference in
the views of campbell and rigdon rigdonsRigdons endorsement of
communitarian living

although the chapter on mormonism contains a proper re-
flection of many basic beliefs of early latter day saints there is an
unusual emphasis on the doctrine of plurality of gods that might not
be fully understood by some readers nevertheless the doctrine is
described as related by joseph smith in a sermon of 16 may 1843
portions of which currently appear in doctrine and covenants

section 132 commenting on this doctrine hughes and alienallenailen con-
clude restoration among mormonscormonsMormons therefore essentially meant
soaring with the gods while others groveled on the earth 149

the authors demonstrate in this well written work an excep-
tional understanding of many phases of the restoration movement
they have carefully examined major sources on the subjects they
emphasize while they attempt to be objective and succeed in most
instances their bias in favor of the restoration movement as a
process rather than a reality is evident throughout the work they
believe no organization can claim to have achieved an actual
restoration nevertheless they explore many controversial themes
without writing in a negative debunking tone

this book is highly recommended for those interested in
additional insights on the restoration movement hughes and alienallenailen
have made a significant contribution to a better understanding of the
restoration theme in american history they have also accurately
and fairly represented mormonism in relation to many other res-
torationto movements of the early nineteenth century
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V BEN BLOXHAM JAMES R MOSS and LARRY C PORTER
eds truth will prevail the rise of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of
latter day saints in the british isles 1837 1987 corporation of the
president of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1987
xvii 462 ppap illustrations photographs appendixes index 159515.951595

reviewed by ronald G watt an archivist working in salt lake city

this is a well designed and carefully assembled book the
fourteen chapters are arranged in three sections the apostolic
foundation building the kingdom and looking forward
the church of jesus christ of latter day saints funded and pub-
lished the book as part of sesquicentennial celebration of the
churchechurchs introduction into the british isles apostle russell M
nelson wrote the forward

beginning with an article about canada the book next intro-
duces the missionaries into britain the reader follows the mission-
ary work throughout the british isles the emigration of the saints
to america the struggle of the church in great britain in the latter
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries and finally the rebuilding
and rise of the church once again in the middle of this century
maybe a better subtitle would have been the rise the fall and the
rise of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints

this book which supersedes richard L evanssevanssaevanshaEvanssAA century of
mormonism in great britain has sold well in britain no doubt it
has helped the british saints to better understand their mormon
heritage and helped as well the american saints understand their
british heritage

the main problem of the book is the unevenness of the
chapters a common fault with a multiple authored volume such as
this it is difficult to assemble such a volume unless the editors are
very conscious of this danger and take great care to prevent it

in the first section apostolic foundation larry porters
article on canada and malcolm thorps articles on preston and its
victorian background are the highlights james mosssmoass and ben
bloxhamsbloxharns chapters both overviews of mormonism in the british
isles during the early period have difficulties mosssmoass article tends
to consist of quotes hung together with his own summaries alt-
hough the editors are very careful to eliminate redundancies
between the other articles the thomas webster incident is related
in detail in both these articles both articles however do explain
well the tremendous growth of the early church in great britain

the best articles overall are in the second section on build-
ing the kingdom this title though is actually a misnomer A
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better name for the entire section is part of the title for fred
buchanansbuchanannBuchanans article the ebb and flow richard jensenshensensJensens article
on emigration explains the decline of the church in britain jensen
does very well in detailing the mechanics of the emigration richard
cowans article is a well balanced essay giving an overview of the
church in britain from 1841 to 1914 his title church growth
is another misnomer a better title would have been church
decline also the editors are to be commended for finding authors
who could write about the church in wales scotland and ireland
ronald denniss article on wales is intriguing because he follows
the mormon and anti mormon publications that were printed in
welsh it is an interesting story that possibly only dennis as a
mormon scholar trained in welsh could relate the brent barlow
article is less helpful perhaps because ireland has always been so
cold to the gospel and there is little to report the fred buchanan
article on scotland is the best in the book he gives an excellent
background using statistics well and showing who was converted
and why his article is primarily about people and he makes them
come alive

in the last section looking forward the first two articles
which are by louis B cardon are good historical essays he uses
primarily the millennial star to explain what happened to the
church from 1914 to 1950 in a way he has brought this period out
of darkness for most latter day saints so we can all realize that this
was the foundation period for the later growth he also explains how
the church began to use public relations to develop a more positive
image for latter day saints in the british press with the end of the
war britainsbritainaBritains LDS church population was ready to expand thus
the story of the last two chapters how the church grew and how the
programs are being used by the british members the lack of
documentation makes these two chapters rather weak moss prima
rily uses the millennial star the deseret news and the improve-
ment era as information sources to explain the building of the
temple the expansion of missionary work and the development of
church programs in the british isles the anne perry article
deemed necessary by the editors is more impressionistic than
historical but perry the only britisher of the writers does bring an
interesting perspective to the book

too often mormon historians try to relate only the mormon
story without providing the world or societal context that affected
that story the book lacks a chapter on the changes in britain that
helped the church grow for example there could have been an
explanation of the secularization of society especially the secular-
ization of the established religion the twentieth century britisher
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generally does not care much about religion this change helped
make the churchschurche public relations effort successful with british
newspapers even with theyellow press tabloids thepresstheoressthepress intheninein thenine-
teenth century was a religious press fighting for souls against what
they saw as an ungodly group the secular press today is more tolerant

another problem in the book is the lack of notes or a bibliog-
raphy while the notes and bibliography are available upon request
at the religious studies center at brigham young university the
editors opted for a condensed form of the note in the body of the text

the other problems in the volume are minor for example the
only place one can find something about the authors is on the dust
jacket and that is usually something that gets thrown away the use
of the day and month such as 23rd of january is archaic the
picture on page 89 is labeled incorrectly the second name was
really darling not darlington the table on page 60 adds up to
more than the stated 280 thus skewing the percentages slightly A
little more care would have prevented this mistake

nevertheless the book accomplishes its ends the editors set
out to produce a volume that tells the experience of the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints from its beginnings in britain to
the present day and it does that reasonably well the book does
detail and celebrate the british mormon experience
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RICHARD L JENSEN and MALCOLM R THORP eds mor
mons in early victorian britain salt lake city university of utah
press 1989 xiv 282pp illustrations photographs maps index

20.002000

reviewed by ronald G watt an archivist working in salt lake city

in early nineteenth century britain forces of change seemed
to be everywhere parliament passed the reform bill at the same
time the lower classes seeking beneficial changes in parliament
became involved in chartism meanwhile the middle classes
wanted to be rid of the corncom law tariff which benefittedbenefitted the
landholding upper classes religion was not without its conflicting
forces either the oxford movement the catholics the dissenters
and even the methodists were all influential to some extent

into this melee the late 1830s saw a new religion appear in
great britain mormonism the mormon elders preached
millennialism baptism emigration to the united states and many
other tenets the story of monmormonismnonismeonism in early victorian britain
previously found scattered in many publications is now available in
one volume mormonscormons in early victorian britain edited by richard
jensen and malcolm thorp this book emphasizes the period of
1840 to the late 1850s and thus fills that void

almost every article in the book was delivered at the mormon
history association conference held at oxford england in 1987
the editors have arranged the articles in rough chronological order
from robert livelysvelyslovelysLi sociological article to ray jay daviss article
on emigration laws although the resulting book tells the story of
mormonism in great britain during those years it does not relate
how the gospel first arrived the experience ofofwilfordwilford woodruff in
herefordshireHerefordshire or some of the usual stories that one hears instead
each article focuses on the story that each historian sees as sig-
nificantnificant and each essay is worth reading

the book has a nice mix of biographical local background
and general articles on mormonism in the british isles this volume
also balances articles written by historians trained in british history
with articles by historians trained in american history the british
historians are lead by J F C harrison one of the better victorian
scholars the british historians are better at putting the mormonscormons in
the framework of the british isles than are the american historians
who tend to isolate mormon history from the larger context on the
other hand the article by british trained bernard aspinwall on
scotland overemphasizes the scotland part and almost forgets
mormonism an article like this is needed though in order to
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understand that mormonism was not happening in a vacuum
richard polls article tends to do the reverse for the utah war
period it emphasizes the utah part the british story which is still
important takes second place

the newly discovered 1851 religious census used by both
robert lively and susan fales provides some interesting basic
facts Livelys piece is well written giving the reader some so-
ciologicalci reflections on mormonism in britain grant underwood
has an interesting article on the religious background in britain
ronald esplin explains how brigham young and the twelve
apostles developed theirthen leadership skills malcolm thorps anddanadand D
L daviess articles are biographical thorp takes three black
sheep of mormonism james fielding timothy matthews and
robert aitkens and colors them a refreshing grey daviess
subject david bevan jones has been portrayed in baptist literature
as a black sheep davies portrays jones a baptist minister con-
verted to mormonism as a sincere convert who tried to follow the
tenets ofhis adopted faith thorp draws from the rich utah archives
and davies from the pamphlet collections in wales

four articles those by joe cotterill bernard aspinwall
andrew phillips and susan fales are local studies cotterillsCotterills
article is a short but well described and analyzed essay with good
sources phillips weaves an interesting piece describing the local
congregations in essex the lack of emigration and the adverse
effect of leadership changes on branches fales should be com-
mended for writing a demographic article although the article
tends to be disjointed the graphs are well placed and descriptive

two articles are more general for the unenlightened paul
petersons article is a bombshell some historians have thought the
decline of mormonism in britain came from teaching plural mar-
riage but according to peterson the decline came about because of
the reformation of the 1850s many mormonscormons were not
rebaptizedbaptizedrebaptizerre and thus were not put back on the rolls it was the
rebaptism policy not the excommunication of many church
members that devastated the british mission richard polls ar-
ticle which discusses the retreat of the utah church from the british
isles complements petersons study

richard jensen and william hartley deal with the develop-
ment of the church organization in britain jensenshensensJensens article on local
church councils raises at least one question how did the branch
presidents fit into the structure wouldnt strong branch presidents
diminish the power of the branch council perhaps jensen did not
deal with this issue because the necessary sources were unavailable
hartley focuses on one mission office the pastor he suggests that
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the office of pastor was like the modem regional representative
office however the apparent overlap between the different offices
in the mission left me a little confused about the lines of commu-
nicationni and authority

the last two articles those by ray jay davis and david J
whittaker are excellent additions daviss study of the laws of
emigration both in britain and the united states is well researched
and well written whittakersWhittakers bibliographic article is a nice con-
clusioncl more bibliographies like this one are needed

the book has one shortcoming since it consists of a series of
articles focusing on mormonism it needs one essay describing the
british mormon story from 1837 to at least 1860 if one knows the
overall story the various articles fit in nicely but a novice in british
mormon history would have difficulty getting a sense of context

the book nevertheless fills an important gap in the story of
mormonism the editors and authors are to be commended for
putting together a group of articles that enlighten us on the period
of early british mormonism now it would be nice to have similar
volumes on later periods of mormonism in great britain
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NEAL CHANDLER benediction A book of stories salt lake
city university of utah press 1989 194 ppap 149514.951495

reviewed by elouise bell professor of english and associate dean of honors and
general education at brigham young university

an oldjokeoldoid joke asserts that you cant satirize BYU because BYU
is its own satire the gag presumes a reality already so incredible
that deliberate caricature would be mistaken for factual report but
of course the joke exaggerates the truth A wonderful piece of
cartoon satire appeared in the daily universe less than two years
ago a beautiful young woman stands at the pulpit in a BYU ward
her yards of blonde tresses cascading out around her the caption
reads my hair is so full today that I1 just had to stand

nevertheless there is enough truth in the joke to merit thought
satire does not flourish in the mormon culture and with good
reason it is dangerous the only thing more dangerous than satire
is its absence the appearance ofofnealornealneal chandlerschandlessChandlers book benedic
tion therefore is cause for celebration a healthy vital sign an
indication that the patient may recover

three of chandlerschandlessChand lers fifteen stories are pure classic satires
their very names caricatures of the contemporary LDS culture the
only divinely authorized plan for financial success in this life
or the next the righteousness hall of fame and the last
nephite which manages to combine the spirit of the three nephite
folktalesfolktales with that of the last gunfighter movie myths the title
story benediction is not true satire but instead a marvelously
humorous story in which our antiheroanti hero damon boulder the central
figure in four of the pieces triumphs with a satiric prayer of all
things A satiric prayer may sound blasphemous but it is in fact
damons shatteringly effective way of silencing the blasphemy of
a gospel doctrine teacher who has just spent forty minutes rein
carnatingcarnating the apostle peter as rocky balboa

if youve sat through a few too many sunday school classes
that smacked of og mandino or successful salesmanship sells the
scriptures you may find yourself cheering for this particular flinty
boulder chandlerschandlessChandlers fun with names is clever without being trite
while the boulder petros rocky connection is a straightforward one
the name damon gives us much more to think about including the
concept of daemon and of demon as well as damon and pythias

the book contains more than satire however we can begin
to understand the scope of chandlerschandlessChand lers work if we step back and re-
mind ourselves of how we mortals handle the thorny paradox of the
ideal vs the actual the ideal is what we want what we hope for
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what we believe should be what we ought to do or be the actual
is what is what we and the world are like here and now how do
we deal with the gap between the two ifwe tell ourselves that what
we are and what wed like to be are one and the same we are deluded
or self righteous if we know the difference but profess to others
that theyre the same were hypocrites if we say that the ideal is
unimportant when in fact we believe it is important or if we say
it is unattainable and therefore not worth attempting or if we try to
lower the ideal we are rationalizing when we acknowledge the
disparity yet continue to try to match our actions to our ideals thats
called repentance sometimes however in addition to whichever
course we take the inevitable disparity between what is expected in
life and what actually comes down the pike makes us laugh or smile
wryly or chortle even as we wince and that response is ironic

in chandlerschandlessChand lers living oracle for example a young damon
not named in the story itself visits a berlin cabaret hours after his

release from his mission this is an initiation account in the
tradition of james joycesjoycea araby or john updikesUpdikes A & P its
all about disillusionment as damon and a fellow RM have one
expectation after another thwarted just as the best line in a poem is
often the title here the insight of the story comes in a headnote a
gloss on the word release 1 I1 to liberate to set free from
bondage or obligation 2 to give up surrender or relinquish to let
go or drop 3 law to lease again 62 this is one of the weaker
stories in the collection because although chandler takes us
carefully to the explosion of the illusion he fails to evoke the impact
of what that event can mean to a young person ever wonder if
maybe it means something 66 is not exactly an exit line
calculated to keep us up nights but as an overture for the whole
book a quick preview of the life damon or any of us will live as
dreams collide with nightmares and ideals bump against actualities
it is an effective initial sounding of motifs

rachael holbein has expectations in mormon tabernacle
blues oh what a title can you imagine such an album wouldnt
our culture be enriched by such a wonder rachael expects her son
roy jr to be her last best hope ofunblemished maternal victory
79 after he comes home from his mission instead she must watch

him slide slowly steadily down into the sin ofbachelorhood 79
but if the son is a disappointment and her husband living evidence
that heaven had defaulted its end of the bargain 77 it is her

father who causes her most pain the clash between ideal and real
has produced in her fathers case a skeptic and a doubter who reads
scientific american and makes out a last will and testament in-
structingstructing rachael to cremate his remains rachael in a flash of
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inspiration invites the local science teacher a fellow ward mem-
ber to straighten her father out at a dinner made in the cholesterol
kingdom faith and doubt tangle with faith getting tangled in the
broccoli for good measure this well written little piece has
surprises for the reader as well as for rachael the irony darkens
after what we assume is the climax and moves into a deeper insight
than we had expected perhaps deeper than we had wanted such are
the perils of irony and of literature

other stories with sharp and rather somber ironic themes
include the onlooker whole life premiums and roger
across the looking glass roger is clearly the most complex and
fully developed story in the collection a troubling portrait of a
marriage seen through a veil darkly by a husband who cannot
understand his wifescifes pain or his own though not long this story
has something of the richness of a short novel with many strands
implied and an entire episode his wifescifes care of her dying
mother tantalizingly abbreviated into a couple of pages roger
lays open the pain that results when ideals tyrannize actualities
when a person sacrifices what she is for what she is expected to be
and ends up being neither but some tragic netherworld zombie A
later story borrowing light fails in trying to make the epistolary
form carry the weight of how her mothers tragedy affects rogers
daughter despite its problems borrowing further confirms the
notion that roger and ellens story has more potential than it has
been given here

although roger could have been a much longer story
trimming would have benefited several of the others especially the
satiric pieces timing is everything in comedy and once readers
have taken delight in the initial shock of the caricature prolonging
the effect is counterproductive comics are told to get on and get
off here especially less is more yet despite a touch of overkill
surely the stories that will find the readiest audience are these
satires in both the righteousness hall of fame and the only
divinely authorized plan for financial success chandler has
great sport with our current mormon equation of financial and
spiritual wellbeingwell being when a friend suggests that the enterprise
carmen snavely wants to goad husband walter into joining might
be a pyramid scheme carmen slaps down a dollar bill points to the
engraving on the back and says of course its a pyramid its
gods own plan thelm put here in a free country with a free market
and free enterprise thats what a pyramid is its capitalism
honorable men put it in the constitution and on the back of that
dollar bill so that every eye might see and every tongue confess the
truth of what im telling you right now 19 carmenscaimensCarmens walter has
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a different perception of actuality however when fast talking
brother houston makes his pitch walter simply points out young
man your fly is open 20

of course thats what satire is about pointing out open flies
someone once said to rudyard kipling that truth was a naked
lady to which kipling replied yes and a gentleman looks the
other way to the satirist however looking the other way is the
real sin seeing and saying what one sees are crucial steps in salva-
tion in ursula le guins A wizard ofearthsea the hero sparrow-
hawk tracks down the destroying demon and realizes that the way
to gain power over him is to speak the demons real name which is
his own name he acknowledges the demon as a part ofhimself he
unites the two parts the brightest and the darkest and the threat is
no more As le guin writes A man who knows his whole true
self cannot be used or possessed by any power other than himself
and his life therefore is lived for lifeslifeilfe s sake and never in the service
of ruin or pain or hatred or the dark 1 neal chandlerschandlessChandlers book is
worth reading for the laughs its worth rereading for the insights
that unite the bright and dark sides of mormonmonnon culture

NOTE

ursula K le guin A wizard ofofearthseaearthpeaearthseaEarthsea new york bantam books 1968 180 8811
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T EDGAR LYON JR john lyon the life of a pioneer poet
religious studies center monograph series vol 6 provo utah
brigham young university religious studies center 1989 xiv
368 ppap illustrations appendixes bibliography 1495149514.95

reviewed by william G hartley assistant research professor in the joseph
fielding smith institute for church history brigham young university

in this sixth volume of the BYU religious studies centers
specialized monograph series ted lyon provides aperceptivelifea perceptive lifeilfe
study of his talented great grandfather poet as well as a needed
cultural history the book is well organized extensively re-
searched effectively written handsomely packaged and an im-
portant historybiographyhistorylbiographyhistory biography what more could we ask of a book or
its author

when john lyon b 1803 died in 1889 he was widely known
through his work as territorial librarian endowment house su-
perintendentperintendent newspaper arts critic and poet the first LDS writer
to publish a complete book of poetry he reigned as mormondomsMormon doms
premier male poet counterpart to eliza R snow seven of his
poems became early LDS hymns because his work has since
slipped into obscurity one purpose of this history according to the
author is to give new life to this once famous man and rescue him
and his poetry from dark anonymity xiii

the author breaks john lyons life into six long chapters
averaging fifty pages each chapter I11 covers johns life from birth
in glasgow to apprentice weaver at nine and through schoolless
years to adulthood twenty one years that made him curious hard
working and largely self taught here the author splendidly re-
creates the early nineteenth century scottish social milieu a
mustreadmust read for anyone researching ancestors of that place and time

the second chapter weaving a tale tells of johns moving
to kilmarnockKilmklimamock marrying janet thomson joining an intellectual
fraternity that changed his life pattern and studying night and day
to learn how to write here is balanced coverage of both career and
family we follow his career as a penny a liner news gatherer and
correspondent for small local newspapers 7711 a career which
shifted him from weaving cloth to weaving tales he became a full
time writer and part time weaver his local color reports often dealt
with societal reform and extolled the common laborer as did his
poetry which contained much scottish dialect after affiliating
with the baptists in the 1830s he converted to mormonism in 1844
and locally preached and poeticizepoeticizedjdj 108

chapter 3 focuses on johns missionary labors 1849 53
soon after his wife bore their twelfth child while he was conference
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president in worcester and then glasgow he walked 5400 miles
baptized at least 360 converts kept a missionary journal for 1849
wrote 1000 letters and penned 70 poems of which 18 appeared in
the millennial star with mission presidency approval he pub-
lished 105 poems in the harp ofzion 1853 the first recorded book
of LDS poems as a fundraisingfund raising project to benefit the perpetual
emigrating fund of 55100100loo printed fewer than 2000 sold

the publishing year of 1853 was also the familysfamilys emigrating
year and chapter 4 our ain mountain hame gathers them to
zion and sets forth johns fine description of the internationals
voyage chapter 5 covers johns utah years 1853 1889 including
his poems newspaper reviews other prose endowment house
employment plural marriage and cultural circles

the final chapter evaluates johns works including
mormondomsMormondoms first serialized novel ted lyon notes his poetry
may not be great but much of it is good Q31010 it served to teach
persuade warn cheer and uplift the nineteenth century saints
like other poet converts john forsook the poetic modes and styles
of the day in order to create uniquely LDS poetry 293 today his
harp of zion poems seem didactic trite and formally and the-
maticallymatically weak 294 most of johns poems explore extol and
animate religious themes fleeing babylon gathering to zion the
second coming assisting the poor and praising specific leaders
perhaps ten percent of the poems are humorous songs ofaofa pioneer
published posthumously contains his utah poetry

A major contribution ted lyon makes is the ten page list of
johns poems appendix A identified by opening words date and
place of publication

the authors sleuthing found some remarkable sources and
his pondering of the sources produced some keen insights he
analyzed john lyons early poems to cull autobiographical details
he found and used several good firsthand accounts that mention
john including the journals of johns friend william gibson and
of elder franklin D richards and immigration accounts by chris-
topher arthur james farmer and frederick piercy he also used
kilmarnockKilmklimamock directories and parish registers and LDS worcester
conference glasgow conference british mission and seventies
records

some tantalizing finds surprise and reward the reader ted
lyon compared public versions of the internationals voyage in
the millennial star with john lyons and found the public account
eliminates most of the unpleasantunpleasantriesries and normal problems 176

ted provides other tantalizing finds such as the fact that the
presbyteriansPresbyterians in glasgow held a monthly fast day 92 and the paid
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and lay members of the free church of scotland visited in homes
like LDS home teachers 93 in utah johns seventies members
and spouses 1854 held monthly fast and testimony meetings
before such meetings became a general church practice 224 the
church conducted endowments 18511851 at the council house before
the endowment house was built 222211 children were circumcised
at the endowment house when eight days old 229

the book has a few minor problems with only a few excep-
tions the author uses the best secondary sources on the topics
treated however he apparently did not use paul petersons study
of the mormon reformation glen humphriesshumphriessrHumphriess BYU studies
article about home missionaries and the studies of plural marriage
subsequent to stanley ivinssivings notes the author admits that
documents are very scarce 269 for john lyons last twenty
years five unpublished manuscripts that are not listed in the
bibliography comprise the main source for lyons early years the
annual city street directories tax records and the eighteenth and
twentieth ward records were not checked the bibliography also
contains a citation to church records LDS family history
archives salt lake city a citation too vague to be useful several
passages contain undocumented information that is not general
knowledge for example glasgow having the worst slums in
europe 18 industrial revolution facts a statement about posting
wedding banns 63 joseph smith being burned in effigy in
clackmannanClackmannan in 1842 94 and a custom that fathers not baptize
their children 104

the author gives a few dubious facts or assumptions such
as john baptizing and therefore helping to convert at least 360
people 112323 he may not have converted all those people because
english converts often had high officials do the baptizing rather
than the missionaries who taught them he jests that gulls did not
come in 1855 but in fact they did he says that johns plural wife
caroline holland was bomborn in 1858 in kanesvilleganesvilleKanesville which had
already been renamed council bluffs by 1853

because I1 row in the family history river I1 wish the author had
given us a short postscript about the lyon family after johns death
how was his estate handled in his plural family did his children
have and pass along any ofthe scottish heritage did they stick with
the faith of their father and given the scholarly careers of both
john and ted lyon is there not a cultural heritage coursing through
the lyons veins that merits mention

this attractive book contains superb illustrations and maps
should not the editors however give credits to the cartographers
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and could they not print in a back page a dust jacket type summary
about the author because jackets disappear

the author concludes that john lyon willingly joyously
filled his role as pioneer pioneer prose writer and poet 325 1I
conclude that grandson ted lyon brilliantly filled his role as
researcher interpreter and writer this is an outstanding contribu-
tion to LDS history writing and literature one of the best LDS
nonfiction books to appear in recent times
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KENNER CASTEEL KARTCHNER frontier fiddler the life
of a northern arizona pioneer edited by larry V Shurnshumwayshurnwayway
tucson university of arizona press 1990 xxvxiv 280 ppap 275027.502750

reviewed by michael hicks assistant professor of music at brigham young
university

A pioneer rakes brush saws wood drills wells ploughsplought fields
his role in this world resembles that of a biblical prophet who lays a
highway in the desert makes the crooked straight and the rough places
smooth or to put it in other terms a pioneer edits the wilderness

such aperson was kenner kartchner a third generation pioneer
of the american southwest who left some quite literate memoirs
these have been lovingly preserved and edited by his grandson
larry Shurnshumwayway in the book frontier fiddler that kartchner was
a pioneerwriterpioneer writer and Shurnshumwayway the grandsoneditorgrandson editor are facts that
determine the strength and the weakness of this book the strength
comes in the direct image filled prose that pioneer life seems to
have bequeathed kartchner and that descendant Shurnshumwayway refuses
wisely to obstruct the weakness is that the pioneer work ethic

often leads kartchner to eschew self reflection and intimacy in his
prose in favor of a rather detailed employment history this pen-
chant sometimes results in a mass of work related anecdotes that
shumway appears reluctant to trim where other nonfamilialnonfamilial edi-
tors might wisely have been more ruthless

while kartchner revels in recalling tiny details of ranching
mining and store clerking his vocational pursuits he remains
tight lipped on matters of the mind and heart courtship for
instance is entirely overlooked the only reference to it coming in
the following passage which appears after nearly two hundred
pages ofblow by blow descriptions ofhis work including building
a room onto the family homestead for himself and his bride
culminating a beautiful romance of several years standing the

wedding was set for march 25 1908 186 one longs for some
account of this evidently warm courtship amid the books blizzard
of mundane details likewise all kartchner writes of the birth of his
first child is that it was by far the most exciting event while we
were living in salt lake city 192 he dutifully gives birth
statistics then goes on to recount at length more humdrum events
although he is obviously sensitive to language kartchner never
mentions schooling except in a brief reminiscence of his math
studies with joseph peterson 12 15 one cannot help but feel
hidden ironies in every page of this memoir here is a man who
knows how to write a book but who never mentions reading one he
writes for his posterity but never of them
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the book is sometimes prone to moralize where it could more
profitably meditate kartchner occasionally tries to instruct by
precept rather than edify by simple storytelling he writes on the
first page that his work was impelled by the hope it might provide
examples from which others can emulate the good and avoid
the bad he instructs us best when he simply ruminatesruminates two
examples come to mind one when he reflects on his detachment
from his father who left on a mormon mission at a crucial time in
the sons life 17 43 the other when kartchner mulis over the
evolution of his attitudes toward the outside non mormon
world during his adolescence gradually coming to respect the
religion of any man conscientiously pursued and to appreciate
more fully a nation founded in freedom 58

between such passages as these one finds a profusion ofjob
related episodes and digressions that can become tiresome to a
disinterested reader several sections of the book such as the one
concerning commodore owens 111 14 intrude into the narra-
tive without dramatic or structural purpose and should have been
cut at such points in the text the editors kinship to the author
clearly disadvantages him after all editing an ancestor requires
uncommon fearlessness to delete a forebears words is something
akin to kicking over a headstone nevertheless probably the best
tribute to a pioneer writer is to approach his manuscript as he would
have approached a parcel of land to be cleared

the actual extent of shumwaysshurnwaysShumShurnways editing is unclear he de-
scribes his editorial philosophy and methods in a mere two sen-
tences xiii and there is virtually no annotation but although I1
think he could have cut more from this manuscript than he did a
light hand with this text was probably better than a heavy one
kartchnersKartchners style is plain in the best sense of the word with a
pleasing balance ofmodesty and self confidence he avoids the sort
of affectation that sometimes blurs an eye for detail the margins of
my copy of the book are strewn with arrows and asterisks marking
especially nice passages such as those concerning the grand
canyon 62 65 a stampede of cattle 141 42 sheepshearingsheep shearing
114 16 tree climbing 212 13 and even eating 131

kartchnersKartchners instinctive musicality emerges in passages such as this
comment on a hard riding horse named blue dog it so happened
that blue dog was one among the twenty to thirty head they were
breaking and next to a singer called squealer was the wickedestwickedest
bucking horse of the lot so as well might be surmised I1 wanted no
part of the handsome blue dog 25 prose like this with its
strategic repetition and transformation of consonants suggests how
sonorous vernacular writing can be and kartchner relishes every
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opportunity to describe the frontier characters he has known like
john hance an aged tourist amuser whose beard waved in the
canyon breeze and vibrated accompaniment to his constant
chatter now and then an unruly denture shook loose from excessive
enunciation only to be mashed back in place while he caught his
breath for the next sentence loose in his pants pocket was a
hundred dollar gold note for frequent accidental exhibition as he
fumbled for a match pocketknife or small change 71 72

the blue dog excerpt like much ofkartchnersofkartchnersKartchners memoir also
alludes to the frontiersmansfrontiersmans spiritual kinship to the horse indeed
so much of this autobiography recounts with delight life among
horses not to mention mules cattle and like creatures that it could
aptly have been titled frontier cowboy the meticulous recounting
of ranching throughout the book might seem tedious at times but is
needed to reinforce some ofofkartchnerskartchnersKartchners underlying purposes for
this book is meant to be in part a nostalgic tract on the beauties of
cowboy life which kartchner feels have unjustly faded from
memory the vivid detail expresses how much there is to savor in
such a life and he explains if the book helps do that the writer
will be glad it is written 170

he should be glad then whether he really illuminates the art
of fiddling however is another question most of kartchnersKartch ners
accounts of fiddling concern its ability to earn him money or
enhance his job connections these accounts are useful to be sure
since they show how inseparable much of music making is from the
bread and butter of workaday life nevertheless the title frontier
fiddler may forecast more than the text can deliver in musical
insight the book taught me a nonfiddlernonfiddler some of the hidden
vicissitudes of fiddling such as how arduous breakdown playing
can really be 38 it also reminded me of the almost supernatural
wonder that surrounded the early phonograph 104 moreover
shumway an ethnomusicologist and a fiddler to boot has provided
for the musicologicallymusicologically minded a list of his grandfathers repertoire
and seventeen transcriptions of fiddle tunes together with a brief
essay on how kartchner played them more contemplation by
kartchner on the experience of fiddling either aesthetic or tech-
nical would enhance the books worth to the musicians who might
be drawn to its title

this conclusion leads me to the essential question who
should read this book kartchner wrote the manuscript chiefly for
his descendants they should study and cherish it for seldom are
reminiscences so well kept even if their scope here seems some
what limited to an outsider like myself scholars who want to
sharpen their vision of the southwest at the turn of the century
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should read it as should those interested in cowboy life generally
and in forestry work specifically see 205 42 musicians espe-
cially fiddleryfiddlersfiddlers should read it too or at least parts of it with the
understanding that similar works have covered much of the same
ground and only a little insight into the sociology of vernacular
music emerges here students of mormon history among whom
are some of the readers of this journal should consult the book for at
least two sections trouble with the church 39 43 which de-
scribes kartchnersKartchners unpleasant confrontation with ecclesiastical jus-
tice and sunday school superintendent 201 44 which recalls his
pleasant months as a religious administrator in a small town

the appearance of a book such as this is one of those unlikely
events so routinely provided by small university presses it is a book
which has almost no discerndiscemablediscernablediscernibleableabie market but which deserves pub-
licationli more than much of what passes for publishable nowadays
it does more for its readers than do many books leaving in their
minds some precious indelible images from our regional past
colorful impressions not likely to be conveyed by secondary works

although frontier fiddler is a book about a pioneer it is not
a pioneering book yet it can occupy a clearing in our knowledge of
the past much as a log cabin might without airs or pretense the
book is rough but sturdy
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MICHAEL HICKS mormonism and music A history urbana
uniuniversityversityhersity of illinois press 1989 xiii 243 ppap index illus 209520.952095

reviewed by james welch university organist and carillonneur at the university
of california santa barbara

michael hickss mormonism and music A history is a
veritable feast of information on a subject about which many people
are passionate plenty of meaty courses are served up even the
appetizerprefaceappetizer preface is a full course in itself some tasty trivia clears
the palate between courses and the epilogue is a wonderfully tart
dessert this engaging book leaves one with a satisfied but not too
full feeling

of course I1 know that tastes in food are about as disparate as
tastes in music and some may take issue with certain points
presented by the authors the book goes beyond a simple recitation
of historical facts but it is precisely the authors bias and editorieditors
alizingaliling that make it such good reading hicks is unrestrained in his
comments about many personalities be they authors composers
musicians general authorities or prophets I1 hope all the quotations
some potentially but delightfully controversial are given in con

text they reconfirm the fact that music because it is such a
passionate and personal thing always engenders strong feelings

in the preface hicks introduces his thesis with a discussion of
the ironies involved in combining music and religion

the asceticism at the heart of many religions implicitly calls their
adherents to forswear musics pleasures but music is so much apartapart
of mans profoundest utterances that religion must rely on musics
effects ix

any history of a religion and an art will be a history of both aesthetic
triumphs and petty disputes for while the joining of religion and art
has often led mankind to the summit of his potential in each both
religion and art as institutions have maintained a fundamental en-
mity this is doubtless because they make similar claims and
demands both clamor for peoples affection and allegiance both
promise bliss one in the next world the other in this both claim to
lead their adherents to a better state of existence and both create
disciples who commit themselves to peculiar notions of truth and
orthodoxy x

for me the crux of the book lies in the three points of tension
in the history ofmormonism and music that hicks identifies as the
following the will to progress versus the will to conserve the need
to borrow from outsiders versus the need for self reliance and the
love of the aesthetic versus the love ofutility the book ofmormon
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itself remarks that there must needs be that there is an opposition
in all things 2 ne tiltii2112 11 and the musical life ofmormonismmormonismof bears
that out x in each chapter covering a different period of the
development of music in the church hicks gives good examples of
these conflicts

later in the book hicks summarizes the tension between art
and music

this then may be the essential conundrum for the saints and their
music as they push forward toward the millennium how to reconcile
their thirst for progress with their fear of contamination while the
saints once wondered how they could sing the lords song in a
strange land they now wonder if they can sing a strange song in
zion229zion 229

hicks succeeds handily in weaving the topical and chrono-
logical approaches to his subject more impressively he has pro-
vided a volume that is interesting to the general reader but is also
detailed enough to be a reference work for the expert in addition to
being useful to mormon scholars the book will be valuable to
students of american religion since hicks subtly includes a good
deal of general church history and doctrine

I1 would suggest that the reader study the preface rather
carefully after digesting it skip to the epilogue yes dessert first
generally such a move would be considered cheating but hicks is
not dealing with a dinner or even a novel so dessert will not spoil
your appetite for the main course or the books ending instead you
will obtain a clearer picture of the direction hicks is taking as he
pulls together the books diverse themes hicks exposes everything
from the loftiestloft iest texts to the most jangling doggerel he finds the
amusing the inspired and the petty in this musical history but his
final statement is like a convincing ending to a testimony given at
fast meeting even if we did wonder when the bearer first stood up
just how orthodox and converted he was

the books early chapters give us the least known and per-
haps the most impressive facts about music in any period of the
church I1 am astounded that so much information from early
church times was actually recorded and preserved and that hicks
was able to find it obviously there was more to the pioneer spirit
than just pushing handcartshandcarts across the plains I1 gained an new
appreciation for these early saints who did not have their music
handed to them as we do today they had to create texts and tunes
and see that hymnals were published despite the press of other
matters survival for instance particularly I1 am struck with the
early members great fervor and spiritual zeal for church music it
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may well be that while mormonism would continue to produce
new hymns they would seldom achieve the vigor and intensity of
the early hymns Q311

chapters 1 and 2 the genesis of mormon hymnody and
the early hymnbooksHymnbooks give the setting for music in general at the

time when the revelation was given to emma to prepare a hymnal
it is fascinating to see the origin and metamorphosis of many of the
hymn texts see W W phelpssphelphsPhelpss multitudinous corrections for
instance chapters 3 and 4 schooling the tongue and bands
and ballads give impressive information about the sheer amount
and variety of music in the early days where did these people get
the time to learnleam to play instruments where did they even get
instruments and if they could do oratorios in small rural com-
munitiesmunities why cant we do anything better than roadshowsroadshows today

readers will be fascinated and sometimes amused by
hickss tracing of the churchschurche reaction to changing tastes and
styles chapter 5 going forth in the dance discusses dancing
and emerging popular music but the implications of the underlying
social conflict are even more interesting while the authorities
heatedly defended plural marriage and went into hiding to escape

prosecution they also allied themselves with non mormonscormons in the
national outrage against the waltz mazurka and polka 85
brigham young knew that the railroad would bring both progress
and peril 96 to the saints and even while he welcomed many
musical elements from the outside world his simultaneous attempts
at retrenchment provide another example of the conflict between
progress and tradition

the chapters entitled the immigrant professors and
homemade music lead us into modem hymnody and the

church music committee which describes the hymnals of this
century including the newest hymnal from 1985 chapter 9 the
mormon tabernacle choir reveals that in its formative days this
famous musical institution was hardly what it is now it was
marvelously human even casual and not very homogeneous
somehow it is difficult to picture the director of the tabernacle
choir with a discipline problem on his hands

hickss discussion of musical modernism in chapter 10
mormon classics starts to hit closer to home for as students are

trained away from mormondomsMormondoms parochial centers they are
faced with reconciling the inherent conservatism of sacred music
traditions with theirthen religions yearning for progress in this vein
some space is given to such subjects as elder boyd K packers 1976
critique of mormon high culture 184 this topic has been one
of the hottest for mormon artists to handle but hicks does so with
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considerable tact the final chapters from rags to rock and
noble savages bring various controversies up to the minute
ironically according to hicks the current tendencies toward

anti aestheticism have reinforced many church members inclina-
tion toward popular music 184

since all church members participate in music the book has
great relevance for everyone the historical factual parts of the
book are fascinating and informative and hickss vocabulary is
colorful the millennial glee ofofthenauvoothe nauvoo saints 29 although
the book is relatively short the books details quotations and
references qualify it as the most complete single volume work of its
kind the discussion of the place of music in the life of church
members of different periods is most thought provoking finally
the tone throughout seems to be objective if I1 were not a member
of the church I1 think I1 would trust hickss information

I1 give hicks high marks for covering his subject not only for
the historical research even though I1 could not begin to verify his
sources footnotes and other references but also for the way he
treats the broader philosophical questions this book is probably
not one that sunday school choristerschoristers will go to for trivia gems for
use during hymn practice it is however essential reading for
anyone concerned with music and art in the church highly rec-
ommendedommended and a twenty percent tip to michael hicks
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hugh nibley is generally recognized as the finest scholarly
defender of the latter day saint faith of the late twentieth century
I1 hope that he will before too long be recognized for a much greater
achievement he is the finest lay as opposed to officially called
prophet of the latter day saint people apart from the old testa-
ment book of mormon and latter day saint prophets he has
learned from he most perceptively describes our sins most cou-
rageously and persistently calls us to repentance and most accu-
rately predicts our future if we will not repent

but nibleysNibleys prophetic gift has been much like that of
cassandra the trojan king priamipriams daughter who was blessed to
be able to predict the future infallibly but cursed that no one would
believe her he has been uniquely insightful and yet essentially
ineffective his immense scholarship in support of the divinity of
joseph smiths mission and the historical authenticity of the book
of mormon and pearl of great price scholarship that he claims is
not very important to him or worth much to god has won him great
renown at all levels of the church this semiofficial recognition
ought to have made his voice even more effective than say that of
lowell bennion who is his only peer as a lay prophet but nibleysNibleys
crucial message of repentance to our greedy militaristic and
environmentally destructive society and his claim that fully living
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the law of consecration as we covenant to do is our only hope are
mainly ignored perhaps simply unheard on the other hand
bennionsBennBennionionslonss social criticism has gotten him severely criticizedcriticizedbut but has
also been effective for change

my new hope for some improvement in nibleysbleysNi strange and
heartbreaking situation is based on the publication ofapproaching
zion which contains eighteen of his personal essays on education
politics and society in this book his central message is so clearly
spelled out so often repeated and so well argued that readers will
at last understand and I1 trust be convinced in addition the reissue
of since cumorah nibleysNibleys great 1967 apologetic for the book of
mormon provides an opportunity for a new generation to see what
most of the original readers seem to have missed the last two
chapters of the book especially good people and bad people
nibleysbleysNi first analysis of the nephite disease 354 of greed and
vengeance he claims modem latter day saints have contracted
were greater achievements and more important to him than the
apologetics in the preceding eleven chapters

these two chapters are examples though relatively minor
ones of nibleysbleysNi cassandra like blessing and his curse tens of
thousands cling to his every word about the scriptures but ignore his
prophetic social commentary which I1 believe is much more valu-
able and will outlast his apologetics he has become his own best
evidence for his claim that latter day saints ignore or suppress
prophetic statements that hit them where they live in their
prejudices or pocketbooks he has so far had very little effect on the
response of his readers to three major issues hehe has spoken much
about materialism militarism and pollution

nibley is master of a remarkably clear and readable prose
given that he indulges somewhat in densely textured scriptural
quotation and paraphrase and learned allusions he is widely read
in classical and contemporary materials but his social analysis is
most heavily indebted to joseph smith brigham young the old
testament and the book of mormon sources he uses with proper
respect for context of time and place I1 find his arguments meticu-
lously worked through his central repeated message frighteningly
convincing and his witty fearless personal voice constantly sat-
isfying often exhilarating even capable ofan occasional moral and
rhetorical tour de force

what we read about in the book of mormon is the nephite
disease and we have it we should be glad that we do not have the
much worse diseases that infect some other societies and that there
is greater hope for us but diabetes if neglected can kill one just as
dead as cancer after all the nephitesNephites were terminated we can be
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most grateful therefore regardless of how sick others may be that
god in the book of mormon has diagnosed our sickness for our
special benefit and prescribed a cure for us it is into our hands that
that book of mormon has been placed after more than a century
many people still do not know of its existence plainly it is meant for
us as it reminds us many times it is the story of what happened to the
nephitesNephites and we are the nephitesNephites it must needs be that the riches
of the earth are mine to give but beware of pride lest ye become as
the nephitesNephites of old dacd&c 3839 there it is in a nutshell it is the
fate of the nephitesNephites not of the lamaniteslarnanitesLamaLarnanites greeks or chinese that
concerns us and that doom was brought on them by pride which in
turn was engendered by the riches of the earth cumorah 354

nibleysNibleys central message which he amply demonstrates is the
central burden of the scriptures and modem prophets is that the main
issue of mortality is economic how god will provide the material
needs ofhisochisofhis children and that there are only two sharply divided ways
to resolve it that ofofzionzion gods or that of babylon satansgatansSatans

gods way essentially ignores worldly economics and striv-
ing for wealth satansgatans way makes those things central god gives
his gifts for our mortal sustenance freely assuring us that he
provides enough and to spare dacd&c 10417 and that his way to
make certain that all have enough is that the poor shall be exalted
in that the rich are made low dacd&c 10416 god asks us to
recognize that he not our own work or deserving is the source of
the gifts that in order to be saved we share our gifts with whoever
is poorer than ourselves until all are equal for if ye are not equal
in earthly things ye cannot be equal in obtaining heavenly things
dacd&c 786 and that we share and become equal not grudgingly
dacd&c 7014 cultivating charity as the highest virtue

satan teaches us that we live in a harsh world where we must
work hard in striving for wealth there is no free lunch and even
education is to be measured only in increased income what we
thereby earn is our own to use however we wish not to be shared
freely token tithing for fire insurance and occasional gifts to keep
up appearances are OK but to be amassed consumed and passed
on to children in babylon the highest virtue is justice which
usually means mainly that you can do whatever it takes to get what
you deserve and you must take vengeance on others for any
11 offenses in fact satan frankly warns he will use riches to seduce
religious and military leaders and with these riches they will reign
with violence and terror until christ comes

nibley claims that latter day saints have essentially chosen
babylon we still want to have it both ways and so continue to pay
pious homage to zion we wrest the scriptures to avoid facing the
absolute demand of god that we leave off our traffic with the world
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and begin to approach zion by living the law of consecration
instead we are eagerly satisfied with satansgatans decoy promoted by
some church leaders and professors and the very rich themselves
that if we are paying our tithes and offerings we are already living
the covenant of consecration worst of all we fawn over the
brethren but ignore our prophets when they call us to repentance
for greed or pride

if we ask what improvement has been made up to the present
there is no better standard to judge by than that given by president
spencer W kimball in a solemn and inspired message to the church
on the occasion of the tooth anniversary of the nation the false
gods we worship ensign june 1976 first he made a gen-
eral observation when I1 review the performance of this people in
comparison with what is expected I1 am appalled and frightened
what is it that so frightens and appalls the prophet three things in
particular 1 the abuse of environment 1I have the feeling that
the good earth can hardly bear our presence upon it 2 the
pursuit of personal affluence when men have fallen under the
power of satan and lost the faith they have put in its place a hope in
the arm of flesh and in gods of silver and gold of brass that
is in idols 3 trust in military security we are a warlikewar like
people we commit vast resources to the fabrication of gods of
stone and steel ships planes missiles fortifications and depend
on them for protection and deliverance when threatened we be
come anti enemy instead of pro kingdom ofgod what are we to
fear when the lord is with us we must leave off the worship of
modem day idols and a reliance on thearmshearmthe armoffleshof flesh fortheforthelordhaslordhas
said to all the world in our day 1 I will not spare any that remain in
babylon dacd&c 6424

and how did the saints who never tire of saying the prophet
the prophet we have a prophet receive his words As might be
expected reaction has ranged from careful indifference to embar-
rassed silence and instant deep freeze zion 366 67

it is in this editorial by president kimball which he refers to
often that nibley apparently has found the most direct contempo-
rary inspiration for his analysis of greed and its corollary evils
violence and pollution and also the most disheartening evidence
that any such message would be ignored by the church

nibley claims and documents well in approaching zion his
main essays written over the past twenty years that after some
initial failures and successes we have since the death of brigham
young moved quite steadily away from obedience to the lords
first commandment to this dispensation seek not for riches but for
wisdom dacd&c 67 he shows that this surrender to babylonsBabylons
voracious pursuit of wealth has brought two inevitable conse-
quencesquen ces 1 a pious patriotism in support of and even direct
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involvement in the military industrial complex that fills the world
with death and suffering in the name of virtuous violence 255
and 2 complicity in death dealing industrial pollution ofour once
pure mountain valleys even welcoming for the profits chemical
weapons and nuclear wastes into zion nibley traces in essay
after essay how we have not only ignored gods first commandment
to us we have also ignored the connection between christs warning
to joseph smith recorded in his first account of the first vision
rediscovered in 1969 behold the world lieth in sin at this time
and christs explanation in the doctrine and covenants it is not
given that one man should possess that which is above another
wherefore the world lieth in sin 4920 italics added zion 21 2
we still build much of our lives on the delusion that it is a virtue to
possess more than others and to keep it mainly for ourselves not
heeding christs warning that we thus fully join sinful babylon

nibley is perhaps most challenging in his answer to the
paradoxes raised by the previous claims how did a people initially
committed to the law of consecration the prince of peace and god
given stewardship over the earth and its plants and animals end up
so far afield his answer is psychologically astute outrageously
unexpected and I1 think dead right

attempts to compromise on the law of god put one as brigham
young said in an intolerable situation a state of perpetual tension
one becomes defensive and self justifying and to clear his con-
science all the way one assumes an aggressive posture the result is
that latter day saints are perhaps the most rigidly opposed to the
principles of sharing of any people in the world zion 470

he claims that in the three evils president kimball expressly
warned about outspoken contempt for the environment un-
abashed reverence for wealth and ardent advocacy of military
expansion it can be shown with cruel documentation that utah
leads the nation at least through its representatives zion 336767 in
another essay with the unusual but effective device of simply
quoting with occasional comments headlines from newspapers
over a couples of years 471 78 nibley provides that cruel
documentation it is humiliating evidence that utah with its huge
latter day saint majority is indeed by many relevant measures the
worst state in the worst nation for uninhibited entrepreneurial greed
and inequality militarism and disrespect for animal and plant life
or even its own originally god inspired architectural heritage and
civic environments

nibley first came to this original and offensive insight that
latter day saints are not only sinful in these important areas but the
most sinful over twenty years ago by studying the nephitesNephites
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it would seem that church people are especially susceptible to the
nephite disease the people of the church began to be lifted up
in the pride of their eyes and to set their hearts upon riches and
they began to persecute those that did not believe according to their
own will and pleasure alma 48 an aggressive and self
righteous bigotry was the best defense against uneasy consciences
cumorah 358

one of my friends in graduate school very knowledgeable in
american and latter day saint history once asked me how did
the mormonscormonsMormons who were in the nineteenth century the most radical
challenge to americas exploitive materialism and violent indi-
vidualismvi become in the twentieth century an extremely con-
servativeservative people quintessentially american in those values it once
rejected I1 had no answer but nibley does partly to survive under
vicious attack we accommodated to american values which are
those of babylon and knowing better than other americans the
seriousness of our sin we handled the intolerable tension with
aggressive self justification and defensive bigotry even to the
point of becoming number one in our sins

what gives nibleysbleysNi outrageous answer increased plausibility
is his telling review of how we eagerly adopt traditional christian
capitalists scripture wrenching and satansgatans time tested decoys to
aid our rationalizations we quote as if it had scriptural force in the
world but not of the world a palliative invented by a third century
sophist zion 164 65 for the same purpose that we use it to
justify trying to combine babylon and zion we thus ignore its
direct contradiction of the new testament 1 john 216

we often hear quoted in church classes as an excuse for
unequal distribution of wealth christs statement the poor are
always with us or its old testament source for the poor shall
never cease out of the land beutdeut 1511 but we ignore the rest of
the verse which clarifies christs meaning as well therefore I1

command thee saying thou shalt open up thy hand wide unto thy
brother to the poor nibley comments the poors perpetual
presence is not to make us indifferent but it is a constant reminder
that god has his eye on us zion 193

nibley shows how we even wrest our own modem scriptures

the director of a latter day saint institute was recently as
toundedbounded when 1I pointed out to him that the ancient teaching that the
idler shall not eat the bread of the laborer has always meant that the
idle rich shall not eat the bread of the laboring poor as they always
have he had always been taught that the idle poor should not eat
the bread of the laboring rich because it is perfectly obvious that a
poor man has not worked as hard as a rich man with the same lucid
logic my latter day saint students tell me that the reason there were
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no poor in the zion of enoch was because only the well to do were
admitted to the city zion 241

nibleysNibleys analysis of our use of decoys to avoid facing our
own sins also seems to me psychologically astute he points out that
we latter day saints fulminate so much against the sex and sub
stance abuse sins of others partly as a smokescreen to hide our own
much more serious failure to live the law ofconsecration 168 we
are among the worlds most extreme anticommunistscommunistsanti partly to hide
our own capitalistic sins we cruelly condemn and punish blue
collar crime andjuvenile delinquency and ignore or slap the wrists of
the white collar criminals in our midst forgetting brigham youngs
insight the loose conduct and calculations and manner of doing
business which have characterized men who have had property in their
hands have laid the foundation to bring our boys into the spirit of
stealing zion 56

according to nibley satansgatans favorite decoy is to spread the
word that he is a fourstarfour star horror with claws homshorns or other obvious
trimmings to get us to put the whole blame for the worlds
troubles on sex zion 54 and then to come in person as a very
proper gentleman a handsome and persuasive saleman offering
what brigham young recognized as the greatest danger to latter
day saints becoming rich and being hailed by outsiders as a first
class community 55

the worst sinners according to jesus are not the harlots and
publicanspublic ans but the religious leaders with their insistence on proper
dress and grooming their careful observance of all the rules their
precious concern for status symbols their strict legality their pious
patriotism longhairsLonghairs beards necklaces LSD and rock big sur and
woodstock come and go but babylon is always there rich respect-
able immovable 54 55

1I certainly dont mean to downplay too much the value of
nibleysbleysNi defense of the book of mormon in since cumorah using
his wide ranging linguistic skills and immense reading he reviews
the huge body of materials brought forth in recent years from the
dead sea scrolls and nag hammadihammada library to the many additions
to the apocrypha and pseudepigrapha nibley uses an implicit null
hypothesis assume joseph smith made up the book of mormon
which is so large and diverse and absolute in its historical and
religious claims that it should be very easy to falsify especially with
surprising new evidence that contradicts the common wisdom ofhis
time could you then account for the hundreds of things he got right

it is hard for a careful reader not to agree that the null
hypothesis indeed does not account for the available evidence
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is historical and inspired and it is hard not to enjoy Nibleys
devastatingly witty satire of the scholars from devoto to odea
and beyond who dismiss the book with quite unscholarly religious
prejudice many without bothering to read it

however nibley is perfectly clear that entertaining as they
may be scholarly proofs for the book of mormon are beside the
point or of very minor significance in comparison with what the
book actually has to say cumorah 338 and his condemnation
of anti mormon scholars is mild compared to his dismay at latter
day saints including apologist scholars who seem satisatisfiedshedsAed to call
the book of mormon inspired but miss the much more important
fact that it is inspiring it claims to contain an enormously
important message for whoever is to receive it and yet until now
those few who have been willing to receive it as the authentic word
of god have not shown particular interest in that message 338

nibley shows that that message includes not only warnings
about the nephite disease and its sources in greed and pride but a
highly specific ethic of pacifism that contradicts much present day
popular latter day saint thought peace can be worked out after
provocation if people will talk sense instead of heroic cliches if
leaders will be willing to humble themselves and if subjects will
be willing to have compassion on a hereditary foe for instance
the good sense that the book of mormon model gideon talks is
actually a version of the old anathema better red than dead it
is better that we should be in bondage than that we should lose our
lives mosiah 2022 cumorah 341 42

nibley takes literally moronis claim he that smitethsmiseth shall
be smitten again of the lord behold what the scripture says man
shall not smite neither shall he judge mormon 819 20
cumorah 346

the good people never fight the bad people they never fight
anybody it is by the wicked that the wicked are punished for it is
the wicked that stir up the hearts of the children of men unto
bloodshed mormon 45 we are apt to forget when we read about
the heroic resistance of the nephitesNephites to the overwhelming lamanite
power and the noble deeds of the 2000 youths during the long war
that the gallant nephitesNephites had brought the war upon themselves and
were being punished by god 348

in 1967 nibley clearly hoped that things would change as it
became clearer to latter day saints how closely the nephite
lamanite world resembled our cold war polarized world and
that they would turn to the book of mormon to avoid the nephite
mistakes but approaching zion contains essay after essay lament
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ingjusttheing just the opposite increasing devotion among latter day saints
to seeking riches with pious quasi religious rationalizations 1 I
will get wealthy so I1 can serve the church better and increasing
inclination to pass by the poor and to justify violence even
vengeance against the bad guys exactly the sins that led to the
nephite destruction

A recent evidence ofnibleysofnibleysNibleys failure to be heard even by his
own scholarly disciples was the publication of warfare in the book
ofmormonof mormon a collection of twenty two essays devoted to showing
parallels between the accounts of warfare in the book of mormon
and information recently discovered about warfare in the ancient
world most of the authors though they are his colleagues and
editors apparently have forgotten his insistence that the ultimate
test of the book of mormonscormonsMormons validity is whether or not it really has
something to say cumorah 399 and seem never to have been
able to actually hear what he claims that something is I1 realize that
many scholars are sincerely trying to do the basic groundwork in
languages archeologyarchaeologyarcheology etc that can provide what they see as an
airtight basis for understanding the text before venturing on inter-
pretationpretation but that the book was given as a direct ethical and
religious message to modem people of whatever education and
interpretation is unavoidable we should use the scholarly insights
being developed but also use basic rational and spiritual helps for
interpretation such as consistency with the central teachings of
christ and we should listen I1 believe to what the scholar who has
done his homework has to say

instead most of these writers seem to assume that the warfare
passages are in the book of mormon mainly so apologists like
themselves can prove the book of mormon is historical and when
very rarely they do try to analyze the content they continue to
participate in the good guysbadguysibadguys badibad guys illusion one claims that
the book provides guidance by which to recognize agnostic ideas

contrary to divine principles 264 and a challenge to defend
those principles in modem society and that it suggests the right

way to do so apparently by bloodshed
one essay even deals with the most powerful book of mor-

mon teaching of the nonviolent ethic besides christs sermon on
the mount to the nephitesNephites the account of the rigorously pacifist
death accepting anti nephi lehiteslekites and recognizes the unique
way that through them the message of the prince of peace truly
brought peace to peoples who were otherwise enemies 123 but
the author seems unable to make any application of this ethic to the
nephitesNephites or to modem life
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nibnibleysNi bleysleys lone essay stands I1 believe as a rebuke to the rest of
the book

its always the wicked against the wicked in the book ofmormon
never the righteous against the wicked when they lamanitesLamanites
and nephitesNephites fight it is because they are both rebellious against god
otherwise there is going to be no fight 131 32

we claim defensive strategy today in europe latin america
africa the near east southeast asia and elsewhere showing the
flag but anniesarmiesannles dont exist to sit still their threatening presence and
the power to destroy invite combat it is a challenge to action in the
medieval sense 139139040

mormonmonnon after his people threaten vengeancejvengeance resigns as their
commander and says he will have nothing more to do with them he
utterly refuses to avenge his enemy for the onethingonone thingething the lord had
absolutely forbidden them to do was to seek vengeance and build up
hatred president benson is right he says it all applies to us
thats why I1 dont like the wars in the book of mormon they make
me ill 14344143 44M

one disciple who has clearly been able to hear nibley is don
norton editor of approaching zion in his foreword he identifies
Nibleys central message in no place do the scriptures including
the voices ofourmodemour modem prophets assent to the goal ofamassing the
goods of the earth and he predicts that the book will be contro-
versialversial and thoroughly sobering x to latter day saints even
though norton lets nibley repeat some of his messages with little
change through several essays there is sufficient change in the
evidence and anecdotes that I1 did not get irritated and actually found
the cumulative effect of such repetition indeed sobering

my one criticism of norton is that he left out one of Nibleys
major addresses that seems to belong here leaders to managers
the fatal shift which was given as the BYU commencement
address in april 1983 when nibley received an honorary degree
published in dialogue winter 1983 1I watched faces turn ashen

on the stand as some people realized he was talking about them and
the place they managed

where would management be without the inflexible paper pro
cessingbessingcessing dress standards attention to proper social political and
religious affiliation vigilant watch over habits and attitudes etc that
gratify the stockholdersstock holders and satisfy security if management
favors vile sentimental doggerel verse extolling the qualities that
make for success young people everywhere will be spouting long
trade journal jingles from the stand if management must reflect
the corporate image in tasteless trendy new buildings down come
the fine old pioneer monuments
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the church was full of men in pauls day teaching that gain is
godliness and making others believe it today the black robe of
graduation puts the official stamp of approval on that very proposi-
tion most ofyou are here today only because you believe that this
charade will help you ahead in the world babylon is where we
areare2121

but the cassandra curse seems to have held nibley received no
rebuke but neither is there any evidence that anyone changed from
a manager to a leader or stopped using BYU as a way to seek greater
wealth most ofus remain as obtuse as the BYU business professor
who recently asked if nibley knows so much about management
then why isnt he rich the answer of course is thats why

nibley not only implies that BYU business and law students
have sold out to the devil zion 81 2 but that most of the other
students have also 105 he denounces utahs congressional dele-
gationgationingeneralin general 246480 and specifically decries theirpromotingtheir promoting
militarism restricting freedoms and taking antienvironmentalenvironmentalanti
stands 442442472476472 476 he calls those how to get rich books
236 by rich men that are extremely popular at deseret book
which even publishes some a major seduction toward babylon

citing them as especially conducive to speculative cruelty rather
than the spirit of zion 358

what is most amazing and more evidence of cassandra like
courage but also irrelevance is that nibley delivers his uncompro-
mising jeremiadsjeremi ads with no apparent effect negative or positive in
the very centers of the latter day saint establishment BYU com-
mencementmencement the cannon hinckley club in salt lake even to
gatherings of general authorities at the LDS church office build-
ing here isis a sample from law of consecration which was given
at church headquarters and is a good essay to start with for the best
summary ofofnibleysNibleys message and methods

are we wasting our time talking about the law of consecration
from the days of joseph to the present there has been one insuper-
able obstacle to the plan and that is the invincible reluctance of most
of the brethren when brigham young proposed it to the brethren at
winter quarters he could not move them only one of two of the
apostles would listen to him the rest announced their intention to
follow their own plans and get rich

the dilemma the saints found themselves in is nowhere better
illustrated than in the experience of my grandfather for some
years he managed the united order sheep and lumber companies in
cache county then almost overnight the best lumber was gone
so charles W nibley cast his eyes toward oregon
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with his partner david eccles he tore into the woods wiping out
miles of unsurveyed forest acquiring vast stretches of it through
manipulation of the homestead act easily paying off government
agents I1 can tell you the tricks because he told them to me and
laughed about it he moved into sugar but there was a child
labor law in oregon which made beet thinning expensive and the
unions also wanted a share in the take nibley frankly made his
fortune on stolen timber and child labor the moral issue obviobri
ouslybously the enemy was the government and the unions it was they
who put restraints which he interpreted as crippling on his
boundless free enterprise denying men their god given free
agency it became a standard doctrine among the latter day
saints they pushed this by the conciliation of bishops and well

todoto do stake presidents in his journal he writes it has become the
custom in the church to give the high seats in the synagogue to men
who have made money 469 70

nibleysbleysNi main point is that making money as a goal always
entails compromise with principle he cites as a final example his
grandfathers borrowing two million dollars to finish the hotel utah
and figuring to pay it off in two years by building the largest and
finest bar in the west in the basement president joseph F
smith went through the ceiling which was it to be the word of
wisdom or fiscal soundness the dollar won 470

im afraid these last examples make nibley sound like a
fearless but mean spirited carping iconoclast he is far from that
no one is more completely devoted to the gospel the church and
to the brethren as what he calls the chosen servants of god he
humbly lives a consecrated life and plainly speaks what he sees but
without judging his fellow saints as individuals or evilspeakingevil speaking
those in authority his meek spirit is perhaps best revealed in his
discussions of charity the lack of which he sees as the fatal
weakness of the nephitesNephites and the greatest danger to modem latter
day saints his aversion to seeking wealth is based on his seeing
from the scriptures that such seeking is the first step in the nephite
disease cumorah 392 93 and that it always ends in vengeance
and cruelty wreakedwrecked on plants animals the earth itself and
finally humans

utahs fawning over the rich is marked by an undisguised
contempt for anyone without money my own experience from
talking with many transients has shown that nowhere in the nation are
tramps more evilly treated than in utah so much for the stranger
within thy gates 479

nibley fits quite well with judith shklarssholars definition of a
liberal as one who thinks that cruelty is the worst thing humans do
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cited in richard rorty contingency irony and solidarity xv he
thinks that cruelty has an economic base and a clear solution flee
babylon with its frantic seeking ofriches and success and approach
the humble and charitable zion of our lord jesus christ

at the end of the video prepared by FARMS about Ninibleybleyss
life which focuses exclusively on his contributions as our foremost
apologist he is asked by the interviewer what his untiring scholar-
ship has taught him he dismisses it all as quite ephemeral and then
this latter day saint high priest the only time that I1 have seen tears
in his eyes distills the wisdom of his life gleaned straight from the
scriptures repent and forgive he says repent and forgive

but nibley who knows the cassandra story well has long
recognized that though repentance is the central message of christ
it is not a popular doctrine in my thirty five years at BYU he
writes 1I have heard only one sermon given by stephen L richards
incidentally on onrepentancerepentanceunrepentance and it was not well received zion 301
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EDITOR

some years ago when I1 first came to provo and was asked to
teach a sunday school class of eleven or twelve year olds I1 was
surprised when I1 discovered a lesson which had been taught to me
many years before as a boy in the washington DC ward the plot
of the story ran like this a player on a baseball team had been
taught in church that honesty pays and that no matter what the
situation latter day saints should adhere to the principle the
young players faith in this principle was sorely tested when he was
engaged in a critical baseball game in which as I1 recall his team was
behind he hit a long fly ball over the outfielders head and circled
the bases to slide into home plate a fraction behind the ball and he
knew he had been tagged out the umpire however had difficulty
judging the play for the dust at home plate was thick the player
wanted to be called safe for the sake of his team but remembered his
sunday school teaching and told the umpire he was out and so the
play was called the player had let the team down and he felt some
regrets at doing so but continued to play as his team fell further
behind when he came up to the plate in the ninth inning with the
bases loaded and the team still behind by several runs he knew he
needed a home run to win the game again he hit a long fly and
circled the bases sliding in home ahead of the ball once more the
umpire was unsure of his call but when the player said he was safe
the umpire believed him because ofhis previous honesty the moral
of the story was clear enough honesty always pays and in the end
it will benefit not only the moral character of the individual but also
the team

it may be naive but somehow I1 have thought as a historian that
I1 should adhere to the principle of honesty and that if I1 followed the
evidence which I1 found through historical research and argued from
it all of it whether I1 liked it or not that in the end I1 would be a better
historian also maybe in the end as the story promised I1 would be
able to help the team too

it would seem from gary novakskovaks piece in a previous issue of
BYU studies on naturalism and the book of mormon that we are no
longer to adhere to this simple sunday school morality when writing
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history and make complete honesty our standard rather we are to
select only that evidence which supports the team I1 will get back to
that point later it would almost seem from novak that nothing I1
have done has helped the team that my work has been deceptive and
calculated to undermine the faith

but novak has not demonstrated anything here except his
misunderstanding of my purpose and arguments and his inability to
draw conclusive inferences from the text his logic is faulty being
circuitous his thesis runs like this the first new mormon histo-
rians were fawn brodie and dale morgan she wrote a biography
of joseph smith in 1945 in which she labeled joseph a fraud and
morgan wrote an unpublished study of monmormonismnonismeonism which also
questioned its truth they were avowed atheists and thus ap-
proachedproached mormon history from a naturalistic viewpoint the new
mormon historians employ naturalistic arguments hence they must
be atheists too the inevitable conclusion to which this dubious
logic leads appears in novakskovaks comment upon my work social
stress theories of revelation the cultural connections of teachings in
the book of mormon with the calvinism of josephs immediate
environment all involve implicit assumptions about such ques-
tions as the existence ofgod novak accuses me ofbeing an atheist
but offers as proof only his interpretation of the meaning of some of
my passages

novakskovaks argument is filled with nonsequiturs it breaks down
logically because he does not prove that brodie had the kind of
influence on me or any other new mormon historian that he claims
after introducing morgan he says nothing about morgans influ-
ence at all rightly so for morgans book came out long after the
time with which novak is dealing and had no influence on the new
mormon history but novak ignores such inconsistencies in order
to argue guilt by association

novakskovaks simplistic contention that the new mormon history
began with brodie and morgan depends upon dogmatic declara-
tion not proof historian robert flanders is cited in support of the
idea that brodie was a catalyst but novak misrepresents what
flanders said flanders argued that the new mormon historians had
gotten away from the old polemics from attacking or defending the
mormon faith in this regard flanders said brodie was a transi-
tional figure whose work was used by subsequent historians as a
referent point it is important to notice that flanders did not say

that these new mormon historians approved ofbrodies work only
that they reacted to it in actuality leonard arringtonsArring tons great basin
kingdom published in 1958 was more of a catalyst than brodies
volume and arlingtonarrington differed sharply from brodie in leaving
open the possibility of a divine origin for mormonism the true
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essence of gods revealed will if such it be he said cannot be
apprehended without understanding of the conditions surrounding
the prophetic vision arrington was no brodie assuming dogmatic
opposition to the divine in mormonism but a loyal latter day saint
leaving the question of revealed truth in mormonism for others to
decide he became the church historian after writing his book the
new mormon history did not begin with brodie but was in part a
reaction against her work by a later generation using new sources
from the church archives with full approval of the general authori-
ties and asking different questions from those of brodie or morgan

novakskovaks inferential logic breaks down further when he fails to
show that all naturalistsnaturalists are atheists to be sure a dictionary
definition of naturalism is that it is a view of the universe which
excludes the divine and this may be why novak employed the term
but the definition is too sweeping not all those who employ
naturalistic arguments are atheists in fact it could be argued now
that the use of naturalism in geology archaeology anthropology
botany history and many other disciplines is so universal that it
implies no statement at all about ones religious beliefs

the puritans were employing naturalistic arguments by 1700
but were not atheists they distinguished between primary and
secondary causes thomas jefferson was denounced in new en-
gland in 1798 as an atheist yet he had appealed to nature and
natures god in his declaration of independence and daniel
boorstin has shown that jefferson was not an atheist medical
doctors in provo employ naturalistic assumptions in their work yet
some are bishops and stake presidents should we label them
atheists in fact B H roberts hugh nibley and richard bushman
in their major works also employ environmental and naturalistic
arguments does the logic hold true for them

novak and others who argue this way cannot or do not wish
to understand that the secular emphasis of brodie and morgan went
out in religious studies in the 1940s when I1 began my graduate
training in american religious history at the university of chicago
questioning ones religious faith was considered bad taste among
faculty and students one of my professors sidney E mead
startled a class of students of diverse backgrounds and beliefs one
day by challenging them to consider the question why couldnt
moroni have appeared to joseph smith he wanted to make the
students aware of their own secular or sectarian biases

I1 believe that novakskovaks and others difficulty in dealing with
my work and that of other new historians is that they approach it
from a dualistic mind set which sees gospel truth on one side and
secular and satanic things on the other from this perspective they
approach the historical past with just one question in mind does
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it prove the gospel true brodie had a similar mind set only in
reverse she asked the same question but was convinced history
proves it to be false

to identify my work or that of other major new mormon
historians with brodies or morgans is an enormous distortion
employed by those who wish to silence points of view other than
their own fawn brodie was excommunicated from the church and
was a self confessed disbeliever the argument here is one of guilt
by assumed association and involves substantial malice the new
mormon historians are a large diverse group of people most of
them are active and believing latter day saints some of whom
teach at brigham young university the new mormon historians
deserve a fairer and more accurate evaluation

rather than attempting to write a more convincing history
their opponents have relied upon name calling or a misapplication
ofcertain hermeneutical arguments which contend that no objective
history is possible novak cites these arguments in his text and
footnotes but there is a certain irony here while doubting the
merits of the historical method novak would defend a religion
whose principal claim to authority depends upon its historicity
while wanting historians to prove mormonism novak adopts a
philosophy which says proof is impossible furthermore while
depending upon a philosophical viewpoint which would say that it
is impossible to know another mans mind novak claims to know
my mind better than I1 do

novakskovaks comments on my views begin with his assertion that
my attitudes toward fawn brodies biography are ambivalent
although I1 wrote two major criticisms of her biography he affirms
this ambiguity because I1 wrote that she had written a powerful book
which retains its authenticity I1 was thinking here only of her
considerable influence upon american historians and of how much
of what she wrote still persuades them

it is obvious from novakskovaks own quote that I1 considered her
book seriously flawed I1 said that she was still preoccupied with
questions from her mormon past was joseph smith really a
prophet a question she could not finally answer although she
believed she could I1 also said that the work was flawed due to its
secular bias that in trying to treat a religious subject from a secular
viewpoint brodie misrepresented joseph smith thus my criticism
was largely based upon my objection to her cynical view that if
mormonism could not be true her starting assumption it must be
a grand deliberate fraud clearly stated in my article in church
history and consuming most of the pages of the text my objection
could not have escaped novak unless he misunderstood the piece
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in effect my criticism of brodie was written in light of the
changing attitudes toward religious history cited above I1 said that
brodies secularsecularbiasbiasblas had distorted the way she treated joseph smiths
11 visions his gold digging his book of mormon his and his familysfamilys
alleged irreligion his history his witnesses and his polygamy my
criticism of brodie insisted that by failing to take religion seriously
she missed a majormajorpartpart of the character ofjoseph smith I1 criticized
brodie because she was obsessed with environmental explanations
of mormonism and saw it as mimicking other momovementsvementssements and
copying their ideas she ignored those forces that came from within
which were not borrowed and which gave it merit as a genuine
religious movement with its own inner dynamics I1 argued that it
deserved reconreconsiderationreconsideratisiderati 0n on those grounds all of these criticisms
are ignored by novak it seems of no worth to him that I1 tried to
create a more favorable view of the church among professional
historians apparently one must argue that the gospel is true or risk
being labeled an atheist

novak contends that I1 agree with brodie on the origin of the
book of mormon but does not quote me to that effect his logic on
atheism is faulty because faith in god does not depend upon faith
in the historicity of the book of mormon as important as that is in
mormon thought some in the church have expressed doubts as to
its historicity but still accept it as a divine revelation and scripture
christians outside the church may doubt its historicity but believe
in the bible and in god but novak ignores the fact that I1 said in my
earliest publication that I1 did not agree with brodie that ethan
smiths theme in view of the hebrews and that in the book of
mormonmonnon were identical brodie overlooked their differences
novak also ignores my critique of the spaulding theory he must
skip much to make his argument seem plausible unlike brodie I1
have not discussed thefhe origin of the book of mormon except to
review what joseph smith and others have said about it but novak
infers that my comments about its contents imply a final answer
as to the scriptures naturalistic origins in this he misreads what I1
have said

in saying that the book of monmormonmonnonnon was of a romantic
disposition in its plot and characters I1 only meant that it is dualistic
in its conceptions of issues and people they are either good ororbaddorbadbad
since latter day saints believe that mormon edited the records this
dualism could originate from mormon rather than from the original
authors but my comment says nothing about the books origin that
is novakskovaks assumption in saying that the view of man in the book
is negative and calvinistic I1 was characterizing its point ofview as
historians of ideas do not making a statement about authorship I1
might have characterized it as pauline or even psalmist since hugh
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nibley contends that theological issues regarding the nature of man
go far back into human history I1 did not believe my comment
implied anything about the date of the material

novak handles ideas ineptly when he quotes my passage
there was certainly more continuity between the money digging

religious culture and the early mormon movement than some histori-
ans have recognized and remarks that hill much like brodie has
also linked the book of mormon with joseph smiths magical
world view the book ofmormon is not mentioned in this passage
and is not linked to anything using this kind of analysis a person
can find whatever he or she wants in a passage but in saying that
the money digging culture had a religious side I1 really differed
sharply with brodie borrowing on some arguments made by
richard bushman and ronald walker brodie saw money digging
as irreligious I1 do not brodie saw it as evidence joseph smith was
a fraud I1 do not again novak imposes his single question upon my
writing and comes up with a brodie like conclusion

that the book of mormonmonnon addresses some theological and
other issues discussed in america in 1830 as grant underwood
among others has argued seems evident but brodieanbrodiganBrodiean conclu
sions are not in order here for one thing it could be argued that the
text is prophetic and blake ostler has suggested that there might be
elements of both ancient and 1830 american culture in it but I1
would not exclude the possibility also that one finds what he knows
in the text that an americanist will find americanisms and
egyptologist egyptian elements and so on As hugh nibley has
argued it is very difficult to claim finality in such matters I1 meant
what I1 said when I1 criticized brodie for assuming she had final
answers when other explanations might be possible when it comes
to the ultimate truth of our religious claims no historian can provide
a final answer

thus there is room for religious faith I1 do believe however
that there are areas the historian can deal with in mormon history
and can blessed with the rich sources that we have in church
archives advance some interpretations which have the likelihood of
accuracy I1 am not as skeptical as certain hermeneuticists and think
there is grave danger in any mormon historian adopting their
perspective the possibility that we can say anything with validity
beyond our own cultural mind set is then wiped out and with it hope
that we have a true history to tell the world it is indeed paradoxical
that any mormon would advance such a relativistic theory and
assume that doing so is in the interest of the church this theory
reflects I1 think what amounts to an intellectual crisis in mormon
ism in which all are involved albeit some without awareness but
that is a matter to be taken up at another time
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novak affirms that my suggestion that social stress provides
a stimulus to revelation excludes the divine I1 thought it was agreed
long ago by mormon writers like james E talmage that divine
revelation comes in response to human need and human inquiry
joseph smith himself tells us that many factors in palmyra brought
him to a point of confusion and caused him to take his concerns to
the lord novak seems to believe wrongly in my view that we must
now insist that josephs human needs had nothing to do with his
vision it seems to me that all revelation comes from god through
man and this requires human involvement if only in trying to
convey the message to others if vision comes in response to acute
individual need during anxiety or stress it is no less a revelation
novak again reads brodies assumptions into my work without
substantial grounds novak and others like him keep bringing
brodie into the discussion so much that I1 wonder just who it is that
is influenced by her arguments I1 have long since dismissed her

if ever there was a piece of intellectual history which suggests
the merits of certain hermeneutical criticisms of history it is this
one novak and those with his dualistic world view pay little heed
to a text reading in what they wish to find and ignoring the rest
thus I1 indicated in one of my early criticisms of fawn brodie that
I1 was adopting her secular perspective simply to show other
historians that even in her own way of thinking her conclusions did
not follow this objective is ignored and novak criticizes me for
sharing her assumptions in point of fact the problem is novakskovaks
assumptions he never gets beyond his dualism novak is welcome
to his assumptions but no one should mistake his work for schol-
arship the scholars job is to understand another mans thought on
his own terms to tell us what it is the other man thinks he is doing
that must be the starting point before any fair evaluation can be
assessed beginning such a task requires someone with an entirely
different mind set

I1 like novakskovaks appeal to the old testament as a model for what
our church history should be I1 agree that such a history might be
a considerable improvement upon what we now have but novak
once more handles ideas ineptly he says that we should do what the
hebrews did and carefully select our sources to support the faith it
is just this tendency on the part of the traditional historians to select
sources too carefully that spurred on the new mormon historians
be that as it may he overlooks the enormous difference between the
old or indeed the new testament version of history and that
written by most mormon traditionalists the hebrews put all their
failings and more into their history depicting their most honored
leaders as men ofpassion vanity lust and deceit the hebrews told
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us that moses killed a man that jonah was an arrogant prophet who
demanded that his prophecies be fulfilled that david the king and
chosen one was lustful andmurderous thatabraham was deceitful
to the pharaoh regarding sarah likewise in the new testament we
leamlearn apostles peter and paul disagreed bitterly over how much of
the jewish law was mandatory for christian believers and paul
went so far as to ignore the apostles in jerusalem during the first
three years of his mission

against this model some traditionalist mormon history does
not fare well for its purpose seems to be to screen out human foibles
rather than as with the hebrews to show that even the best fall short
of the glory ofgod richard bushman challenged us some years ago
to begin to write more in the style of the early new englanders
where gods controversy with the saints is stressed if this style
were adopted the yawning gap between what we say of our early
people and what is actually found written in their diaries letters and
journals could be bridged without the fundamentals of the faith
being jeopardized this history would be more accurate and per-
haps school us into a more charitable attitude toward ourselves and
others by all means let some follow the hebrew example and
select sources the way they did then one of the reasons for the new
mormon history would be neutralized and the fissure between it
and the traditional mormon rendition could be partly bridged

but the matter of novakskovaks approach to my scholarly views
involves more than what would make a good history there is the
problem of questioning the religious faith of myself and others
which pervades this entire piece there was a time when the dean
of a certain college said that he would not allow anyone to question
the faith ofanother faculty member yet the questioning began long
ago and continues still when I1 first came to this university as a
faculty member some in the religion department and others were
decrying members of the political science department for lack of
loyalty to the nation calling them communists the term was
used indiscriminately as novakskovaks atheism is used here but that
did not stop the accusations damage was done some who were
among the accused then are the accusers now seemingly acting out
the scenario of an earlier day then as now the accusations were ad
horrendumhorren dum that is the very worst that could be imagined at the time
I1 would wonder whether the ad horrendurnhorrendumhorrendumdurn type of argument is
praiseworthy and best represents the latter day saint people

marvin S hill
professor of history

brigham young university
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student essays in honor of president david 0 mckay 37371444 provo

utah center for the study of christian values in literature and religious
studies center 1989

fogg brian J sand dollars gracing a shore within reach in the restored
gospel and applied christianity student essays in honor of president
david 0 mckay 45 53 provo utah center for the study of christian
values in literature and religious studies center 1989

gillum signe hale worse Is better inas women offaithof falthfaith talks selectedfromselected promfrom
the BYU womens conferences edited by mary E stovall and carol
cornwall madsen 196 200 salt lake city deseret book co 1989

glenn sharleeshafieeshaffee mullins faith in the face of absurdity in the restored gospel
and applied christianity student essays in honor ofpresidentof president david 0
mckay 55 63 provo utah center for the study of christian values in
literature and religious studies center 1989

hayes michael D people perfect the celestial software in the restored
gospel and applied christianity student essays in honor of president
david 0 mckay 65 77 provo utah center for the study of christian
values in literature and religious studies center 1989
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jackson stephen A A day in ulster inscape 1 1989 107 15

jarvis rebecca doubt and belief academic and religious ways of knowing
in thetherestoredrestored gospelandappliedaniand applied christianity studentessaysstudent essays in honor
ofpresidentofpresident david 0 mckay 79 86 provo utah center for the study of
christian values in literature and religious studies center 1989

kenney scott at home at sea confession of a cultural mormonmonnon sunstone 13

june 1989 16 21

moloney karen marguerite beached on the wasatch front probing the Us and

them paradigm dialogue 22 summer 1989 101 13

morris aldyth christmas morning 1906dialogue1906 dialogue 22 winter 19891121989 112 14

pack shari E communities oflove inas women offaithof falthfaith talks selectedfromselected from
the BYU womens conferences edited by mary E stovall and carol
cornwall madsen 191 95 salt lake city deseret book co 1989

peterson levi S juanita brooks my subject my sister dialogue 22 spring
1989 16 28

robison clayne W A web of illuminating moments sunstone 13 august
1989 33 37

rodeback david the image of christ in the restored gospel and applied
christianity student essays in honor ofpresidentof president david 0 mckay 87

98 provo utah center for the study of christian values in literature and
religious studies center 1989

saderup dian obviously arthur dialogue 22 fall 1989 102 16

pilgrims in time dialogue 22 spring 1989 99 105

sillito john A mormon out of misunderstanding dialogue 22 summer
1989 113 18

smith dennis grandpas coffee dialogue 22 winter 1989 120 221L
sorensen peter J trifling with sacred things A public confession sunstone

13 june 1989 40 41

taylor gay if I1 were god dialogue 22 spring 1989 106 13

taylor samuel W if I1 were satan dialogue 22 spring 1989 114 17

thayer donluconlu dewitt top kingdom the mormon race for the celestial
gates dialogue 22 fall 1989 12 3311

voros J frederic jr do you still believe in magic why the sixties generation
Is losing faith sunstone 13 august 1989 16 22

weber shannon life in an oversized family the new era 21 19 august
1989 16 19

wilcox brad 1I am the light ofmy world inthe restored gospel andappliedanyanduny applied
christianity student essays in honor ofpresidentof president david 0 mckay 99
104 provo utah center for the study ofchristian values in literature and
religious studies center 1989

poetry

alberts nancy cold Is nice the friend 19 january 1989 17

allenalienailen lynette K for rose exponent 1115II11 15 no 1 1989 8

anderson paris A case for the rain dialogue 22 winter 1989 132 33

ashworth kathryn R about trees 55 56 deer hunt 54 the gypsy 53

54 it Is november 54 weber studies 6 fall 1989
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backstrom erik instant replay the new era 21 19 august 1989 27
bassett arthurrarthuranthur R A diptych A littlealittlelittieblittle child shallleadthemshallshalishail lead them psalm sunstone

13 june 1989 9

beazer danielle london exponent II11 15 no 1 1989 9

bradshaw dorothy jim ensign 19 august 1989 7
brimley dawn baker waking moments provo utah author 1989
buckner pat diane loves voices theTheNethemetremetheneweranewwEraera 21 19 november 1989 5511

buhler janean the wish the new era 19 february 1989 5511

card orson scott prentice alvin and the no good plow sunstone 13 august
1989 28 32

carlisle katherine kites at play the new era 21 19 august 1989 25
chidester E leon capricorn 54 if this house should bum 53 54 with

my son in the principals office public school 317 52 53 weber
studies 6 spring 1989

clarkdarkoark dennis bread and water BYU studies 29 winter 1989 34
cook helen mar trapeze artist exponent II11 15 no I11 1989 9

cooper inez S soujournSoujourn in israel cedar city utah southern utah state
college 1989

dale marilyn F beware the leaven of the phariseesPharis ees ensign 19 july 1989461989 46
davies john snow BYU studies 29 winter 1989 66
dewhurst S H right at home the friend 19 november 1989 10

freeman jennifer listen the new era 19 april 1989 5511

furse nani lii S cumorah dusk the new era 21 19 august 1989 21

diamond the new era 21 19 august 1989 2211

great grandmother the new era 21 19 august 1989 28
gabbott mabel jones beginnings the friend 19 february 1989 5

halcrow heather duel the new era 21 191igi19 august 1989 23
halcrow heather paper swans the new era 21 19 august 1989 28

halcrow heather sunset the new era 21 19 august 1989 29
hamblin laura divorce dialogue 22 fall 1989 65

frogs in paria canyon inscape 1 1989 79
lindon cannery november 12 1982 dialogue 22 fall 1989 65

the next weird sister loses weight inscape 1 1989 80 82
palenque sunstone 13 april 1989 12

harris john S hotblood BYU studies 29 summer 1989 69 70
harvest contemporary mormon poems edited by eugene england and dennis

clarkdarkoark salt lake city signature books 1989

the following is a list of poems published for the first time in harvest
contemporary mormon poems

alienallenailen penny drought 126 the word was unperfected till made
flesh 124 tefnut 125

blanchard mary bereft 198 elegy for geoffrey barber 197 liar
199 prayers 198

bradford mary lythgoe assuagement 63

clarkdarkoark dennis for anders at seventy days 163

england eugene pilgrims 82
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evans kathy bright waves and separate entities 173 half the fenisferrisfen is
wheel 174 midnight reassembled 172 red 174

graves steven william the dunes at truro 177 hard freight
175 76

hall randall L brazilian afternoons 181811 winter landscape 184
hamblin laura the next weird sister bathes in the river jordan 232
home lewis driving my daughter to moose jaw for her patriarchal

blessing 77 21st birthday 76
howe susan things in the night sky 195 to my great great

grandmother 194 the woman whose brooch I1 stole 196
karamesines patricia gunter horseshoe canyon the wall paintings

224 the servant girl 222 23

king arthur henry timpanogosTimpanogos 14

larsen lance light 233 A philanthropist speaks to his lawyer
238 tadpoles 236

liu timothy final preparations 250
miller rob hollis mythical bird 200 201
palmer M D after thunder 206 coda 207 rural tortillashortillasTortillas

204 5

partridge dixie L learningleaming to quilt 150 A woman dreams of her
daughter 151

pere vemicedemice wineeraWineera blue her eyes 120 half caste 119 home-
coming 117 on utah lake 118

sandberg karl C red buttes in navajo country 74 75
sharp loretta randall colleagues 107

sillitoe linda an early elegy in lower case 186
stark helen candland marriage portion 4
tanner anita finding questions 170 residual farmer 169

taylor sally T before I1 was bom my father 123 embryo 121

labor 121 22
thayne emma lou woman of another world I1 am with you 42
tice richard fly fishing 212 haiku night in the sickroom 213

haiku night rain 213 haiku wild geese 213
todd P karen in the ossuary 219 20
white philip the citypeopleCitypeople speak 240
wilcox ronald multiplicity parts 5 7 89 93 A skeletons reap

praisalupraisalpraisal 93

hawkins lisa bolin on going to see casablanca exponent 11II 15 no 1

1989 8

hemming jill early through winter dialogue 22 winter 1989 131311

herdegen auralie M coming home the new era 21 19 august 1989 26
hickenbotham kathy A prophet the friend 19 august 1989 16

hicks michael first vision sunstone 13 april 1989 6

hombaker lyle oops the new era 19 march 1989 5511

howard sherwin W lesser voices dialogue 22 spring 1989 128 3311

huff michael death smiles inscape I11 1989 87

the desert inscape 1 1989 90
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1I catinscapecatCatIninscapescape 1 1989 88
mountain inscape 1 1989 89

hurzeler janet F inland exponent 1115II11 15 no 1 1989 9
jackson fleda brown the route we take BYU studies 29 summer 1989

28 30
keenan teresa dogwood inscape 1 1989 85

every farmers fence inscape 1 1989 86
kellum rachel fathers the new era 21 19 august 1989 29

forgotten sundays the new era 21 19 august 1989 24
seasons the new era 21 19 august 1989 27

kimball stanley B A psalm de profundisProfundis reflections on psalm 130 sunstone
13 february 1989 5

kirk cindy kindness the new era 19 january 1989 5511

klingler yolanda the jigsaw puzzle ensign 19 july 1989 47
larson clinton F the civil war poems provo utah brigham young uni-

versityversity 1989
first grader ensign 19 august 1989 7

liu timothy the body of christ sunstone 13 august 1989 7

the lords table dialogue 22 summer 1989 139
martial art in harvest contemporary mormon poems edited by eu-

gene england and dennis clarkdarkoark 245 salt lake city signature books
1989 first published in jacaranda review 4.24242 1989
nanking BYU studies 29 summer 1989 48
nativity in nicaragua sunstone 13 june 1989 23
rust sunstone 13 june 1989 41
so cal gridlock an anthology of southern california poetry long

beach applezabaApplezaba press 1989
two fishermen in hong kong dialogue 22 summer 1989 138

variations on death in harvest contemporary mormon poems edited
by eugene england and dennis clarkdarkoark 246 47 salt lake city signature
books 1989 first published in jacaranda review 4.24242 1989

mccloud susan evans morning worship ensign 19 august 1989 7

martinson pam blue eyes and eggshellsEggshells the new era 21 19 august
1989 24
metamorphosis the new era 21 19 august 1989 22

menssen debra advice the new era 21 19 august 1989 25
miller rob hollis mythical bird sunstone 13 august 1989 24
moloney karen marguerite snowfall at glenflesk dialogue 22 spring

1989 86
the viewing sunstone 13 april 1989 36

pace brent on a photo by cartier bresson 1928 inscape 1 1989 83
when the german house tree blew down inscape 1 1989 84

palmer M D canning sunstone 13 june 1989 42

davids music sunstone 13 january 1989 20
partridge dixie abandoned Fanfarmyardnyard november dialogue 22 fall 1989 9911

cliff dwellings dialogue 22 fall 1989 90
watermarksWatermarks the reservoir commonweal 116 1989 118

peterson trynaryn my pepper tree the new era 19 may 1989 5511
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rawlins C L all souls day weber studies 6 spring 1989 68
rees robert A salamander sunstone 13 august 1989 26 27
richardson cathy L pursuit of excellence exponent 1115II11 15 no 1 1989 20
risser frances gormangerman friendly dragon the friend 19 july 1989 22

what I1 like the friend 19 may 1989 22
roberts katherine sneakers the new era 19 july 1989 5511

rockwood kathie womb ward exponent 1115II11 15 no 1 1989 9

russell solveig paulson its spring the friend 19 march 1989 42
the rose the friend 19 june 1989 15

seibert D musical flight the friend 19 october 1989 45
sharp loretta randall accommodation sunstone 13 february 1989 32

breathingsBreathings sunstone 13 june 1989 33

fear sunstone 13 june 1989 39
watching 12n sunstone 13 august 1989 37

sheffield linda madsen gathering ensign 19 july 1989 46
sherrill A bryan missionary work the new era 19 june 1989 67
sillitoe linda beside the wheel sunstone 13 february 1989 10

during recess dialogue 22 spring 1989 69
killer sunstone 13 april 1989 39 and june 1989 45
the kings new taster sunstone 13 august 1989 25
sonnet on lifes dangers dialogue 22 spring 1989 68

snedecor barbara elliott blessing ensign 19 june 1989 35
spencer mary lou traffic signs the friend 19 january 1989 24
tanner anita identity crisis exponent II11 15 no I11 1989 9

on a denver bus dialogue 22 winter 1989 119

thayne emma lou there Is in children ensign 19 june 1989 35

thomton laurie W the garden the friend 19 april 1989 34
tolman jon heart of isaiah the new era 19 september 1989 5511

tucker denise marys and marthas exponent II11 15 no I11 1989 8

umphrey michael in the shadow of the sun ensign 19 july 1989 46
voorhies janice leavitt family prayer the friend 19 november 1989 24
walker harold S when words fail the new era 21 19 october 1989 5511

waugh michelle settling to sleep the new era 21 19 august 1989 23
white philip after the wedding inscape 1 1989 78

crabapplesCrab apples inscape 1 1989 75

flood inscape 1 1989 76
morning inscape 1 1989 77

three poems for my mother dialogue 22 summer 1989 75 77
wolf carol E foreordainedForeordained exponent II11 15 no 1 1989 8

the midwife exponent II11 15 no 1 1989 9

short stories

bennion john breeding leah utah holiday 19 december 1989 46 50
bradshaw anne C beyond the thorns the new era 19 april 1989 44 49
chandler neal BenedicbenedictiontlonationArionaAbookofstoriesbook of stories salt lake city university ofutah

press 1989
dixon barbara hart clay pigs exponent 1114II11 14 no 4 1989 14 15
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douch cherry pima potaekotae inscape 1 1989 13 18

evenson brian amparo inscape 1 1989 39 50
french nancy making peters wish ensign 19 march 1989 70 73
geary edward A jack mormonscormons dialogue 22 spring 1989 132 41
gullino derek gadamersdamersGa maid inscape 1 1989 7 12

hinckley susan meredith the grandpa quilt the new era 19 july 1989
4444747

home lewis monas family sunstone 13 june 1989 34 39
jones helen walker going through the list sunstone 13 april 1989 33 36
kennington patty redd cherylsCheryls poem thethenewshenewnew era 19 january 1989461989 46 50
kimball suzanne black walnut inscape 1 1989 51 57

kim walter yellow stars of utah esquire 112 july 1989 117 19

kubaryezkubaryczKubaryez brian what david does she should call wonderful inscape 1

1989 31 38

lindseylindseybetinabetina the visitation of Ms mitty exponent II11 15 no 1 1989 10 11

lowe craig the easter story the new era 21 19 august 1989 30 35
mortensen lee ann in high heel shoes inscape 1 1989 19 30
mortensen pauline back before the world turned nasty A collection of short

stories fayetteville university of arkansas press 1989
roberts B H A scrap book compiled by lynn pulsipher provo utah pulsipher

publishing 1989
rubilar lisalisamadsenmadsen de pure thinbonesdialoguebones dialogue 22 winter 19891221989 122 30
saderup dian earl the new era 21 19 october 1989 48 50
shaw joan grief dialogue 22 fall 1989 123 29
sillitoe linda windows on the sea and other stories salt lake city signature

books 1989
smurthwaite donald thethepeeplespeeples choice the new era 19may19 may 1989381989 38646

the windmakersWindmakers the new era2lera 21 19 november 1989 44 50
thayer douglas H mr wahlquistWahlwahiquistinin yellowstone salt lake city peregrine smith

books 1989
weyland jack the movie machine the new era 19 february 1989 34 3388

sing we now at parting the new era 19 june 1989 64 66
williams judith M palmer the embalmer the new era 19 september 1989

34 38
yates alma J A mighty fine christmas message the new era 21 19 de-

cember 1989 38 44
the willardwillardweatherfordweatherford project theneweraTheNethe newmewwEraera 19 march 1989341989 34 39

young margaret B elegy for john donne for the bearded guy inscape 1

1989 59 73
young margaretblairmargaret blairbiair grandmasgrandeasGrandmas dying dialogue 22 summer 19891311989 131 37

bibliography

bench curt the fifty most important mormon books salt lake city npap 1989

duvall scott H mormon bibliography 1988 BYU studies 29 summer 1989
79 112
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falespales susan L an addendum to mormonscormons and mormonism in US government

documents A bibliography provo utah npap 1989
fales susan L and chad J flake comps mormonscormons and mormonism in US

government documents A bibliography salt lake city university of
utah press 1989

flake chad J and lanylarrylan y W draper A mormon bibliography 1830 1930 ten
year supplement salt lake city university of utah press 1989

grover mark L the latin american library collections of the mormon church
an introductory examination proceedingsfromproceedings fromtrom the 37th annual meet-
ing of the rocky mountain council on latin american studies february
2 41989 143 49

grundergrander rick mormon parallels an annotated bibliography salt lake city
signature books 1989

parry donald W stephen D ricks and john W welch temples bibliography
provo utah foundation for ancient research and mormon studies
FARMS 1989

whittaker david J mormonism in victorian britain A bibliographic essay in
mormonscormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and
malcolm R thorp 258 7711 saltsaitsaltlakecitylake city university ofutah press 1989

BIOGRAPHY

alder elaine reiser juanita brooks reflections st george magazine 7

septemberoctoberSeptember October 1989 34 36

alienallenailen lee beulah ream allenalienailen POW camp healer this people 10 fall
1989 50 52

anna marie elise fluckiger roberts snake river echoes 18 1989 69 70
the autobiography of nannie amelia erickson anderson 1855 1939 in

an enduring legacy 12209 20 salt lake city daughters of utah
pioneers 1989

avery valeen tippetts irreconcilable differences david H smiths relation
ship with the muse of mormon history journal of mormon history 15

1989 3 13

ballard M russell margaret mcneil ballards legacy of faith ensign 19

july 1989 16 19

bangerter geraldine hamblin and susan easton black my servant algernon
sidney gilbert provideforProviprovidedefordenorfor my saints npap 1989

barrettbarren ivan J dan jones salt lake city hawkes publishing 1989
beck richard J one hundred famous idahoansIdaho ans boise idaho williams

printing 1989
bell james P another door opens for rex and janet lee BYU today 43 july

1989 20 25 39 42
bennett richard edmond A samaritan had passed by george miller

mormonmonnon bishop trailblazer and brigham young antagonist illinois
historical journal 82 spring 1989 2 16

benson ezra taft A labor of love the 1946 european mission of ezra taft
benson salt lake city deseret book co 1989
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bigelow suzanne philo farnsworth televisions frustrated genius this
people 10 spring 1989 24 27

bringhurst newell G fawn brodie and her quest for independence dialogue
22 summer 1989 79 95

buchanan frederick S robert lang campbell A wise scribe in israel and
schoolman to the saints BYU studies 29 summer 1989 5 27

cannon donald Q angus M cannon frustrated mormon miner utah his-
torical quarterly 57 winter 1989 36 45

cannon elaineeamebame boy ofthelandmanof the landlany man ofthelordof the lord SaltsaitsaltlakesaltlakecityLake city bookcraft 1989
cannon martha hughes letters from exile the correspondence of martha

hughes cannon and angus M cannon 1886 1888 edited by constance
L lieber and john sillito salt lake city signature books and smith
research associates 1989

cazier stanford honoring leonard arrington dialogue 22 winter 1989

55 60
clements louis J sybil ferguson founder of the diet center snake river

echoes 18 1989 56 58
cooper inez stevens sojourn in israel cedar city utah southern utah state

college library 1989

crowther duane S the life of josephofjoseph smith 1805 1844 bountiful utah hori
zon publishers 1989

davies D L from a selon of lands to the land ofofzionzion the life of david bevan
jones in mormonscormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L
jensen and malcolm R thorp 118 41 salt lake city university of
utah press 1989

dew sheri president ezra taft benson confidence in the lord the new era
21 19 august 1989 36 39

earl ken the life and times of dude the mormon pack mule an autobiog-
raphy murray utah royland publishing 1989

eliza dana gibbs 1813 1900 in an enduring legacy 12181 94 salt lake
city daughters of utah pioneers 1989

england eugene call me duff this people 10 winterholidayWinter Holiday 1989189 22 25
evans john henry joseph smith an american prophet salt lake city deseret

book co 1989
family and descendants ofoffredrickfredrick andandanealdaneaneanc petersenpeter sen ofmountof mount pleasant utah

npap 1988

farmer gladys clarkdarkoark karens test salt lake city deseret book co 1989

faulring scott H ed an american prophets record the diaries and journals

of josephofjoseph smith salt lake city signature books 1989

flake dennis orson F whitneyswhitneytWhitneys philosophy of education edd thesis
brigham young university 1989

forbush haroldsharoldharoidS edith raiodsenlovevharoldsen lovell snake river echoes 18 1989 33444
gardner marvin K elder richard G scott the real power comes from the

lord ensign 19 january 1989 6 11

garrett H dean the controversial death of gobo fangobango utah historical
quarterly 57 summer 1989 264 72

gisin evelin stibal evelin stibal gisin snake river echoes 18 1989 77 78
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godfrey donald G canadas brigham young charles ora card southern
alberta pioneer the american review of canadian studies 18 summer
19882231988 223 38

graves steven and melinda graves without legs he walks for humanity
this people 10 summer 1989 57 59 60

hafen lyman christmas with grandma this people 10 winterholidayWinter Holiday
1989 48 505350 53

hamilton marshall thomas sharps turning point birth of an anti mormon
sunstone 13 october 1989 16 22

harker brent the eyes of friends BYU today 43 january 1989 18 21

hartley william G the knight family ever faithful to the prophet ensign 19

january 1989 4343949
prophecy in his pocket the new era 19 january 1989 44 455

the hefferan story in an enduring legacy 12181 94 salt lake city
daughters of utah pioneers 1989

Heinhelnheinermanennan joseph reed smoots secret code utah historical quarterly 57
summer 1989 254 63

hinckley gordon B and marjorie P hinckley the wondrous power ofaogaof a mother
salt lake city deseret book co 1989

the holland years BYU today 43 may 1989 17 23

holmes kenneth L ed and comp coveredwagon women diaries & lettersfromletterstromletters tromfrom
thewestern trails 1840 1890 glendale calif arthur H clarkdarkoark co 19881988

james 0 mason crusader for health this people 10 fall 1989 13

johnson sonia from housewife to heretic 4thath ed albuquerque N mex
wildfire books 1989

lawrence phyllis S esther malm scott snake riverechoesriver echoes 18 1989641989 64 65

luchetti cathy under gods spell frontier evangelists 1772 1915 san diego
harcourt brace jovanovich 1989

lyon T edgar jr thomas edgar john lyon the life ogaofaof apioneerpoetpioneer poet provo

utah religious studies center brigham young university 1989
madsen truman G joseph smith the prophet salt lake city bookcraft 1989
may dennis philo T farnsworthfamsworthfarsworth the father of television BYU today 43

may 1989 32 36

mckay david lawrence my father david 0 mckay salt lake city deseret
book co 1989

neeley myrtle munns life story of myrtle munns neeley snake river echoes
181819891989 11 25

newell linda king cousins in conflict joseph smith 111IIIililii and joseph F smith
the john whitmer historical association journal 9 1989 3 16

nilsen alleen pace evan mecham humor in arizona politics dialogue 22

fall 1989 81 89
perkins keith W true to the book of mormon the whitterswhitmersWhitmers ensign 19

february 1989 34 422
perry L tom brigham young prophet of god in brigham young university

devotional 1988 1989 and fireside speeches 141 49 provo univer
sity publications 1989

peterson levi S juanita brooks sunstone 13 october 1989 6 8
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juanita brooks my subject my sister dialogue 22 spring 1989
16 28

peterson richard H jesse knight utahs mormon mining mogul utah his-
torical quarterly 57 summer 1989 240 53

pinborough jan underwood minerva kohlhepp teichert with a bold brush
ensign 19 april 1989 34 41

porter larry C from california to council bluffs ensign 19 august 1989
4242646

president ezra taft benson still strong at ninetyensignninety ensign 19 august 198981989 8 15
purser mary jane purcell mary carmacanna stay gunderson snake river echoes 18

1989 52 54
rampton calvin L As I1 recall salt lake city university of utah press 1989
reid marlene stibal florence elva jenkins stibal snake river echoes 18

1989 50 52
rendell kenneth W other peoples mail 30 years as a dealer in historical

letters & documents new york npap 1989
roberts brigham henry A scrap book provo utah pulsipher publishing 1989
robinson mrs hal phyllis richards robinson snake riverechoesriverriber echoes 18 1989

61 64
rytting lorry E of goodly parents biographical reflections of frank leroy

davis andandalvarettaalvaretta harmon salt lake city R & R enterprises 1989
sandberg karl C knowing brother joseph again the book of abraham and

joseph smith as translator dialogue 22 winter 1989 17 377
saunders richard lavelllaveilvellveli francis gladden bishop and gladdenismGladden ism A study in

the culture of a mormon dissenter and his movement masters thesis
utah state university 1989

sharp robert M meet my great grandfather this people 10 summer
1989 23 24

smith joseph an american prophets record the diaries and journals of
joseph smith edited by scott H faulring 2dad ed salt lake city signature
books 1989

the papers of joseph smith edited by dean C jessee salt lake city
deseret book co 1989

joseph smith selected sermons andwritings edited by robert L millet
new york paulist press 1989

smith mary ellen stoddard sawdust in their veins the story of george
eckersley stoddard and ellen spowart izatthatthuttbutt stoddard their ancestors
and descendants bountiful utah author 1988

sonne conway B knight oftheodtheof the kingdom the story ofrichardballantyneof richard ballantyne 2dad ed
salt lake city deseret book co 1989

tanner obert C one mans search salt lake city university ofutah press 1989
watson john the real virginian the saga of edwin burnham trafton last of

the stagecoach robbers tucson ariz Westernwestemlorewesternlorelore press 1989
webb roy D riverman the story ofbusoffusof bus hatch rock springs wyo labyrinth

publishing 1989
wernerwemer afton thomtonthornton comp our family progenitors and descendants of

william uriah thomtonthornton and adalinda orton 1598 1989 bountiful
utah family history publishers 1989
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whipple marilyn J aunt fia ensign 19 march 1989 47 49
whiting john R spencer kimball and the service station guy sunstone 13

june 1989 10 15

wixom hartt ladell andersons biggest victory this people 10 spring
1989441989 444744 47
standing tall shawn bradley this people 10 winterholidayWinter Holiday 1989

1719 20
woodward tim tiger on the road caldwell idaho caxton printers 1989
young steve eighth string quarterback the new era 21 19 november

1989 36 38

contemporary

albrecht stan L the consequential dimension of mormon religiosity BYU

studies 29 spring 1989 57 108

alienallenailen A lester science and theology A search for the uncommon denomi-
nator BYU studies5rrf 29 summer 1989 71 78

alienallenailen joseph L mexicoguatemalaMexico Guatemala this people 10 fall 1989 3333373937 39 4042
alienallenailen lynette K second comings and the response ability exponent II11H 15

no 1 1989 15

allred janice M pride or self esteem sunstone 13 february 1989 24 32
anderton douglas L and rebecca jean emigh polygynous fertility sexual

competition versus progeny american journal of sociologyofsociology 94 january
19898321989 832 55

badger wanda west gathering the clan thispeoplethistrispeople 10summerSummer10 1989161989 16 19

bahr howard M and stan albrecht strangers once more patterns of
disaffiliation from mormonism journalforjournalJournalforainorfortor the scientific study ofreciofreliof reli-
gion 28 june 1989 180 200

bahr stephen J family structure and its influence on family dynamics in As
women of faith talks selected from the BYU womens conferences
edited by mary E stovall and carol cornwall madsen 22322314 1 salt lake
city deseret book co 1989

bailey david H mediocrity materialism and mormonism sunstone 13

october 1989 9 11

reply to forever tentative dialogue 22 winter 1989 152 55
bates irene M another kind of faith sunstone 13 february 1989 21 23
bednarowski mary farrell new religions and the theological imagination in

american culture bloomington indiana university press 1989
books for the 1989 christmas season sunstone 13 october 1989 51

boyd charles L forever tentative dialogue 22 winter 1989 143 551L
bradfield scott salt lake sinner punch 296 7 april 1989 47
brown VicvictortorLL jr healing troubledtroubledrelationshipsrelationships saltlakesaitlakeSaltSaIt Lake city bookcraft 1989
buchanan fred perilous ponderingsPonderings sunstone 13 june 1989 7 9
busting the FBI A shocking look inside the bureaus LA office los angeles

calif greg critser 1989
cameron jan homosexuality what to do when your child comes out of the

closetclosetexponentexponent II11 15 no I11 1989 6
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campbell courtney S at the edges of life this people 10 fall 1989 21 24
cannon heather when the scouting program works and when it doesnt

exponent 1115II11 15 no 1 1989 3

card orson scott prophets and assimilationists sunstone 13 february
1989 3939040
walking the tightrope sunstone 13 april 1989 39394242

carre hand directing the shine of the light A brief look at religious
advertising sunstone 13 december 1989 18 21

carrier jim summer of fire salt lake city gibbs smith 1989
cartoon creates a stir editor & publisher 122 june 10 1989 50
cashing in on conversions christianity today 33 june 16 1989 51

christianson james R humanity and practical christianity implications for a

worldwide church BYU studies 29 winter 1989 3535646
clarkdarkmark stephen C and richard A van wagoner christ and the constitution

toward a mormon jurisprudence dialogue 22 fall 1989 52 64
cleanliness and godliness economist 313 25 november 1989 106

coates karen the holy war surrounding evan Memechamcharn dialogue 22 fall
1989 66 80

llconanlstcashmgmoncotwesionschristianitytoday33con artist cashing in on conversions christianity today 33 june 161619891989 5511

cornwall marie the gender question sunstone 13 december 1989 4646848

voice and loyalty sunstone 13 august 1989 3939040
cornwall marie and perry H cunningham surveying latter day saints A

review of methodological issues review of religious research 31

december 1989 162 72
davis kira pratt absurdity sunstone 13 january 1989 41 42
edwards kay P money values and family dynamics in As women offaithof falthfaith

talks selectedfromselectedfrom thebyuwomensthe BYU women s conferences editedbymaryeeditedbymary E stovall
and carol cornwall madsen 242 52 salt lake city deseret book co 1989

elliott dorice williams given or giver in marriage sunstone 13 april 1989
37 39

the mormon conference talk as patriarchal discourse dialogue 22
spring 1989 70 78

esplin fred digging for roots this people 10 summer 1989 20 23
evenson darrick T the gainsayersGainsayers A converted anti mormon responds to

critics ofoftheldsthe LDS church bountiful utah horizon publishers 1989

firmage edwin B restoring the church zion in the nineteenth and twenty first
centuries sunstone 13 january 1989 33 38

flakehake kathleen bearing the weight sunstone 13 october 1989 33 37

folkman nell cast me not off in the time of old age dialogue 22 spring
1989 87 97

folsom marjorie wall golden harvest in ghana gospel beginnings in west
africa bountiful utah horizon publishers 1989

fradkin philip L fallout an american nuclear tragedy tucson university of
arizona press 1989

gallup george the peoples religion american faith in the gos new york
macmillan london collier macmillan 1989

goodfellow paula jensen the view from age two looking ahead at raising
a son exponent II11 15 no 1 1989 4
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gordon tamar G inventing mormon identity in tonga ann arbor mich uni-
versity microfilms int 1988

hamel ruth and tim schreiner the simple life high birthrates and low costs
lure business to utah american demographics I111I1 june 1989 54

hardy kenneth R an appetitional theory of sexual motivation its contempobontempoContempo
rary status and applications in an approach to change AMCAP journal
association of mormon counselors and psychotherapists 15 1989

21 41
hatch nathan 0 the democratization of american christianity new haven

conn yale university press 1989

hawks ricky D alcohol use trends among LDS high school seniors in

america from 1982 1986 AMCAP journal association of mormon

counselors and psychotherapists 15 1989 43 5511

heaton tim B religious influences on mormon fertility cross national
comparisons review of religious research 30 june 1989 401 11

hilton joni winn dating no guts no glory salt lake city covenant publish-
ers 1989

hinckley gordon B A unique and wonderful university in brigham young
university 1988 1989 devotionalanddevotionalDevotionalandand fireside speeches 47 52 provo

utah university publications 1989

hoch dean boy oh boy boy raising secrets every parent should know
bountiful utah horizon publishers 1989

hulet renon klossner the tabernacle choir beyond the crossroads of the
west ensign 19 september 1989 10 15

jacob jeffrey C explorations in mormon social character beyond the liahona
and iron rod dialogue 22 summer 1989 44 74

kimball kathryn psalm psalm of A gospel doctrine teacher sunstone 13

april 1989 4

knapp jill W the pilgrimage phenomenon an analysis of the motivations of
visitors to temple square masters thesis brigham young university 1989

knowlton david missionaries and terror the assassination of two elders in
bolivia sunstone 13 august 1989 10 15

knowlton david C missionary native and general authority accounts of a

bolivian conversion sunstone 13 january 1989 14 20
kohn george C mormon scandals encyclopedia ofamericanof american scandal 225

26 234 35 295 96 new york facts on file 1989
koltko mark mysticism and Monnonmormonismism an LDS perspective on transcentranscendTranscen

dence and higher consciousness sunstone5 urtonmrtonuntonarton 13 april 1989 13 19

kraut ogden the fundamentalist mormon salt lake city npap 1989
larson don calder mormon migration microformmicroform A return to zion logan

utah utah state university 1988
LDS quotes provo utah harold B lee library brigham young university 1989

lebaron E dale revelation on the priesthood the dawning of a new day in

africa in doctrinesfordoctrines porfor exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on the
doctrine and covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr
127 38 salt lake city deseret book co 1989

martinez monica uma religiaoremigiaoReligiao no computador manchetemanchetteManchete 18 november
1989 66 71
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mayfield james B and kristen rogers youth attitude survey results this
people 10 spring 1989 49 51

millet robert L joseph smith and modem mormonism orthodoxy neoortho
doxy tension and tradition BYU studies 29 summer 1989 49 68

monson thomas S the church in a changing world provo utah brigham
young university 1989

nielsen quig temple square the crown jewel 0offtthehe mormonscormonsMormons saitsaltsaltlakelake city
author 1989

olsen jack doc the rape oftheodtheof the town oflovellof Lovell new york atheneumathenaeumAtheneum 1989
palmer spencer J religions of the world A latter day saint view provo utah

brigham young university 1989
peck elbert eugene the children of god sunstone 13 june 1989 5

meditating upon prayers sunstone 13 january 1989 6 7
proctor maurine jensen communicating the church this people 10 spring

1989 18 19 21 23
randall judith nurturing spiritual growth in teenagers exponent II11 15 no 1

1989 13

rees robert A on drinking coke sunstone 13 december 1989 45 46
roberts alienallenailen D selling the LDS sacred A visit to the LDS booksellers

convention sunstone 13 october 1989 38 39
rogers kristen how healthy are we this people 10 fall 1989 10 15

rowles genevieve thewomen nextdoornetworkdoor network 11 february 1989161989 16 19

schumacher mary catherine and ken R smith diabetes in utah among adults
interaction between diabetes and other risk factors for microvascularMicrovascular
and macrovascularMacro vascular complications american journal of public health
78 september 1988 1195 1201

shupe sandra R the tightrope exponent II11 15 no I11 1989 16 17

smith cheryl A the saltsaitsaltlakelake valley crossroads of the west A contemporary
portrait chatsworth calif windsor publications 1989

smith ida LDS women at home and beyond in As women offaithof faithfalth talks
selectedfromselected from the BYU womens conferences edited by mary E stovall
and carol cornwall madsen 203 22 salt lake city deseret book co 1989

smith jeanette goates getting in line the mormonmonnon wedding reception
this people 10 summer 1989 10 14

smolka marilyn M coming to gripsexponentgrips exponent II11 14 no 4 1989 13

sonnenberg john making memories in brigham young university 1988
1989 devotional and fireside speeches 3737646 provo utah university
publications 1989

sorensen peter J the conservatives and liberals at it again sunstone 13

augustaugust19891989 38 39

squires carolyn matthews ed and comp favorite recipes of tabernacle choir
members vernal utah npap 1989

stanley david mormon missionaries in polynesia tahiti polynesia hand-
book 45 chico calif moon publications 1989

A tale of two states birthrate comparison with massachusetts the futurist
23 mayjunemaejuneMay June 1989511989 51 52

tarjan janet W reflections on an address to mothers in zion sunstone 13

augustaugust19891989 7 9
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thayer donin dewitt top kingdom the mormon race for the celestial gates
dialogue 22 fall 1989 12 3311

thomas janet everything safe mon the new era 19 february 1989 22 27
turner judd the church in business this people 10 summer 1989501989 50 5355
wallace nolanoianolawcolawW the contingency ofwoman sunstone 13 april 198971989 7 10

whalen william J why mormonism Is the fastest growing religion in the
west US catholic 54 june 1989 29 34

whaling frank the intertwining of the worlds religions sunstone 13 octo-
ber 1989 12 15

when love at home Is not enough exponent II11 15 no 1 1989 18

white 0 kendall jr mormonism and the equal rights amendment journal
of church and state 31 spring 1989 249 67

whitehurst james mormonscormonsMormons and the hula the polynesian cultural center in

hawaii journal of american culture 12 spring 1989 1 5

williams clyde J an examination of influential factors affecting students in

applying book of mormon principles toward the resolutiontheresolution of personal
problems edd thesis brigham young university 1989

williams roger R et al health family trees A tool for finding and helping
young family members of coronary and cancer prone pedigreedpedigreesPedigrees in texas
and utah american journal ofpublicof Publichealthhealth7s78 october 19819888 1283 8866

wilson william A the study of mormon folklore an uncertain mirror for
truth dialogue 22 winter 1989 95 110

winder barbara W education unlocking opportunity in brigham young
university 1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 1 9 provo

utah university publications 1989
wurman richard saul polynesian cultural center in hawaii access 118 19

new york NY access press 1989
yorgason brenton G and margaret yorgason sacred intimacy salt lake city

deseret book co 1989
young lawrence A response to scottkenney sunstone 13 june 1989 21 23
young margaret blair looking back reflections on presidents bensons

talk exponent 1115II11 15 no I11 1989 12 13
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baker margaret P hearken 0 ye people of my church ensign 19 october
1989 32 34

barber alienallenailen H celestial symbols symbolism in doctrine religious traditions
and temple architecture bountiful utah horizon publishers 1989

barlow philip L why the king james version from the common to the

official bible of mormonism dialogue 22 summer 1989 19194242
benson alvin K some key ingredients forfindingforfendingfor finding and understanding the truth

in science and religion in the book of mormon second nephi the
doctrinal structure papers from the third annual book of mormon
symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 341 53
provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 1989

benson ezra taft bombornbotn of god ensign 19 july 1989 2 5

A mighty change of heart ensign 19 october 1989 2 5
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bergera gary james ed line upon line essays on mormon doctrine salt lake
city signature books 1989

black susan easton the sacred role of women in doctrinesfordoctrines forjor exalta-
tion the 1989 sperry symposium onthe doctrine andcovenants edited
by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 1 15 salt lake city deseret
book co 1989

book of mormonmonnon chamorro selections 1989 sileksionSileksion siha ginenbinen I1I1 lepblon
mormon otro na testamentonTestamenton jesukristoJesukristo salt lake city gima yuosbuos
jesukristoJesukristo ni manatatteManatatte na manantosmarantosMan antos 1989

book of mormonmonnon tongan 1989 ko e tohltokitohiatohlabohiaamolomonamolomonasolomonaaMoMolomona ko ha tohinaefaitohl naefae faiefalee
he nimaonimanamao 0 o molomonasolomonaMo lomona kihauha ulauikoulalauikoula nae hiki mei he u lau ikoulaskoula
I1 aanifaiaNinippanoppapaifaipali naenaeliliukiheleafakaliliu ki he leafaka pilitania eesiosefasamitaslosesiosefiaSiosepiafiappa samirasamita kokoee sii
salt lake city siasiasiasi 0 o sisu kalaisikalaihi a e kau maonioniMaonioni i he ngahiagahi aho
ki mui ni 1989

bookofmormonof mormon student manual religion 121 122 salt lake city the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints 1989

brandt edward J the name jesus christ revealed to the nephitesNephites in the
book ofmormonof mormon second nephi the doctrinal structure papersfrompapers from
the thirdthirdannualbookannual bookofmormonof mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman
and charles D tate jr 201 6 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989

cannon donald Q larry E dahl and john W welch the restoration ofmajor
doctrines through joseph smith the godhead mankind and the cre-
ation ensign 19 january 1989 26 33

card orson scott consecration A law we can live with sunstone 13 june
1989431989 434543 45

cowan richard 0 the doctrine and covenants on temples and their func-
tions doctrines for exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on the
doctrine and covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr
16 28 salt lake city deseret book co 1989

craig robert H the doctrine and covenants at a glance 2dad ed sanora calif
yankee hill book co 1989

dahl larry E the doctrine of christ 2 nephi 31 32 in the book ofmormonof mormon
second nephi the doctrinal structure papers from the third annual
book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D
tate jr 355 75 provo utah religious studies center brigham young
university 1989

dean bessie godhears my prayers bountiful utah horizon publishers 1989
draper richard D light truth and grace three interrelated salvation themes

in doctrine and covenants 93 in doctrines for exaltation the 1989
sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants edited by H dean
garretgarretandrexcreevejr29and rex C reeve jr 29 41saltlakecitydeseretbookco19894 1 saltsait lake city deseret book co 1989

dunn paul Hhnoanono greater gift understanding the atonement ofjesusof jesus christ Ssaltsaitaltait
lake city bookcraft 1989

edwards kay P what the doctrine and covenants says about the book of
mormon ensign 19 january 1989 34 37

england eugene becoming bone of bone and flesh of flesh in As women of
faith talks selectedfromselectedpromfrom the byuwomensBYU Womens conferences edited by mary
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E stovall and carol cornwall madsen 107 21 salt lake city deseret
book co 1989

perfection and progression two complimentary ways to talk about
god BYU studies 29 summer 1989 3131747

eyring henry B listen together in brigham young university 1988 1989
devotional and fireside speeches 11 2211 provo utah university publi-
cationscat ions 1989

farleyparley S brent nephi isaiah and the latter day restoration in the book of
mormon second nephi the doctrinal structure papersfrompapers from the third
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 227 39 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989

the oath and covenant of the priesthood in doctrinesfordoctrines for exaltation
the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants edited by H
dean garret and rex C reeve jr 42 54 salt lake city deseret book
co 1989

garrard lamar E god natural law and the doctrine and covenants in
doctrinesfordoctrines fotfortot exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and
covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 55 76 salt
lake city deseret book co 1989

garrett H dean nephis farewell in the book ofmormonofmormon second nephi the
doctrinal structure papers from the third annual book of mormon
symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 377 90
provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 1989

gentry leland god will fulfill his covenants with the house of israel in the
book ofmormonof mormon secondnephisecond NephinephitheNep hiThethetre doctrinal structure papersfrompapers from the

thirdthirdannualannual book ofmormonof mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 159 76 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989

redemption for the dead in doctrinesfordoctrines jorfor exaltation the 1989 sperry
symposium on the doctrine and covenants edited by H dean garret and
rex C reeve jr 77 86 salt lake city deseret book co 1989

gibb sara lee our mortal body A sacred gift inbrighamBrighamIn young university
1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 1330133 40 provo utah

university publications 1989
gileadi avraham the book ofisaiahof isaiah A new translationwith interpretive keys

from the book of mormon salt lake city deseret book co 1989
goff alan A hermeneutic ofsacredof sacredsacrey texts historicism revisionism positivism

and the bible and book of mormon npap 1989
gospel principles futa hala linjidalinjiila saaraysaarah salt lake tufundee utaastaa layedisayedi

amerique missideeMissidee anable issa fee nyandehnyander gor sefanawor 1989
griffith michael T signs of the true church of christ bountiful utah horizon

publishers 1989
hafenbrucechafenbruceHafen Bruce C the broken heart applying the atonement to lifes experiences

salt lake city deseret book co 1989
hanks marion D equality of esteem in As women of faith talks selected

from the BYU womens conferences edited by mary E stovall and carol
cornwall madsen 29 50 salt lake city deseret book co 1989
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harris william E from man to god an LDS scientist views creation progres-
sion and exaltation bountiful utah horizon publishers 1989

hawes suzanne eve role model or fallen woman exponent II11 14 no 4
198941989 4 5

hinckley gordon B be not faithless ensign 19 april 1989 2 5

faith the essence ottrueoftrueotrmeonreligion salt lake city deseret book co 1989
the order and will of god ensign 19 january 1989 2 5

the sacred law of tithing ensign 19 december 1989 2 5

holzapfel richard neitzel salvation cannot come without revelation in
doctrinesfordoctrinesfor exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on thedoctrineandthe doctrine andany
covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 87 96 salt
lake city deseret book co 1989

horton george A jr keys to successful scripture study salt lake city
bookcraft 1989

prophecies in the bible about joseph smith ensign 19 january
1989201989 20 25

johnson clarkdarkoark V the law ofconsecration the covenant that requires all and
gives everything in doctrinesfordoctrines forjor exaltation the 1989 sperry sympo-
sium on the doctrine and covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C
reeve jr 97 113 salt lake city deseret book co 1989

you have heard my voice ensign 19 april 1989 6 9
judd daniel K the doctrines of submission and forgiveness in doctrinesfordoctrines fortor

exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants
edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 114 26 salt lake city
deseret book co 1989

largey dennis L enemies ofrighteousness ensign 19 december 1989 6 11

the enemies of christ 2 nephi 28 in the book of mormon second
nephi the doctrinal structure papersfrompapers fromtrom the third annual book of
mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D tate
jr 287 305 provo utah religious studies center brigham young
university 1989

larsen dean L free to act salt lake city bookcraft 1989

lee robert england the doctrine and covenants leads Us to christ in
doctrinesfordoctrines torfor exaltation the 1989 sperrysymposiumsperry symposium on the doctrinethedoctrine and
covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 139139949 salt
lake city deseret book co 1989

ludlow daniel H the message to the jews with special emphasis on 2 nephi
25 in the book of mormon second nephi the doctrinal structure
papers from the third annual book of mormon symposium edited by
monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 241 57 provo utah religious
studies center brigham young university 1989

lund gerald N the fall ofman and his redemption in the book ofmormonof mormon
second nephi the doctrinal structure papers from the third annual
book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D
tate jr 83 106 provo utah religious studies center brigham young
university 1989

lundquist suzanne evertsen the repentance of eve inasin As women offaithof faithfalthfaeth
talks selectedfromselected from the BYU womens conferences edited by mary E
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stovall and carol cornwall madsen 88 106 salt lake city deseret
book co 1989

matthews robert J the atonement of jesus christ 2 nephi 9 in the book of
mormon second nephi the doctrinal structure papersfrompapers from the third
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 177 99 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989

the fulnessfalness of times ensign 19 december 1989 46 5511

some thoughts on the atonement faculty lecture religious education
17 february 1989 provo utah npap 1989

what Is the dispensation of the fulnessfalness of times in doctrines for
exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants
edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 150 68 salt lake city
deseret book co 1989

mcconkie bruce R doctrines odtheoftheof the restoration sermons andwritings ofbruce
R mcconkie edited and arranged by mark L mcconkie salt lake city
bookcraft 1989

mcconkie joseph F the holy ghost salt lake city bookcraft 1989
millet robert L by grace are we saved salt lake city bookcraft 1989

magnifying priesthood power rev ed bountiful utah horizon pub-
lishers 1989
quest for the city of god the doctrine ofofzionzion in modem revelation

in doctrinesfordoctrines jorfor exaltation the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine
and covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 169 85
salt lake city deseret book co 1989

the influence of the brass plates on the teachings ofnephi in the book
ofmormonofmormon SecondsecondnephithesecondnephiNephi the doctrinal structure papersfrompapers from thethethirdthird
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 207 25 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989

mormon kitabindanKitab indan secmelerseckelerSecmeler isa mesihjesih hakkindaHakkinda diger bir taniklikTaniklik salt lake
city the church of jesus christ of latter day saints 1989

nelson russell M thanks for the covenant in brigham young university
1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 53 61 provo utah

university publications 1989

why this holy land ensign 19 december 1989 12 19

nibley hugh approaching zion salt lake city deseret book co and provo

utah foundation for ancient research and mormon studies FARMS
1989

the prophetic book ofmormonof mormon salt lake city deseret book co 1989

what Is zion A distant view sunstone 13 april 1989 20 32
nolan max materialism and the mormonmonnon faith dialogue 22 winter 1989

62 75
nyman monte S come to understanding and leamlearn doctrine in the book of

mormon secondsecondnephinephi the doctrinal structure papersfrompapers from the third
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 19 37 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989
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the second gathering of the literal seed in doctrinesfordoctrines fotfortot exaltation
the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants edited by
H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 186 200 salt lake city deseret
book co 1989

nyman monte S and charles D tate jr eds the book of mormon second
nephi the doctrinal structure papers from the third annual book of
mormon symposium provo utah religious studies center brigham
young university 1989

oaks dallin H freeagencyfree agency andfreedomand freedom inthe bookofmormonof mormon secondnephiSecondNephi
the doctrinal structure papers from the third annual book of mormon
symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 1 17
provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 1989

parrish alan K doctrine and covenants 76 and the visions of resurrected life
in the teachings of elder john A widtsoeWidtsoe in doctrinesfordoctrines fortor exaltation
the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants edited by
H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 201 23 salt lake city deseret
book co 1989

lehi and the covenant of the promised land A modem appraisal in
the book of mormon second nephi the doctrinal structure papers
from the third annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S
nyman and charles D tate jr 39 59 provo utah religious studies
center brigham young university 1989

parry donald W hebrew literary patterns in the book of mormon ensign 19

october 1989 58 61
peterson H donl and charles D tate jr eds the pearl of great price rev-

elationselat ions from god vol 14 religious studies center monograph series
salt lake city bookcraft 1989

rasmussen dennis therefore choose life in brigham young university
1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 117 22 provo utah

university publications 1989
reeve rex C jr we labor diligently to persuade our children to believe in

christ 2 nephi 2521 to 2611261L in the book ofmormonof mormon secondsecondnephinephi
the doctrinal structure popersfrompapers tromfrom the third annual book ofmormonof mormon
symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 259 67
provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 1989

riddle chauncey C the new and everlasting covenant in doctrinesfordoctrines fortor ex-
altational the 1989 sperry symposium on the doctrine and covenants
edited by H dean garret and rex C reeve jr 224 45 salt lake city
deseret book co 1989

robinson stephen E theexpandedthe expanded book of mormon in the book odmorof mor-
mon second nephi the doctrinal structure papers from the third
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 39139114414 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989

smith virgil bmormonbasicB mormon basicbeliefsBasic beliefs provo utah human growth services 1989
sorensen A D lehi on gods law and an opposition in all things in thethebookchebookbookbooe

ofmormonofmormon secondnephiSecondNephi the doctrinal structure papersfrompapers from the third
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
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charles D tate jr 107 32 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989
no respecter of persons equality in the kingdom in As women of

faith talks selectedfromselectedfrom the BYU womens conferences edited by mary
E stovall and carol cornwall madsen 51 68 salt lake city deseret
book co 1989

startin mary kay G finding a piece of the pattern exponent 1114II11 14 no 4 1989 5

stott michelle of truth and passion mormonism and existential thought
dialogue 22 winter 1989 76 87

top brent L though your sins be As scarlet salt lake city bookcraft 1989
toscano paul james priesthood concepts in the book of mormon sunstone 13

december 1989 8 17

turner rodney the lamanite mark in the book of mormon second nephi
the doctrinal structure papersfrompapers from the third annual book ofmormonof mormon
symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 133 57
provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 1989

underwood grant insights from the early years 2 nephi 28 30 in the book
ofmormonofmormon secondnephisecond nephi the doctrinal structure papersfrompapersfrom the third
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 323 39 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989

van orden bruce A the law of witnesses in 2 nephi in the book ofmormonof mormon

second nephi the doctrinal structure papers from the third annual
book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D

tate jr 307 21 provo utah religious studies center brigham young
university 1989

walker richard lynn the constitution in jeopardy how should latter day
saints respond npapN p 1989

wardle lynn D seeing the constitution as covenant ensign 19 september
1989 6 9

warren douglas S forever more an eternal perspective of marriage provo

utah warren report publishing 1989
welch john W lehilehl s lastwilllastLas willtWill and testament A legal approach in thethebookchebookbook

ofmormonofmormon secondnephiSecond Nephi the doctrinal structure papersfrompapers from the third
annual book of mormon symposium edited by monte S nyman and
charles D tate jr 61 82 provo utah religious studies center
brigham young university 1989

wilcox S michael eyes that see afar in doctrinesfordoctrines forpor exaltation the 1989
sperry symposium on the doctrine andcovenants edited by H dean garret
and rex C reeve jr 246 61 salt lake city deseret book co 1989

nephis message to thegentilesthe gentiles in the bookofmormonofmormon secondnephiSecond Nephi

the doctrinal structure papersfrompapers from the third annual book of mormon
symposium edited by monte S nyman and charles D tate jr 269 86
provo utah religious studies center brigham young university 1989

the power and the promise salt lake city bookcraft 1989

woodford robert J the articles and covenants of the church of christ and the
book of mormon in doctrinesfordoctrines porfor exaltation the 1989 sperry symposampo
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slumsium on the doctrine and covenants edited by H dean garret and rex C
reeve jr 262 73 salt lake city deseret book co 1989

yorgason brenton little known evidences of the book of mormon salt lake
city covenant publishers 1989

historical
abruzzi william S ecology resource redistribution and mormon settle-

ment in northeastern arizona american anthropologist 91 septem-
ber 1989 642 55

anderson karl ricks joseph smiths kirtland eyewitness accounts salt lake
city deseret book co 1989

arrington leonard J modem lysistratas mormon women in the international
peace movement 1899 1939 journal of mormon history 15 1989
89 104

arrington leonard J and linda wilcox from subsistence to golden age
cache valley agriculture 1859 1900 utah historical quarterly 57

fall 1989 340 69

aspinwall bernard A fertile field scotland in the days of the early missions
in mormonscormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and
malcolmMalcolmRR thorp 104 17 salt lake city university ofutah press 1989

backman milton V jr preparing the way the rise of religious freedom in
new england ensign 19 january 1989 16 19

A warning from kirtland ensign 19 april 1989 26 30
bailey jody and robert S mcpherson practically free from the taint of the

bootlegger A closer look at prohibition in southeastern utah utah
historical quarterly 57 spring 1989 150 64

baker P B the wildweidwildbunchbunch atrobbersroostat robbers roost university of nebraska press 1989

baldridge steven W grafting in A history of the latter day saints in the holy
land israel jerusalem branch the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints 1989

B ashore melvin L and linda L haslam mormon pioneer companies crossing
the plains 1847 1868 narratives guide to sources in utah libraries
andarchivesand archives rev ed salt lake city historical department the church
of jesus christ of latter day saints 1989

bennett keith and thomas carter houses with two fronts the evolution of
domestic architectural design in a mormonmonnon community journal of
mormon history 15 1989 47 58

bennion sherilyn cox thesalttresaltthe saltlakeSaltsait lake sanitarian medical advisertoadviserAdvisertoto the saints
utah historical quarterly 57 spring 1989 125 37

bishop M guy sex roles marriage and childrearing at mormon nauvoo
western illinois regional studies I111I1 fall 1988 36 45

black susan easton 1 I am not any longer to be alone ensign 19 january
1989 50 56
theme search for early members of the church ensign 19 july 1989 28 3311

bowden henry wamerwarner from the age of science to an age of uncertainty
history and mormon studies in the twentieth century journal odmorofmorof mor-
mon history 15 1989 105 20
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break nancy J A mormon temple in the american rural tradition kirtland
temple lake county ohio historical society3lsociety31 september 1989171989 17 26

bringhurst newell G applause attack and ambivalence varied responses
to fawn M brodies no man knows my history utah historical
quarterly 57 winter 1989 46 63

britsch R lanier moramonamoratonaMoramona the mormonscormons in hawaii laie hawaii institute
for polynesian studies 1989
roots of faith ensign 19 september 1989 44 50

brown bruce L and mark K allenalienailen psychology among the saints the develop-
ment of behavioral science and brigham young university journal odtheoftheof the

history of the behavioral sciences 24 january 1988 33331040
cannon janath R and jill mulvay derr resolving differencesachievingDifferences Achieving unity

lessons from the history of relief society in As women of faith talks
selectedfromselectedpromfrom the byuwomensthebyuwomensBYU Womens conferences editedbyediteditededbyby mary EestovallstovallsstovallEStovall and
carol cornwall madsen 122 47 salt lake city deseret book co 1989

cannon ted and janeth cannon nauvoo this people 10 summer 1989 31 34

carmack john K fayette the place the church was organized ensign 19

february 1989 14 19

carter thomas spindles and spoon racks local style in nineteenth century
mormon furniture in the old traditional way ollifeoflifeof lipelifelefe edited by robert
E walls and george H shoemaker 40 57 indiana tricksterpresstrickster press 1989

cheasebro margaret two little known pageants of the west journey into

anasazi country this people 10 summer 1989 37 38 41

church history in the fulnessfalness oftimesofttimesoftimes the history oftheodtheofthe church ofjesusofjesus christ
oflatterof latter day saints salt lake city the church of jesus christ of latter
day saints 1989

christmas reflections in an enduring legacy 12181 94 salt lake city
daughters of utah pioneers 1989

coming to terms with mormonmonnon history an interview with leonard arringtonarlington
dialogue 22 winter 1989 39 54

cotterill john B the rise and decline of the church in the west midlands
1840 77 in mormonscormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L
jensen and malcolm R thorp 92 103 salt lake city university of utah
press 1989

cowan richard 0 temples to dot the earth salt lake city bookcraft 1989

cowing sheila searches in the american desert new york MK mcelderry
books 1989

crawley peter the constitution of the state of deseret BYU studies 29 fall
1989 7 22

crouch brodie jornada del muertohuerto A pageant of the desert spokane wash
arthur H clarkdarkoark co 1989

daughters of utah pioneers through the years in an enduring legacy 1293
136 salt lake city daughters of utah pioneers 1989

davis ray jay law and the nineteenth century british mormonsmonnonsmormans migration in
mormonscormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and

malcolm R thorp 243 57 saltsaitsaltlakelake city university of utah press 1989

dennis ronald D A facsimile and a translated facsimile of udgorn selon
zions trumpet provo utah author 1989
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devitry smith john the wreck of the julia ann BYU studies 29 spring
1989 5 29

dixon madolinemadeline cloward Peteetpeteetneetiipeteetneetneet H more history of paysonpay son utah orem
utah cedar fort 1989

dougan tenellterrellteneilten elleileli this Is the place salt lake city wasatch book distribution 1989

driggs ken there Is no law in georgia for mormonscormonsMormons the joseph standing
murder case of 1879 georgia historical quarterly 73 winter 1989
745 72

dyal donald H mormon pursuit of the agrarian ideal agricultural history 63
fall 1989 19 35

edison carol monmormonmonnonnon gravestones A folk expression of identity and belief
dialogue 22 winter 1989 89 94

ellsworth S george called to tubuaitubuli ensign 19 october 1989 35 39
embry jessie L A tiny ripple the growth of heber city and the wasatch

wave 1889 1920 utahutahhistoricalhistorical quarterly 57 summer 19892041989 204 15
epperson steven jews in the columns of josephs times and seasons dial-

ogue 22 winter 1989 135 42
esplin ronald K god will protect me until my work Is done ensign 19

augustaugust19891989 16 21

the 1840 41 mission to england and the development of the quorum of
the twelve in mormonscormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L
jensen and malcolm R thorp 70 9911 salt lake city university of utah
press 1989

fales susan L artisans millhandsMillhands and laborers the mormonscormons of leeds and
their nonconformist neighbors in mormonscormons in early victorian britain
edited by richard L jensen and malcolm R thorp 156 78 salt lake
city university of utah press 1989

finley mary J chase A history ofspringvilleofspringvilleSpring ville springvilleSpringville utah art city pub-
lishing co 1989

foster craig L anti mormon Pamphleteerpamphleteeringing in great britain 1837 1860
masters thesis brigham young university 1989

fradkin philip L sagebrush country land and the american west new york
alfred A knopf 1989

garrett H dean the honeymoon trail ensign 19 july 1989 23 27
garrett H dean and clarkdarkmark V johnson eds regional studies in latter day saint

church history arizona provo utah dept of church history and
doctrine brigham young university 1989

godfrey audrey M A social history of camp floyd utah territory 1858
1861 masters thesis utah state university 1989

godfrey kenneth W the zelph story BYU studies 29 spring 1989 31 56
goldberg robert alan building zions A conceptual framework utah his-

torical quarterly 57 spring 1989 165 79
graves along the pioneer trail in an enduring legacy 12305 52 salt lake

city daughters of utah pioneers 1989
griggs C walfiwilfiwilfreded early british christianity BYU studies 29 winter 198919894747 65
grover mark L the mormonmonnon church and german immigrants in southern

brazil religion and language jahrbuchJahrbuch fur geschichte von staat
wirtschaft und gesel1schaftgesellschaftGesellschaft lateinamerikas 26 1989 295 308
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haefele walter R the rescue of the handcart pioneers american west 26
december 1989 1 2

hamilton marshall money diggersville the brief turbulent history of the
mormon town of warren the john whitmer historical association
journal 9 1989 49 58

harrison john F C the popular history of early victorian britain A mormon
contribution in mormonscormons in early victorian britain edited by richard
L jensen and malcolm R thorp 1 15 salt lake city university of utah
press 1989

hartley william G LDS pastors and pastoratesPastorates 1852 55 inmormonsmormonscormonsin in early
victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and malcolm R thorp
194 210 salt lake city university of utah press 1989
nauvoo teenager the new era 21 19 october 1989 44 47

hatch nathan 0 the democratization of american christianity new haven
yale university press 1989

haynie harold st george brigham knew best this people 10 winter
holiday 43 4447

hendricks rickey lynn landmark architecture for a polygamous family the
brigham young domicile salt lake city utah public historian 11

winter 1989 25725 47
hill marvin S counter revolution the mormon reaction to the coming of

american democracy sunstone 13 june 1989 24 33

questforrefugequestfor refuge the mormon flightfromflight from american pluralism salt lake
city signature books 1989

hill william E the oregon trail yesterday and today A brief history and
pictorial journey along the wagon tracks of pioneers caldwell idaho
caxton printers 1989

howe susan burdens and illuminations ann arbor mich university micro-
films int 1989

immigrant pioneers in an enduring legacy 1245 92 salt lake city
daughters of utah pioneers 1989

jenkins carri P outmigrationout migration making home away from home BYU today
43 may 1989 3939343

jensen richard L church councils and governance in mormonscormons in early
victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and malcolm R thorp
179 93 salt lake city university of utah press 1989

jensen richard L and malcolm R thorp eds mormonscormons in early victorian
britain salt lake city university of utah press 1989

johnson norman K early monnonmormon and utah holographic scrip utah his-
torical quarterly 57 summer 1989 21yl39216tig 39

jones terry lynne telford A grave by the little blue ensign 19 july 1989
20 22

jones gracia N the priceless gifts celebrating the holidays with joseph and
emma smith murray utah roylance 1989

joyaux georges J trans an excerpt from louis de cottons A travers iele do-
minion et la californiecaliforniteCalifornie nevada state historical society quarterly 31

spring 1989 53 70
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katz suzanne adel sisters in salvation microformmicroform patterns of emotional
loneliness among nineteenth century non elite mormon polygamous
women fullerton calif california state university fullerton 1987

kimball stanley B rediscovering the fort leavenworth military branch of the
santa fe trail journal of the west 28 april 1989 59 68

king arthur henry A man who speaks to our time from eternity ensign 19

march 1989 12 16

kreyche gerald F visions of the american west lexington university press of
kentucky 1989

lauer robert frederick the beehive state sunstone 13 december 1989 22 44
launius roger invisible saints A history ofblackamericansofblack americans in the reorganized

church independence mo herald publishing house 1988

launius roger D anti mormonism in illinois thomas C sharps unfinished
history of the mormon war 1845 journal of mormon history 15

1989271989 27 45
lavitt wendy childrens clothing on the utah frontier beehive history 15

1989 27 30

lewis james R apostates and the legitimation of repression some historical
and empirical perspectives on the cult controversy sociological
analysis 49 winter 1989 386 96

lindley william R those great days at the salt lake tribune journal of the
west 28 july 1989 52 55

lively robert L jr some sociological reflections on the nineteenth century
british mission in mormonscormons in early victorian britain edited by rich-
ard L jensen and malcolm R thorp 16 30 salt lake city university of
utah press 1989

locality histories in an enduring legacy 12221 60 salt lake city daugh-
ters of utah pioneers 1989

lyman edward leo the rise and decline of mormon san bernardino BYU

studies 29 fall 1989 43 63

madsen brigham D ed exploring the greatgreatsaltlakesaltsait lake the stansbury expedition
of 1849 50 salt lake city university of utah press 1989

malad idaho stake centennial history book 1888 1988 malad idaho malad
idaho stakestake19891989

martin charles W and dorothy devereux dustin the omaha council bluffs
area and the westward trails overland journal 7 no 4 1989 2 11

martin russell A story that stands like a dam glen canyon and the struggle
for the soul of the west new york holt 1989

mathisen jean A deaths crossing true west 36 january 1989 50 52
mauss armand L assimilation and ambivalence the mormon reaction to

americanization dialogue 22 spring 1989 30 67
may merrill J from mormon academy to four year state college psychology

at weber state college journal odtheoftheof rhethe history odtheoftheof the behavioral sciences
24 january 1988 25 32

mccarthy betty america the beautiful utah chicago childrens press 1989
mccue robert J the restoration in british columbia dialogue 22 spring

1989 142 51
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KiemanmckiemanmckeemanMc PF mark and roger D launius eds missouri folk heroes of the 19th

century independence mo herald publishing house 1989

metcalf warren A precarious balance the northern utes and the black hawk
war utah historical quarterly 57 winter 1989 24 35

meyer richard E ed cemeteries and gravemarkersGrave markers voices of american cul-
ture ann arbor mich university of michigan research press 1989

miller karl A history of buildings and grounds brigham young univer-
sity npap 1989

milner clyde A 11II ed major problems in the history of the american west
documents and essays lexington mass DC heath 1989

mineau geraldine P lee L bean and douglas L anderton migration and
fertility behavioral change on the american frontier journal of familyoffamily

history 14 1989 43 61

missions to the indians in an enduring legacy 1235312353400400 salt lake city
daughters of utah pioneers 1989

montague terry Bohlebohleohie mine angels round about mormon missionary evacu-
ationationfromfrom western germany 1939 murray utah roylance 1989

morgan county historical society comp morgan county utah school build-
ings an illustrated history npap 1989

orton chad M saints in the secular city A history of the los angeles stake
masters thesis brigham young university 1989

palmyra cradle of the restoration ensign 19 january 1989 3838242
parrish william E the mississippi saints the historian A journal of historyofhistory

50 august 1988 489 506
paul rodman W the far west and the great plains in transition 1859 1900

new york harper and row 1988
perko F michael early mormonismMonnonism and the magic world view christian

century 106 25 january 1989 84 85
petersen wanda snow ferron creek its founders and builders historical

memories of ferron emery county utah bountiful utah horizon
publishers 1989

peterson charles S cholera blight and sparrows A look at utahs first
agricultural agents utahhistorical quarterly 57 spring 19891381989 138 49
grazing in utah A historical perspective utah historical quarterly 57

fall 1989 300 19
peterson paul H the mormon reformation of 1856 1857 the rhetoric and the

realityjournalreality journal of mormon history 15 1989 59 87

the 1857 reformation in britain inmormons inearlylinearlyin early victorian britain
edited by richard L jensen and malcolm R thorp 211 23 salt lake
city university of utah press 1989

phillips andrew the essex conference 1850 70 in mormonscormons in early vic-
torian britain edited by richard L jensen and malcolm R thorp 142

55 salt lake city university of utah press 1989
pioneer potpourri in an enduring legacy 12261 304 salt lake city

daughters of utah pioneers 1989
poll richard D the british mission during the utah war 1857 58 in

mormonscormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and

malcolm R thorp 224 42 salt lake city university of utah press 1989
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history and faith reflections of a mormon historian salt lake city
signature books 1989

the move south BYU studies 29 fall 1989 65 88

pope clayne L households on the american frontier the distribution of
income and wealth in utah 1850 1900 in markets in history economic
studies of the past edited by david W galenson 148 89 cambridge
cambridge university press 1989

porter paul B psychology at the university of deseret utah A century of
progressive struggle journal odtheoftheof the history odtheoftheof the behavioral sciences 24

january 1988 41414545

quist john polygamy among james strang and his followers the john
whitmer historical association journal 9 1989 31 48

roske ralph J and michael S green gass station las vegas nevada
nevada 49 septemberoctoberSeptember October 1989 28 31 69 71

octavius decatur gass pah ute county pioneer journal of arizona
history 29 winter 1988 371 90

sasser charles W massacre at mountain meadows oldoidoldwest26west 26 fall 1989 14 19

schmalz charles L sugar beets in cache valley an amalgamation of agricul-
ture and industry utah historical quarterly 57 fall 1989 370 88

schoemaker george H symbolic consideration in nineteenth century tomb-
stone art in utah material culture 20 summerfallsummersallSummer Fall 1988 19 26

schweikart larry making money the old fashioned way banking before the
civil war Timeline december 1989january1989 January 1990 33333 43

seljaas helge scandinavian mormonscormons and theirtheirzionzion scandinavian studies
60 autumn 1988 445 52

shrontz duane alta A peoples story salt lake city alta ski lifts corpo-
ration 1989

sillito john and constance L lieber in blessing we too were blessed
mormon women and spiritual gifts weber studies 5 spring 1988
61 73

smart paul F the history of the early members of the church of jesus christ
of latter day saints in preston lancashire england masters thesis
brigham young university 1989

smart william B two little known pageants of the west pioneering in castle
valley this people 10 summer 1989 37 38 42

smith carmen the lost well of the mormon battalion rediscovered utah
historical quarterly 57 summer 1989 277 86

smith marcus sidney with them were ten thousand and more the theauthorizedauthorized
history of the oratorio society of utah salt lake city actaeon books 1989

stocks hugh G RLDS publishing and the book of mormon 1860 1910 the
john whitmer historical association journal 9 1989 59 73

stokes william lee BYU tomorrow salt lake city author 1989

the stone rolls forth A history of the church ofjesusof jesus christ oflatterof lanterlatterlauner day saints
in southeastern colorado 1846 1986 colorado springs colorado
stake 1988

stuy brian H ed collected discourses delivered by president wilford wood-
ruff his two counselors the twelve apostles volume 3 1892 1893
burbank calif BHS publishing 1989
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swetnam susan H turning to the mothers mormon womens biographies of
their female forebears and the mormon churchechurchs expectations for
women frontiers A journal of women studies 10 fall 1988 1 6

taylor paul A miracle in dixie true west 36 june 1989 52 55
terry jill exploring belief and custom the study of mormon folklore utah

folklore newsletter 23 winter 1989 2 5

thompson george A throw down the box treasure tales from gilmer &
salisbury the western stagecoach king salt lake city dream garden
press 1989

thorp malcolm R early mormon confrontations with sectarianism 183718374040
in mormonscormons in early victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and
malcolm R thorp 49 69 salt lake city university of utah press 1989

tobler douglas F and nelson B wadsworth the history of the mormonscormonsMormons in photo-
graphs and text 1830 to the present new york st martins press 1989

top brent L legacy of the mormon pavilion ensign 19 october 1989 22 28

trimble stephen the sagebrush ocean A natural history of the great basin
reno university of nevada press 1989

tripp george tooelethoele what Is the names origin utah historical quarterly
57 summer 1989 273 76

underwood grant the new england origins of mormonism revisited
journal of mormon history 15 1989 15 25

the religious milieu of english mormonism in mormonscormons in early
victorian britain edited by richard L jensen and malcolm R thorp 3311

48 salt lake city university of utah press 1989
van orden lavonne comp blessed by the hymns salt lake city deseret book

co 1989
van wagoner richard S mormon polygamy A history 2dad ed salt lake city

signature books 1989
saratoga utah lakes oldest resort utah historical quarterly 57

spring 1989 108 24
varleyvardey james F brigham and the brigadier general patrick connor and his

california volunteers in utah and along the overland trail tucson
ariz Westernwestemlorewesternlorelore press 1989

vogel dan mormonismsMormoni sms anti masonick bible the john whitmerwhitmerhistorihistori-
cal association journal 9 1989 17 30

walker ronald W toward a reconstruction of mormon and indian relations
1847 18778771 BYU studies 29 fall 1989 2323242

walker ronald W and alexander M starr shattering the vase the razing of the
old salt lake theatre utah historical quarterly 57 winter 1989 64 88

warren scott victorian bonanza victorian architecture of the rocky mountain
west flagstaff ariz northland publishers 1989

westergren bruce N utahs gamble with pari mutuel betting in the early
twentieth century utah historical quarterly 57 winter 1989 4 23

westwood richard E early fur farmingfanning in utah utah historical quarterly 57

fall 1989 320 39

where the book of mormonmonnon went to press ensign 19 february 1989 43 47
whittaker david J almanacs in the new england heritage of mormonism

BYU studies 29 fall 1989 89 113
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wilcox pearl roots of the reorganized latter day saints in southern iowa
independence mo author 1989

winn kenneth H exiles in a land of libertyofliberty mormonscormons in america 1830 1846
chapel hill university of north carolina press 1989

wyatt gary mormon polygyny in the nineteenth century A theoretical
analysis journal ofofcomparativecomparative family studies 20 spring 1990131990 13 20

the year 1888 in an enduring legacy 121121444 salt lake city daughters of
utah pioneers 1989

inspirational

andersen H verlan always remember the new era 19 april 1989 4 6
ashton marvin J come and see the new era 21 19 december 1989 4 7

he loveth that which Is right in brigham young university 1988
1989 devotional andfiresideand Fireside speeches 105 10 provo utah university
publications 1989

babbel frederick W bring forth your light salt lake city bookcraft 1989

ballard M russell the power of commitment the new era 21 19 no-
vember 1989 4 6

benson ezra taft think on christ ensign 19 march 1989 2 4
to the children of the church an address salt lake city the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints 1989

of the most worth the new era 19 june 1989 4 6

black donald J A pocket full ofmiraclesof miracles A collection rofheartofheartof heart warming true
stories salt lake city covenant publishers 1989

bradford jeff songs of the savior artistic PianoplanopeanopianovocalpianolvocalVocal arrangements bounti-
ful utah horizon publishers 1989

brewster hoyt W jr A timetimeforfor youth salt lake city bookcraft 1989

broderick carlfredearlfredCarlfred the uses of adversity in As women of faith talks se-
lectedlectedfrompromfrom the BYU womens conferences edited by mary E stovall and
carol cornwall madsen 171 90 saltsaitsaltlakelake city deseretdeseretbookbook co 1989

burgess allan K and max H molgard stonesstories that teach gospel principles salt
lake city bookcraft 1989

busche F enzio powerfully strong the new era 19 march 19894 7
cannon elaine godblessgorgod blessbiess the sickandafflictedaniand afflicted salt lake city bookcraft 1989

make it a good day the new era 21 19 october 1989 8 10

carmack john K to my single friends ensign 19 march 1989 26 3311

chidester C richard christ centered teaching ensign 19 october 1989 6 9

christensen don M and arda jean christensen you can have happy obedient
children salt lake city publishers press 1989

christensen joe J welcome home salt lake city bookcraft 1989

clarke J richard choice the crucible of character in brigham young
university 1988 1989 devotional and fireside speeches 97 103
provo utah university publications 1989

de jager jacob perfecting the saints in brigham young university 1988
1989 devotional and fireside speeches 85 95 provo utah university
publications 1989

didier charles perception the new era 19 february 1989 4 6
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douglas colin B what ive learned about grace since coming down from the
sycamore tree ensign 19 april 1989 12 16

durrant george that thine alms may be in secret salt lake city bookcraft
1989

edwards deanna grieving the pain and the promise salt lake city covenant
publishers 1989

england eugene ed converted to christ through the bookofmormonof mormon salt lake
city deseret book co 1989

eyre richard M serendipity of the spirit npap homebaseHomebase publishers 1988

eyring henry B do what they think you cant do the new era 21 19

october 1989 4 6

listen together in brigham young university 1988 1989 devo-
tional and fireside speeches 11 2211 provo utah university publica
tionseions 1989

firmage edwin B reconciliation dialogue 22 fall 1989 130 45
the first presidency and the quorum of the twelve apostles we add our

witness ensign 19 march 1989 5 9
gibbons francis M mind over matter the new era 19 january 1989 4 7

gibbons ted renting the veil ofheavenof heaven orem utah keepsake bookcardsbookwardsBookcards 1989
grassligrasoliGrassli michaelene I1 will follow gods planformeplanpianforMenormefor me Amessageformerriemessage for merriemerrle miss

girlsfromgirls fromtrom michaelene grassligrasoliGrassli salt lake city deseret book co 1989
hafen bruce C the waning of belonging ensign 19 october 1989 68 72
harbertson robert B restoration of the aaronic priesthood ensign 19 july

1989 76 77
harris jay martin and trudy martin gaining the fulnessfalnessFulness the spirit filled path
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